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PREFACE

The: Manual

This manual describes the H version of SlNTRAN Ill The first part is an
alphabetical list of the commands and their precise details.
The second part is an alphabetical list of monitor calls and their details.
The third part is a list of commands and monitor calls grouped according to
functions
The final part consists of appendices

The: Reader

The manual is written for experienced users who need to look up precise details.

ND»60t128.03
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Related Manuals

SlNTRAN ”I Introduction (ND-60.125)
This gives an introductory survey of the basic functions available for those
with little or no knowledge of computers or those unfamiliar with the
SINTRAN lll operating system

SlNTRAN lll Time-sharing/Batch Guide (ND—60132)
This describes the use of commands and monitor calls available for
timesharing users. The commands and monitor calls are grouped according
to function

SlNTRAN ill ReaLTime Guide (ND~60t133)
This describes realtime programming facilities. It is written for application
programmers and assumes a reading knowledge of FORTRAN.

SlNTRAN lll Communication Guide (ND~60.134)
This describes the use of commands and monitor calls used in
communications It includes descriptions of ND—NET, Remote Job Entry
and XMSG.

SINTRAN lll System Supervisor (NDv30.003)
This describes the tasks performed by the System Supervisor who is
responsible for keeping the system running properly from day to day. it
includes descriptions of Accounting and @SlNTRAN«SERVICE-PROGRAM.

StTRAN iil Utilities Manual (ND—60.151)
This describes some utility functions and subsystems available under
SlNTRAN Ill. These are
Perform
General Purpose Macro Generator
Mail
Backup System (which replaces @COPY-USERS-FILES)
Look-file
File Extract Utility
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1.1

SINITRAN Ill COMMANDS
(in alphabetical oarder)

INTRODUCTION

The command names are listed following the SlNTRAN prompt character '0”.
This character is written to the terminal by the system when SlNTRAN is ready to
accept a command. The user types characters after the C!)

A command can be written as one or several lines, in upper or lowercase If the
user types carriage return (CR) before all parameters are entered, SINTRAN asks
for the missing parameters on the next lines.
A command may be written in one of the following ways (user input is
underlined):

@ L|ST;ElLES_§Aj_FA,TERM

Or

@ LisTiiLEs
FILE NAME: 331:3:
OUTPUT FILEE: ZEEM

Ol’

@LlST-fl LESflZEA
OUTPUT FILEJEM

Of

@LlST-flLES

' Or

@ LiSTflLESflliji

The last example uses the default value for the parameter OUTPUT FILE. To use
a default value for the last parameter in a command requires an extra comma;
one comma causes a request for the parameter.

The fotlowing abbreviations are used in this manual:
CR == carriage return
DEC == decimal number
OCT == octal number
DEF == default

The notation (OCT: 0 - 77) means an octal number in the range 0 to 77 inclusive

ND-60.128.03



The radix of a parameter may be specified by appending D (for clecimal) or B (for
octal) to the number

Some parameters have default values; omitting parameters without default
values causes an error message.

In some cases the notation [ tttttt ] is used to indicate that the parts in brackets
may be omitted.

Parameters are separated by a comma or space. The SlNTRAN editing
characters are used to edit the current or previous command line
Eg. pressing CTRL/A after
(a? LlST-FO
deletes the character 0.
If the command
@ LIST-Fl OLE,TERM
has just been entered; pressing CTRL/D reenters this command

ND~60.128r03



l.2 COWllNllANI SUMMARY

Command Parameters Used lby Short description

ABORT RT program name RT stop RT program

ABORT—BATCH batch nor RT abort batch process

ABORT—JOB batch no., user name Public abort current batch job

ABORT—PRlNT peripheral file Public abort current printout

ABSET RT program name, seconds, RT start RT program at time of
minutes, hours day

ALLOCATETILE file name, page address, Public create and allocate file
no. of pages i

ALLOCATE-NEW« file name, page address, no. Public create and allocate new
VERSION of pages version of file

APPEND-BATCH batch no., input file, output Public append batch input/output
file files to batch queue

2APPEND~REMOTE host computer, input file System append remote batch input
file to remote batch queue

APPEND~SPOOLING- peripheral file, file name, Public append file to spooling
FlLE no. of copies, text queue

[,printing message]

BACKSPACE—PRINT peripheral fiie, no. of pages, Public backspace current print—out
no, of lines

BATCH none RT start batch process

CC none Public comment in batch or mode
jobs

CHANGE-v device no., no. of pages System change virtual memory size
BACKGROUND
SEGMENT—SIZE

:CHANGEaBlTTlLE directory name, block no. System change specified bit—file
block

ND—Bé).128.03



Command Parameters Used by Short description

CHANGEsDEiRECTORY‘ device name [,unit, System change contents of directory
ENTRY fixed/removable, subunit] entry

QH'ANGEGBJECP user name, object no. System change specified object
ENTRY entry

GHANGEPAGE directory name, page no, System change specified page

CHANGE-PASSWORD new password, Public change user password
old password

GHANGEsUSERsENTRY directory name, user not System change user entry

CLADJ no. of time units, time unit RT adjust internal clock

QLEARDEVIICE logical unit System execute a clear device (IOX)
instruction

QLEAR~PAS§SWORD user name System clear user password

CLOSE—FILE file no. Public close opened file

COMMUNICATION line no. Public line status 01 a communica~
LINESTATUS tion line

COMMUNICATlON~ line no, output file Public line status of all
STATUS communication lines

QONCT RT program name, logical RT connect RT program to
unit no. interrupt line

CONNECT~FILE file name, file no., Public open file for access through
access mode specified file number

CONTlNUE none Public restart background program

COPY destination file, source file Public copy from/to file or device

COPY-DEVICE destination device, System copy all pages from source
source device device to destination device

COPY—DIRECTORY destination directory name System copy atl files from
source directory name source directory to

destination directory

COPY~F|LE destination file, source file Public copy file or device

ND—60.l28l03



1 ”5

HANDLING

Command Parameters Used by Short description

CREATE‘DiRECT-ORY directory name, deVice Systern create a directory

name [,unit, fixed/
removable, subunit],
bit file address

CREATE FILE file name, not of pages Public create one or more versions
of a file

CREATEFRIEND friend name Public create another user as friend

CREATE—NEW-VERSION file name, no. of pages Public create one or more new
versions of a file

,CEREATEwUSER user name System create a new user

DATCL none Public print current time and date
on the terminal

DEFAULT-SUBSYSTEM- terminal number Public Disable execution of default

DISABLE subsystem

DEFAULT- terminal number Public Enable execution of default

SUBSYSTEMENABLE subsystem

DEFINEDEFAULT— subsystem name System Define a (global) command
SUB$YSTEM1 string.

DEFINE‘ESCAPEe logical unit, escape System define value of break
CHARACTER character character

DEFINE—HISTOGRAM program name, start Public define intervals for measure-
address, interval ment of CPU time

DEFINE—SPOOLING— per file, printing name of System define conditions for
CONDITIONS spooling files?, stop and spooling

wait for START~PRINT,
no. of lines per page

DEFINEISPOOLING— user text Public define text to appear on the
FILE—MESSAGE error device

DEFINE-SYSTEMi program name, interrupt System define address area and
HISTOGRAM Eevel, start address, interval interrupt Ievei for measure-

ment of CPU time

DEFINEJERM‘NAT‘QN“ background, RT System define termination handling

ND~60.128.03



1---6

output file

Command Parameters Used by Short description

DELETE~BATCH~QUEUE§ batch no., input file, Public delete entry from batch
ENTRY output file queue

DELETE—FILE file name Public delete file

DELETE~FRIEND friend name Public delete friend

DELETE—REENTRANT subsystem name System delete reentrant subsystem

DELETEREMOTE- host computer, queue entry System delete entry from remote
QUEUELENERY batch queue

DELETE-SPOOLlNG-FILE peripheral file, file name Public delete file from spooling
queue

DLELETEsUSER user name System delete user from directory

DELETE—USERS-FlLES file name, manual check Public delete all files with matching
‘ file names

DEVlCE-FUNCTlON file name, function, Public operates upon special
optional parameter l,2 devices

DIRECTORY directory name, output file Public list statistics of
STATISTiCS directories entered

DlSABLE‘ESCAPE— logical unit Public set terminal in ”nonauser—
FUNCTION break” mode

DlSABLEvTERMlNATlON- background, RT Public disable termination handling
HANDLlNG ‘ terminal no.

,DMAC none RT assembler for system
debugging

DgSCN'i' RT program name RT disconnect RT program

DUMP file name, start address, Public save contents of users
restart address virtual memory

DUMP—BlPFlLE directory name, block no., System octal dump of one '16 word
output file block from bit—file of

specified directory

DUMP-DRECTORYm device name,[unit, System octal dump of directory
ENTRY fixed/removable, subunit,] entry

NDx60.128.03



RT~LOADER ,

Command Parameters Used by Short description

DUMROBJECT—ENTRY user name, object no., System octal dump of object entry
output file I

DUMRPAGE directory name, page System octal dump of one lK page
address, output file

DUMPLREENTRANT' subsystem name, start System establish subsystem as
address, restart address, reentrant subsystem
binary file

DUMPLUSERENTRY directory name, user no., System octal dump of user entry
output file

ENABLE'ESCAPE‘ logical unit Public reset "non~user-break"
FUNCT‘ON mode of terminal

EN’ABLE'TERM'NAT'ON‘ background, RT System enable termination handling
HANDLlNG'

ENTER user name, password, Public identify the owner of a batch
project password, job
max. time

ENTER-DlRECTORY directory name, Public enter directory into system
device name[, unit, E
fixed/removable, subunit]

segment no., PT, interrupt RT initialize page table (PT)
level, start address

EXECUTEJOX‘? value, device no. RT execute lOX instruction

EXPAND-HUS file name, no. of pages Public expand contiguous file by
specified no. of pages

FlLE—STATISTICS file name, output file Public list statistics of files with
matching names

FIX segment no. RT fix segment in memory

FIXC segment no., first physical RT fix segment in contiguous
page memory area

FORWARD~SPACE— peripheral file, no. of Public forward space current
PRINT pages, no. of lines printout

GETeALTERNATlVE file name System get backup of RT loader

ND-60.128.03



Command Parameters Used by Short description

CiET-VAELTE'RN'ATiVEl— file name l, file name 2, System load/start alternative
SYSTEM is RT LOADER on segment SINTRAN Ill system

file 0, name of RT
LOADER file

GETMERRORDEVlCE none System print logical unit number of
' device printing system errors

‘iii‘r‘GETwFiETNAME octal address RT convert address of RT des
cription to RT program name

GETTERMINALTYPE logicai unit Public write terminal type number

GlVEfSPO’OLING—PAGES no of pages System increase no. of spooling
pages

GlVEUSER—SPACE user name, no. of pages System give user space in directory

(SOTO-USER octal address Public start background program

HELP - command, output file Public list matching commands

HOLD no. of time units, time unit Public enter waiting state for
specified time

lNiT-ACCOUNTING desired, max., System initialize and start accountw
backgroundi,RT,spooiing, ing of specified resources
clear logged information,
logging interval, 'ND-SOO}

lNiTi/tLACQMM/XND command string System execute command at system
restart

lNi'I'llgLiZiE:w none System start background programs
BACKGROUND
PROGRAMS

lNlTWLlZEE-RRQRzLQG none System initialize error log segment

ir‘lNTVg; RT program name, no. of RT make RT program periodic
time units, time unit

lOSET Unit, input/output, RT Public reset device and clear
program name, control device buffers

LIST~BATCH~PROCESS none Public list status of batch
processors

LISTVBATCH~OUEUE batch no. Public list batch queue

ND 60,128.03
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/r

Short description ’ _Command Parameters Used by

LlST—DEFAULTM output file Public List command string to be
SUBSYSTEM executed after login

LlST~DEVECE logical unit, input/output Public list RT program reserving
device

LlST—DEVICE- output file Public list all functions available in
FUNCTIONS @DEVlCE—FUNCTION

LlST—DlRECTORIES» directory name, output file Public list names of directories;
ENTERED entered

LIST-EXECUTION none Public list execution queue
QUEUE

LIST—FILES file name, output file Public list names of files with
matching names

LlST-FRlENDS friend name, output file Public list names of friends with
matching names

LlST~lNlTlALu output file System list commands to be
COMMANDS: executed on system start

LISTeOPENED—FILES output file Public list numbers/names of
opened files

LlST—REENTRANT none Public list reentrant subsystems

LlST-REMOTEQUEUE host computer Public list contents of remote batch
queue

LlS’TflIJKQCQUNT? none RT List accounting data for RT
programs

LlST«RT»DESCRlPTlON RT program name Public list RT description

,,LlS374RIQPENE’DElLESi none RT list files opened by RT
programs

-LlST—RT«PROGRAM$E output file RT list RT program status i

LIST—SEGMENT segment no. Public list segment information

LlST—SPOOLlNGFORM peripheral file Public list key from SET-
SPOOLING—FORM

LlST~SPClOLlNG-QUEUE peripheral file, output file Public list spooling queue of a
peripheral device

ND-60il28r03



MEMORY

MODE

MOVE—SPOOLlNGl-
QUEUEsENTRY

NEXTJ’NlTlAL
'-'COMMAND

N EXTJ'ERMINATION-
COMMAND

RT—loader file;
source SlNTRAN file,
MACMnAREA tile;
is source RT loader in
segment file 0, source
RT loader file

lower bound, upper bound

input file, output file

peripheral file, file name,
insert or append,
before/after file name

command string

command string

Public

Public

Public

System

System

1 -10

Command Parameters } Used by Short description

LISTTERMINAT'ON background, RT Public list defined termination
HANDLlNG commands

LlST-TlME-QUEZUE none Public list time queue

LlST«TITLE none Public list system identification

LlST~USERS user name, output file Public list all users with matching
names

LOAD—BlNARY file name Public load and start programs in
:BPUN format

LOCAL none Public disconnect remote line

LOGOUT none Public log out user and release
terminal

LOUKAAT ' space reference Public examine/change locations

MAIL [output file] Public enter mail system

MAKE—ALT?ER’N.ATiVE-~' file name System make backup of RT loader
aT—LOADER

,MAKeALIEERNATiVE— destination SINTRAN file,
SYSTEM MACM—AREA file, System make current SlNTRAN llI

system into ”alternative
system”

define dump area

accept SlNTRAN commands
from input file and write out-
put to output file

move specified spooling
queue entry

specified command will be
executed at restart

specified command will be
executed at termination.
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Connnand Parawmfiers Usedlby Shortdescfipfion

NORD~50 none Public start: NORD~50
conwnunmanon

OPCOM- none System enter operator's communi-
cation (ND—100, ND»lOO/500
onW)

OPEN-HLE fikaname,accessrnode PubHc open fHe for spemfied
access 5

OPERATOR text Public give message to operator

PLACE~BINARY file name Public load :BPUN file into memory

PRINT~ERRQR-LOG output file System print error log segment

PRlNT-HlSTOGRAlVl output file Public print percentage of 5CPU
time spent in each interval
defined in DEF—HIST

PRlORéci RT program name, priority RT set priority of RT program

PLRILS! logical unit, input/output RT release unit from RT
program

PFlflSRV ” logical unit, input/output, RT reserve unit for RT program
RT program name 5

RECOVER file name Public start background program

REGENERATE; dkecunyname SymeNi regenemtespemfied
DlR-ECTORY“ directory

RELEASE-DEVICEUNIT device name, unit Public release reserved device

RELEASE—DIRECTORY directory name Public release directory

RELEASE~FlLE device name Public release logical unit

REMOTE line number Public connect terminal to remote
processor
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Command

mode

Parameters Used by Short description

“ZiREiM‘37Er5L'Q/XD ioad file, bootstrap address, RT initialize remote load by
me no, bootstrap

REMOTE-PASSWORD line no, password System set password for remote line
from RT programs

REMOVE-FRONT peripheral file, file name Public remove specified spooling
SPOOLlNG QUEUE queue entry

RENAl‘i/lEI’DlRECTORY old directory name, System rename directory on
new directory name, specified device
device name l,unit,
fixed/removable, subunit}

RENAMEl-FlLE old file name, new object Public change file name/type
nameztype

RE’NAli/lEév-USER old user name, new user System change name of user in
1* name specified directory

RESERVE DEVICEVUNIT device name, unit Public reserve device for special
: use, directory cannot be

entered

.RESE’RVEDlRECTORY directory name RT reserve directory for special
USE

RESERVE-FTLE device name Public reserve specified unit for
timevsharing user

RESTART-~F’RINT peripheral file Public restart current printing

RESTéRT‘ISY’STEM System stop system and restart the
system from mass storage

REST/S‘RTJCUSER logicai unit RT restart timevsharing user

RFILE file no, memory address, Public random read from file
block no, no. of words

RT RT program name RT siart RT program

FlT-LCX§ADER none RT load and start RT loader

'RT'APRiOGRAMv‘LOG RT program name, report RT measure usage of computer
interval, interrupts/sample, resources
logical unit 1, logical unit 2,
output file

RTCL.SE»FILE file number RT close file for RT programs

‘RTCONNECTTlLE file name, file no, access RT open file with number for
access by RT programs

ND»60.128.03
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Command Parameters Used by Short description

RTEN’TE‘ERi’, none RT aliow file handling; frorn RT
programs

RTOFF; RT program name RT inhibit RT program

.RTON, 5 RT program name RT allow RT program to start

RTOPE'NaFlLE': file name, access mode RT open file for RT programs

SAVE~DIRECTORY ' destination device, source System same as @COPY-[)EVICE
device

SCHEDULE device no. Public reserve devices for batch job

SCRATCH—OPEN file name, access mode Public open file as scratch file

SET, RT program name, no. of RT start RT program after
time units, time unit a specified period

SET-AVAiLABLEi none System set system available

SET-BLOCK—POINTER file no, block no. Public set byte pointer to first byte
in block

SET~BLOCK~SIZE file no, block size Public set block size of opened file

SET-BYTE-POINTER file no, byte no. Public set byte pointer to specified
byte number

SET'DEFAULT‘ directory name System set specified directory as
DIERECTGRY ; ' default directory

SET—DEFAULT—FiLE— public access, friend access, Public set default file access for all
ACCESS owner access new files

SET~ERROR—DEVICE, logical unit System error messages appear on
specified terminal

SET-FiLE-ACCESS file name, public access, Public set access for specified file
friend access, owner access

SET-FRIEND—ACCESS friend name, access mode Public set access mode of friend

3ET~MAIN directory name System define a directory as main
DIRECTORY; directory "

SET—MEMORY. contents, lower limit, Public set contents of user area
CONTENTS upper limit *’

ND»60.i28. 03



Command Parameters Used by Sibort description

SET~NUMBER«OF~ peripheral file, file name, Public specify desired not of copies
PRlNi“~COPlES no. of copies

gSETeF’ERlPiiiER/XLiFILE file name, device no. System define name of peripheral
device

SET—PERMANENT file no, Public open file permanently
OPENED

SET~SPOO§UNGFURM peripheral file name, System define key for printing
spooling form spooling file
identification

SET~-TEMPORARY—FlLE file name Public define file as temporary

"SET—TERMiNAL-FiLE fiie name System define name of terminal

SET-TERMINALTYPE logical unit, terminal type Public set terminal type number

SET—UNMAILABLE text System it is only possible to log in
on terminal 1

SETvUSERi Pi: -— P5: Public Set the five user parameters
PARAMETERS in SINTRAN

'SiNTRAMSERVlCE none System activate the SlNTRAN lll
PROGRAM service program

SPOOLlNG—PAGESLEFT Public list number of spooling
' pages left

STARTACECOUNTING background [,RT, System start accounting specified
clearing logged information, resources
logging interval, ND~500]

"START-4 line no. RT initiate communication on a
“COMMUNECATlON line

START-HISTOGRAM none Public start sampling of CPU time

START-«PRINT peripheral file Public resume printing of current
printout

STARTPRDGRAMn interrupts/sample System start sampling of CPU usage
LOG '

STARKREACCOUNT RT program RT Start accounting for RT
programs

fiSTAFt'T—SPiEDGLiNG peripheral file System start spooling for peripheral
device

ND~60.128,03



Command Parameters Used by Short description

STATUS none Public list register values:

STOPACCOUNTlNG background [,RT, NDSOO] System stop accounting specified
resources

'STOPe-COMMUNlCATéON: line no RT terminate communication

STOPHISTOGRAM none Public stop sampling of CPU time

STOP PRINT peripheral file Public stop current printout

,STOPaiQGRAMv-LOG, output file System stop sampling :and print
result of CPU usage
measurement

STOP~RT~ACCOUNT RT program name RT Stop accounting for
individual RT programs

STOPwSPOOLiNG peripheral file System stop spooling for, peripheral
device

STORSYSTEM none System simulate power failure

STORTERMINAL logical unit RT log out user and release
terminal

TAKESPOOLING no. of pages System decrease number of
PAGES pages available fer spooling

files '

TAKE~USER~SPACE user name, no. of pages System take unused pages in
directory

TERMINALMODE capital letters, delay after Public define operational require»
carriage return, stop on full ments of a terminal
page, logout on missing '
carrier

TERlVllNAL-STATUS terminal no, interval Public print information about
terminal

'TES‘TlRECTORY directory name System test directory ,for page
conflicts '

TIME~~USED none Public print time used

EUNFlX segment RT segment may be swapped

UNRESERVEKDIRECTOR’YI directory name RT unreserve reserved directory
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Command Parameters Used by Short description

3' UPD/Sfi minute, hour, day, month, RT update clock and calendar

2 year

USERESTATISTICS user name, output file Public list statistics of named users

WAITéFOR-OPERATOR none Public wait for operator action

WFILP file no, memory address, Public random write to file
i‘ block no, no, of words

VVHEBE-lS—FILE file name Public who nas reserved device?

WHO:~lS-ON none Public who is logged in

ND-60,128.03
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@ABORT

See also ABORT (MON 105), @ABORT-JOB, @ABORT-PRINT and RTEXT
(MON 134). See also related @8TOP-TERMlNAL.

Function:
Stops an RT program by setting it in the passive state. It is removed from the
time queue and execution queue, all resources are released and periodic
execution is discontinued.

Format:
@ ABORT < program >

Parameters:
<program>

RT program name or RT description address
(OCT, DEF = user's terminal background program).

Rules:
1. Permitted only for users RT and SYSTEM
2. The command has effect only if the program is in the running or wait state.
3. Do not abort a background program. lf a background program is hanging,

the system may have to be restarted. Contact your system supervisor.

Example:
@ABORT KLOKK.
The RT program KLOKK is aborted.
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@ ABORT-BATCH

See also related @ABORT—JOB and @BATCH.

Function:
Stop the batch processor by setting it in the passive state. Any currently running
batch job is aborted and the batch queue cleared.

Format:
@ABORT—BATCH <batch no.>

Parameters:
<:batch no,>

batch processor number as returned from @ BATCH (DEC):

Rules:
1. Permitted only for user SYSTEM.
2. Effective only if the batch processor is idle or active.

Example:
@ABORT—BATCH '|_
The batch processor no. 1 is aborted.
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@ AlBORT~JOB

See also @ABORT~BATCH.

Function:
Abort the current batch job being processed. The next batch job in the batch
queue (if any) will be initiated. "

Format:
@ABORT~JOB <batch no.>,<user name>

Parameters:
< batch no. >

batch processor number as returned from @ BATCH (DEC)
< user name>

owner of the batch job as specified by @ENTER.

Rules: ,
1. A user may abort their own job and user SYSTEM may abort a bat:h job

belonging; to any <user name>.
2. Only effective if <user name> is logged in on the batch processor.

Example:
@ABORT—JOB ZJflE‘Sl
The current batch job for batch processor 2 is aborted if its owner is GUEST.
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@ABonT—PRINT

See also related @STOP-PRINT and @STOP—SPOOLlNG.

Function:
Abort the current print-out on a spooling device and let the spooling program
continue with the next file in the queue.

Format:
@ABORTPRINT <peripheral file name>

Parameters:
<peripheral file name >

name of the spooling device.

Rules:
1. Permitted only for user SYSTEM and the user who appended the file.
2. Effective only if the spooling program for the peripheral is started and a file

is being printed on it.

Example:
@ABORT-PRINT LINE—PRINTER
The current file on LlNEePRlNTER is aborted.
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@ABSET

See also ABSET (MON 102) and @SET.

Function:
Start an RT program at a specific time of day.
The program is put in the time queue and moved to the execution queue at the
specified time.

Format:
@ABSET < program name > , < second > , < minute > , < hour>

Parameters:
<program name>

RT name or address of RT description (OCT, DEF z: own terminal
background program).

<second>
(DECO-59, DEF = O)‘

<minute>
(DECO-59, DEF = 0).

<hour>
(Disco—23, DEF z: 0).

Rules:
1. Permitted for users RT and SYSTEM. ;
2. If the time of day has passed, the program is scheduled for the next day.
3. If the program is already in the time queue it is removed and inserted:

according to the new specifications r;
4. Programs in the time queue scheduled by @ABSET are rescheduled

according to the new clock if the clock is adjusted (CLADJ).

Example:
@ABSET KLOKK, , “LE
KLOKK will be put in the execution queue at 13:10.
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LOCATE—FELE

See also COCREATE-HLE, @ALLOCATE/NEW-VERSlON and CRALF (MON 221)

Function:
Create and allocate a contiguous file. The file is created on a specified area of a
disk.

Format:
@ALLOCATE‘FlLE <.r"ile name> , <: page address> I < no. of pages>

Parameters:
< file name>

optional version number specifies the number of versions allocated
(DEF type r: DATA, DEF version = ).

<., page address>
page number on the device where the file is to start (OCT: 1 ----- )t

<’no. of pages>
size of the contiguous file area (DEC: 1W).

Rules:
1. Permitted for all users.
2‘ it several versions are created, they are allocated one after the otherv

Version 1 will start at <page address>_
3‘ The allocated area must not be already in use.

Example:
WALLOCATEVFILE. FILE~3,100,8
The contiguous file FlLE~3zDATA is allocated in default directory starting at
address 1003, Its size is 8m pages.
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@ ALLOCATE—NEV’V-VERSION

See also @CREATE-NEWNERSION, @ALLOCATEFlLE and CRALF (MON 221).

Function:
Create and allocate a new version of a contiguous files The file is created on a
specified area of a disk,

Format: ,
@ALLOCATENEWNERSlON <file name> , < page addresg> , <no. of pages >>

Parameters:
<file name>

for version (v) see rule 3 of @CREATE-NEWNERSION (DEF type 2: DATA)‘
<page address>
<no‘ of pages :>

see @ALLDCATEu-FlLE.

Rules:
is Permitted for all users with directory (D) access to <file name>.
2. The allocated area must not be already in use

Example:
’ii‘i‘ALLOCATE»NEW-VERSION FILE~3;2, 200,8
Version 22 of the contiguous file FlLE—3 is created and allocated at address 2008
in default directory lts size is 8w pages.
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@ APPENlD-BATCIH

See also @APF’END—REMOTE and @MODE. See also related @BATCH and
@ENTER.

Function:
Append batch job to the batch queue.

Format:
@APPEND—BATCH < batch no. > , < input file > , < output file >

Parameters:
<: batch no. >

batch processor number as returned from @BATCH or @LlST—BATCH—
PROCESS (DEC).

<1input ti|e>
name of a file containing one or more batch jobs (DEF type = SYMB).

<:output file>
name of an existing file where the output is appended (DEF type =
SYMB).

Rules:
1. Permitted for all users.
2. <lnput fi|e> must have read access for all users with jobs on it and for

the user SYSTEM.
3. <Output file> must have write append access for all users with jobs on

the corresponding <input file>.
4. ln a batch job, logical device number 1 means the <input fi|e>/<output

file> pair is in use.
5. The command is only valid if the batch processor is started (see @BATCH).

Example:
®APPENEBATCH 1, JOB— 1, LINEVPRINTER
The batch—job-féle JOB—1:8YMB is appended to batch processor 1. Output is
appended to LINE-PRINTER.
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@APPEND-REMGT’E

See also @APPEND~BATCH. See also related @LISPREMOTE—QUEUE and
@DELETE-REMOTE—OUEUE-ENTRY. ‘

Function:
Append a batch input file to the remote batch queue for a remote computer. This
is used for remote job entry (RJE) to a host computer.

Format:
@APPEND-REMOTE <remote computer> , <lnput file>

Parameters:
<remote computer>

peripheral file name denoting the host computer. Standard names are IBM,
CDC, UNEVAC and HONEYWELL-BULL (DEF type 2 REM).

<input file>
name of the file containing one or more batch jobs.

Rules: ‘
l. Permitted for all users.
2. <|npu1: file> must have read access for user RT.

Example:
@APPEND-REMOTE UNIVAC, JOB—1
The batch—lnput~f%le JOB—1 is appended to the batch queue for the remote
computer UNEVAC.
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@APPEND-SPOOLING-FlLE

See also related @DEFINE~SPOOLINGeCONDITIONS and @LISTMSPOOUNG"
QUEUEA

Function:
Append one or more copies of a fiie to a spooling queue

Format:
@APPENDSPOOLING—FILE <peripherai file name>,<iiie name>,<nor of
copies>,<text> [, <printing message?>]

Parameters:
<peripherai fiie name >-

name of spooling device.
<file name>

the file to be appended
<no. of copies>

number of copies to be output on the spooling device (DEC, DEF = 1).
<text>

any printabie characters terminated by .an apostrophe (’). The text is
printed on the error device when file output is started (no text is specified
by an ’).

<printing message?>
YES 2 wait for a @START—PRINT command after printing <text>. This
specification overrides @DEFiNE~SPOOLiNG—CONDITIONS.
N0 = the text is printed on the error device oniy if
@DEFiNE—SPOOLENG-CONDITIONS specifies print (DEF == NO).

Rules:
1. Permitted for all users.
2. If no <text> is specified, the last parameter is ignored.

Example:
@APPEND~SPO0LING—FILE LINE«PRINTER, F-1, , MOUNT FURM~1' , YES
One copy of the file ET is appended to the spooiing queue to LINE—PRINTER
The message ”MOUNT FORM—i” is output on the error device before the
printing starts. The spooling program then waits for @START-PRINT
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@BACKfiPACE-PRHNT

See also related @FORWARDSPACE'PRINT, @STOP-PRINT, @8T.ART—?RlNT
and @RESTART~PRINT. :

Function:
Causes the spooling program to repeat the printing of the specified pages and
lines in the current print file.

Format:
@BACKSPACEPRINT <peripheral file name>,<no. of pages>,<not of
lines>

Parameters:
<peripheral tile name>
<no. of pages>
<no. of tines>

amount of backspacing (DEC, DEF = 0).

Rules:
1. Permitted only for user SYSTEM and the user who appended the current

print file to the queue ‘
2. Valid only when spooling is started (@START'SPOOLlNG) and printing is in

the stop-print state. _.,
3‘ The number of lines per page may be changed by

@DEFINE-SPOOLlNG—CONDlTlONS. ‘

Example:
®STOP—PRINT LINE«PRINTER
®BACKSP/mE—éDFlINT LINE~PRINTER, 2, ,
@START-PRINT LINE-PRINTER
The spooling output for LlNE—PRINTER is stopped and output is; resumed,
starting at the beginning of the previous two pages.
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@ [BATCH

See also related @ABORT‘BATCH, @APPEND-BATCH and
@LlST~BATCH-PROCESS.

Function:
Activate a passive batch processor.

Format:
@ BATCH

Parameters:
None.

Rules:
1. Permitted only for users RT and SYSTEM.
2. The response is: BATCH NUMBER = n where n is a decimal number giving

the batch processor number which identifies this batch processor in other
commands.

3. If no passive batch processor is available an error message is given.
4. When a batch processor is started it enters the idle state because the

batch queue is empty. it is activated by the first
@ APPEND~BATCH command.

Example:

Gem
BATCH NUMBER 2 2
Batch processor no. 2 is activated (Batch processor 1 is already active.)

Function:
Comment. The command has no effect. Normally used in batch jobs and MODE
files.

Format:
@ CC < text >

Parameters:
< text >

any printabée characters.

Rules:
Permitted for all users.
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@ CHANGE-BACKGROUND-SEGMENT—SIZE

See also ALTON (MON 33) and ALTOF (MON 34).

Function:
Change segment size for a particular background program.

Format:
@CHANGE—BACKGROUND—SEGMENT-SIZE <iogical device no.>,<no. of
pages > ’

Parameters:
<logica| device no.>

must be a terminal or batch processor (DEC).
<no. of pages >1

must be 128 or 64 (DEC).

Rules:
1. Permitted only for user SYSTEM
2‘ This; command must be executed after @lNlTlALlZE-BACKGROZUND

PROGRAMS is issued.
3‘ A 64K segment is automatically reallocated if there is not enough space on

the segment file for a 128K segment

Example:
@CHANGE—BACKGROUND—SEGMENT‘SIZE 9,128
The background segment for terminal 9 is set to l28 pages.
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@CHANGE-BlTJHLE

See also related @DUMP~BiT—FlLE.

Function:
Change a block in the bit file of a directory.

Format:
@CHANGE—BiT-FILE ~< directory name>,<block no. >
(subcommands)

Parameters:
<directory name>
< block no. >

see rule 3 below (DEC, DEF =: 0)

Rules:
1. Permitted only for user SYSTEM.
2. The subcommands must follow the rules given in @ LOOK-AT, rule 3‘

Terminate subcommands with a full stop (.).
3. The bit file is divided into 208 word blocks. <address> in subcommands is

relative address within block (0 ~ 178),

Example:
@CHANGEBITwFILE PAONE,6
§_/177777 lit/Z]
2000 __
@
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@CHANGE-DlRECTGRY—ENTRY

See also related @DUMPDIRECTORY’ENTRY.

Function:
Change the contents of the directory entry on a device unit.

Format:
@CHANGE-DlFlECTORYENTRY <device name >[,<unit>,<’F' or
<subunit>l
(subcommands)

Parameters:
< device name >

See Appendix F.
< unlt>
< 'F' or ’R' >
< subunit>

see @CREATE~DlRECTORY.

Rules:
1. Permitted only for user SYSTEM.
2, The directory must not be entered.
3, <unit> is only used if the device has more than one unit.
4‘ <’F’ or 'Fl’> is only used for fixed or removable cartridge disks
5. The subcommands must follow the rules given for @LOOK-AT. Ter

subcommands with a full stop (.)r <address> is relative address
range 0 — 173.

Example:
@CHANGE-DIRECTORY~»ENTRY DISC~10MB—1,0,R
1.7.1 33 2.9.
1000 __._
@

Change the number of unreserved pages from 338 to 203,
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@CHANGE-OBJECT-ENTRY

See also related @DUMP—OBJECT-ENTRY and @LlST—FILE.

Function:
Change the specified object entry.

Format:
@CHANGEOBJECT—ENTRY [<directory name> :} <user name>,<object no.>
(subcommands)

Parameters:
[< directory name> :] <.:user name>
<0bject no.>

the object number of the file (DEC, DEF 2 0).

Rules:
1: Permitted only for user SYSTEM.
2. The subcommands must follow the rules given for @LOOK-AT, rule 3.

Terminate subcommands with a full stop (_). <address> is relative address
in the range 0 to 378.

Example:
@CHANGE—OBJECT—ENTRY P~T: GUEST, 15
161 1000 2.9%
2000 __
@

Change the maximum byte pointer in file no. 15 of user GUEST from 1000 to
2000.
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@ CHANGE- PAGE

See also related @DUMP-PAGE.

Function:
Change a page in a directory.

Format:
@CHANGE-PAGE <directory name>,<page address>
(subcommands)

Parameters:
<directory name>
< page addrests>

address within the directory (OCT, DEF = 0).

Rules:
1. Permitted only for user SYSTEM.
2. The subcommands must follow the rulers given for @LOOKHAT, rule 3.

Terminate subcommands with a full stop (.)r <address> is reia'tive address
within the page in the range 0 to 1777s. I

Example:
@CHANGE—PAQE. P-T mg
m 1000 am
2000 __.__
(9
Change location 400 on page 100 in directory pack three from 1000 to 200C.
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@ CHANGE—PAsswono

See also @ CLEAR—PASSWORD.

Function:
Change user password.

Format:
@CHANGE—PASSWORD <old password>,<new password>

Parameters:
<old password >-

(mandatory).
< new password >

(DEF : no password).

Rules:
1. Permitted for all users.
2. The password is only changed if the old one is specified correctly.
3. A password may consist of printable and control characters, except

carriage return.
4. The parameters are not echoed on the terminal if the command is entered

on more than one line (see example).
5. Only the password of the logged in user may be changed.

Example:
@QHANGE—PASSWOBQ
OLD PASSWORD: (old password is entered)
NEW PASSWORD: (new password is entered)
®
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@CHANGE-USER—ENTRV

See also related @DUMP-USER-ENTRY.

Function:
Change a user entry in a directory.

Format:
@CHANGE—USER-ENTRY <directory name> , <user no.>
(subcommands)

Parameters:
<directory name >
< user not >

number of the user found by @USER-STATISTICS (DEC, DEF = 0)‘

Rules:
1‘ Permitted only for user SYSTEM.
2. The subcommands must foliow the rules given for @LOOKAT, rute 3.

Terminate subcommands with a full stop (.)‘ <address> is relative a 3dress
in the range 0 to 378.

Example:
@CHANGEfiUSER—ENTRY P—T,19
291 1200 £01;
0
@
Change the number of pages used by user 19 in pack three from 1200 to 400.
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@ CLAoJ

See also CLADJ (MON 112) and @UPDAT.

Function:
Adjust internal clock

Format:
@CLADJ <no. of time units>,<time unit>

Parameters:
<no. of time units>

time adjustment as a positive or negative number (DEC).
<time unit>

see @SET.

Rules:
1. Permitted only for user RT and SYSTEM.
2 The software clock and calendar are set forward it the adjustment is

positive or stand still for the specified period if it is negative
3. The time queue is checked and the schedule of all programs started by

@ABSET is corrected.
4, On NORD-100 the command adjusts the panel clock it installed.

Example:
@QLADJ —25, 2
The internal clock will stand still for 25 seconds.
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@ CLEAR-DEVICE

See also @EXECUTE»IOX and @IOSET.

Function:
Execute a clear device operation (lOX instruction).
This command can eg. be used to stop the line printer if an attempt is made to
print nonalphanumeric information, or it can be used to stop a search-for a
nonexistent EOF mark on a magnetic tape and prevent the tape from winding ofil

Format:
@CLEAR-DEVICE < logical device no.>

Parameters:
<|ogical device no.>

logical number of a peripheral device (OCT).

Rules:
1‘ Permitted only for user SYSTEM. -,
2. @CLEARDEVICE on a magnetic tape operates; on the magnetic tape

controller, ie it several magnetic tape stations are connected to the same
controller, they are all cleared through one @CLEAR—DEVICE command.

Example:
@CLEAR-DEVICE 22
Clear the Versatec printer on DMA.
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@ izLEAR—PAsswmm

See also @CHANGE—PASSWORD.

Function:
Clear the password of a user;

Format:
@ CLEAR—PASSWORD <1 user name >

Parameters:
< user name >

Rules:
1. Permitted only for user SYSTEM‘
2: User SYSTEM should not forget their password!

Example:
@ELEAR—PASSWORD GUE§I
The password for user GUEST is cleared.

@lCLOSE-FILE

See also CLOSE (MON 43) and SPCLO (MON 40). See also related @OPEN.

Function:
Close one or more files:

Format:
@CLOSE-FILE <fi|e no. >

Parameters:
<1fi|e no. >

> 0: close the file
~11 close all specified user files not permanently open

2 «2: close all user files
(OCT)

ll

Rules:
Permitted for all users.

Example:
@(ZLOSE 101
Close file number 1018.
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@COMMUNICATION—LINE-STATU$

See also @ COlVlMUNlCATlONSTATUS.

Function: ,
Display short status list for a communication line, This command is similar to
@COMMUNICATlON~STATUS but <output file> is always TERMlNAL and only
items c to g (see @COMMUNICATION-STATUS) are listed. 1

Format:
@ COMMUNICATIONllNESTATUS < line no. >~

Parameter:
<line no.>

(DEC, DEF = 1 if system is configured with only one line.)

Rules:
1, Permitted for all users.
2. This command does not affect the communication.

Example:
®CON-LI—ST

0 SEQUENCE ERRORS, O CHECKSUM ERRORS ,
O NACKS SENT, O NACKS SENT SINCE LAST ACK SENTi
0 NACKS RECEIVED, 0 FRAMES RETRANSMITTED SINCE ACK

RECEIVED :

34 FRAMES RETRANSMITTED SINCE (IOMMUNICATIGN STARTED
COMMUNICATION RUNNING
@
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@ COEMMUNICATION-«STATIUS

See also @ COMMUNICATION~LINE~~STATUS

Function:
List the following information for a communication line:
a) "LOCAL DEVICE NUMBER", the line number on the other side of the

channeI.
b) the logical device number for each channel on each side of the line.

"BACKGROUND" means the channel has a background program.
0) "NUMBER OF CONSECUTIVE FRAMES RETRANSMI'ITED ALLOWED".
d) ”NUMBER OF CONSECUTIVE NACKS SENT ALLOWED".
e) ”SEQUENCE ERRORS", messages received out of sequence.
f) "NACKS SENT", frames retransmitted since Iast ack received.
9) "NACKS RECEIVED", nacks received since last ack sent.
h) "FRAMES RETRANSMITTED", the number of different frames

retransmitted due to one or more NACK or timeout since communication
started.

i) COMMUNICATION RUNNING or COMMUNICATION DEAD.

Format:
@COMMUNICATION—STATUS <output file>,<remote line no.>

Parameters:
< line no.>

(DEC, DEF = 1 if system is configured with only one line.)
< output fi|e>

destination of the list (DEF = TERMINAL).

Rules:
1. Permitted for all users.
2. This command does not affect the communication.
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Example
@COM-STAT
OUTPUT FILE:
REMOTE LINE NUMBER: 1
CHANNEL 0: LOCAL DEVICE NUMBER = 600

REMOTE DEVICE NUMBER = 600 BACKGROUND
CHANNEL 1: LOCAL DEVICE NUMBER = 601 BACKGROUND

REMOTE DEVICE NUMBER = 601
CHANNEL 2: LOCAL DEVICE NUMBER = 602

REMOTE DEVICE NUMBER = 602 BACKGROUND
CHANNEL 3: LOCAL DEVICE NUMBER = 603 BACKGROUND

REMOTE DEVICE NUMBER = 603
CHANNEL 4: LOCAL DEVICE NUMBER = 604

REMOTE DEVICE NUMBER = 604 BACKGROUND
CHANNEL 5: LOCAL DEVICE NUMBER = 605 BACKGROUND

REMOTE DEVICE NUMBER = 605

NUMBER OF CONSECUTIVE FRAMES RETRANSMITTEO ALLOWED: 4
NUMBER OF CONSECUTIVE NACKS SENT ALLOWED: 12

0 SEQUENCE ERRORS, 0 CHECKSUM ERRORS
0 NACKS SENT, 0 NACKS SENT SINCE LAST ACK SENT ,
0 NACKS RECEIVED, 0 FRAMES RETRANSMITTED SINCE ACK

RECEIVED

34 FRAMES RETRANSMITTEO SINCE COMMUNICATION STARTED
COMMUNICATION RUNNING
@
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@coNcr

See also CONCT (MON 106). See also related @DSCNT:

Function:
Connect an RT program to the interrupt from a device. The RT program is put in
the execution queue when the device gives an interrupt.

Format:
@CONCT <program name>,<|ogica| device no. >

Parameters:
<program name>

RT program name or RT description address (OCT, DEF = user's terminai
background program).

<iogicai device rio.>
(DEC).

Rules:
1. Permitted oniy for user RT and SYSTEM.
2. Several units may be connected to one program.

Example: ‘
@QONCT KLOKK 4108
The RT description of KLOKK wili be put in the execution queue every time an
interrupt is given from device 4105.
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@ CONNECT-FILE

See also @OPEN~FILE.

Function:
Open a massetorage file with a specified number.

Format:
@CONNECT-FILE <file name>,<file no.> , <access type>

Parame‘ters:
<file name>

(DEF type = SYlVlB).
<file no >

a logical device number (OCT: 100—121).
<access type>

see @OPEN-FlLE.

Rules:
1. Permitted for all users.
2. Valid only if file number has not been opened previously.
3. See @OPEN‘FlLE, rules 2,4,5 and 6.

Example:
@CUNNECT»FILE F--l 120 R___L—.

File F~l:SYMB is opened for read and given file number 1205.
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@coiwiNUE

@9c

See also related @GOTOvUSERt

Function:
Restart the execution of a program previously started by @RECOVER. The
program is restarted at the <restart address> specified in @DUMP (or the
“DUMP subcommand in the NRL loader):

Format:
@ CONTINUE

Parameters:
None,

Rules:
1. Permitted for all users
2. Cannot be used to restart:

( ) DMAC
( ) SlNTRAN-SERVICE-PROGRAM
(c) MAIL
( ) RT loader
( ) a program started with @PLACEBINARY and @GOTO—USER or

@LOADWBINARY.

See also @ COPY-FILE

Function:
Copy data to a destination file from a source file. The file is copied byte by byte.

Format:
@COPY <destination file> , <source fi|e>

Parameters:
< destination file >

a file to which data is copied. It may be any type of file (DEF type =
SYMBl

<source file>
3 file from which data is copied (DEF type =: SYMB):

Rules:
1. Permitted for all users
2. If the <source file> is a mass—storage file with a hole, the copying will

stop at the hole and the error message NO SUCH PAGE is given.
3. if both <destination file> and <source file> are mass storage files,

@COPY~F|LE should be used:
4. Only the bytes up to the maximum byte pointer are copied from the

<source file>.
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@COPY—DEVICE

See also @ COPY-DIRECTORY,

Function: .
Copy all pages from the source (mass-storage) device to the destination device.

Format:
@COPY—DEVICE <destination device name>,[<unit>,][<'F' or ’R':>,]
<source device name >[,<unit> ][,<’F’ or 'R'>]

Parameters:
<destination device name>
<unit>
<'F' or 'R’>

see @CREATE-DIRECTORY.
<source device name >
<unit>
<'F’ or ’R’>

see @CREATE-DlRECTORY.

Rules:
1. Permitted only for user SYSTEM.
2 Valid only for devices which can contain directories.
3. A directory must exist on the source device
4 Destination device must not be an entered directory.

Example:
®COPY-DEVICE DISCM75MB~2,DISC-75MBA1
Copy all pages from one device to the other.
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@COPY-DIRECTORY

See also @ COPYHDEVICE‘

Function:
Copy all files onto the destination directory from the source directory.

Format:
@COPY—DIRECTORY < destination directory name > , <source directory name>

Parameters:
<destination directory name>
<s;ource directory name>

see @CREATE—DlRECTORY.

Rules:
l. Permitted only for user SYSTEM.
2. The destination directory should have no users and no files when the

command is given (use @CREATE—DIRECTORY).
3, The users and the file names are identical in both directories after the

command is executed.
4‘ All files must be closed during the copying Spooling should be turned off.
5. Allocated files are created but not copied

Example:
@CREATEDIRECTORY PACK—TWO, DIv33MB—2“
@COPY—DEVICE PACK~TWO,PACK-0NE
Copy all users and all files in PACK-ONE onto PACK—TWO.
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@ COPY-FILE

See also @ COPYA

Function:
Copy data to a destination file from a source file The file is copied page by page
if both files are mass-storage files.

Format:
@ COPY-FILE < destination file > , < source fiie >—

Parameters:
<destination file>

a file to which data is copied (DEF type = SYMB)‘
< source file >

a file from which data is copied (DEF type -= SYMB).

Rules:
1. Permitted for all users.
2. if the <destination file> is a peripheral file and the mass—storage source

file> is an indexed file with a hole, copying stops at the hole and the error
message NO SUCH PAGE is given.

3. If both files are mass—storage files, the file is copied including holes.
4. Al: pages allocated to the <source tile> are copied, except it there are

zero bytes in the file
5. If the <destination file> does not exist, it is created by giving the rame in

quotes; it will be an indexed file.
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@ CREATE-DIRECTORY

See also related @ENTERDIRECTORY.

Function:
Create a new directory on a disk. The old directory is destroyed and all files are
lost. When the command is executed, the directory name is written onto the first
page of the device. The device is tested for bad spots (tracks), spare track
allocation is relevant, and a bit file is created with one bit for each page on the
unit. This bit is set to one if the page is occupied or bad. The bit file is normally
allocated in the middle of the disk. This restricts the maximum length of a
contiguous file to half the size of the disk. (The user can specify another location
for the bit file.)

Format:
@CREATE-DlRECTORY <directory name>,<device name>,[ <unit>,][<'F' or
'R’ > ,l[ < subunit> ] < bit file address>

Parameters:
<directory name>

the name to be written onto the new directory A maximum of 16
alphanumeric characters, including the comma, are legal.

<device name>
the name of the mass storage device controller to which the device unit is
connected. See Appendix F for legal names.

<unit>
the unit number. Only to be specified if SlNTRAN III is generated with
multiple units. Unit number starts at 0 (OCT, DEF =: 0).

< 'F' or ’R’>
F = a fixed cartridge disk pack. R = a removable cartridge disk pack.

<subunit> ‘
applies to subdivided disk drives, eg. the big cartridge drive.

< bit file address >
specified if the user wants to place the bit file in a particular area. (OCT,
DEF = the file system will select a medium dependent optimal value.) The
System Supervisor manual contains more information on this parameter.

Rules:
1. Permitted only for user SYSTEM when disk is specified, for all users when

floppy disk.
2. Fixed or removable is specified only for 10, 30, 60, 90Mb cartridge disks.
3. If SlNTRAN is configured with only one unit (number 0), the <unit>

parameter (and comma) is omitted.

Examples:
®CREATE—DIRECTORY PACK«0NE, DIe1—1, 1, F
A directory named PACK—ONE is created on cartridge disk controller 1, unit 1,
fixed pack.

®CREATE“DIRECTORY [lIR«1,F—D—1,0
A directory with the name DIR—1 is created on the floppy disk controller 1,
unit 0.
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@CREATE—FILE

See also @OPENaFlLE, @ALLOCATE~FlLE and @CREATE—NEW-VERSlON and
CRALF (MON 221),

Function:
Create one or more versions of a file. The file will be contiguous or indexed
depending on <no. of pages>.

Format:
@CREATE—FILE <file name>,<no. of pages>

Parameters:
<fi|e name>

optional version number specifies number of versions to be created (DEF
type 2 DATA).

<no. of pages :>
0: create empty file; the file will be indexed the first time sometiing is

written to it, or be contiguous if expanded with @EXPANDaFlLE.
> 0: create contiguous file with the specified no. of pages

(DEC, DEF = 0)

Rules:
1. Permitted for all users
2. if there are not enough pages for all versions, the system creates as many

as possible and gives an error message To find the number created, use
@LJST—FILE.

Exampie:
@CREATE--FILE F-1,0
One version of the indexed file F-l :DATA is created in default directory
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@CREATE-FRIEND

See also related @DELETE'FRlEND and @SET»FR|END~ACCESS.

Function:
Declare a user as a friend to the current user. This friendship is not reciprocal.

Format:
@ CREATE-FRIEND < user name >

Parameter:
<: user name >

an existing user name.

Rules:
1. Permitted for all users.
2‘ A user can have a maximum of eight friends belonging to the same main

directory,
3, When the friend is created, his general file access to the terminal user's

files is read, write and append (RWA). This can be changed by
@SET—FRIENDVACCESS Friends can be given restricted access to a
specific file by @SET-FlLE-ACCESS.

4‘ Access given to a friend overrides public access, even if it is more limited
than public access.

Example:
®CREATE— FRIEND GUEST
The user GUEST is created as a friend to the terminal user and is given file
access RWA.
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@ClREATE-NEW-VERSIOM

See also @CREATE~F|LE and @ALLOCATE—NEW-VERSION.

Function:
Create one or more new versions of an existing file

Format:
@CREATE-NEWNERSlON <file name>,<no. of pages>

Parameters:
<fi|e name >

for version (v) see rule 3 below (DEF type = DATA).
<no. of pages >

see @CREATE-FILE.

Rules:
1. Permitted for all users with directory access (D) to the file.
2. See @CREATE-«FILE, rule 2‘
3. If version v already exists, one new version is created and inserted as this

version. The old version is renumbered as v + l and so on. if v is Wigner
than the highest version existing (= w) the versions w + l, w + 2 ..... v
are created. Default version is w + l.

4. A new version can be created by other commands (eg. @OPEN-~F|LE). The
file name is then enclosed in quotes.

Example:
@CREATE-NEWNERSION F—1;4,0
Versions 2, 3 and 4 of the indexed file F-1 are created.
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@(2REATE-USER

See also related @DELETE~USER, @GlVE—USERSPACE and
@TAKEUSER-SPACE.

Function:
Introduce a new user in a directory,

Format:
@CREATE—USER [<directory name> :} <user name>

Parameters:
[,.V.:]<user name>

(DEF directory is main directory).

Rules:
1. Permitted only for user SYSTEM when disk is specified, for all users when

floppy disk.
2. A user must exist in a main directory before he is created in any other

directory
3. if the user needs space in the directory, @GlVE-USER—SPACE must be

usedr

Example:
@QREATE—USER P—TzGUEST
The user GUEST is created in directory P-T.
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@ DATCL

See also TlME (MON ii) and CLOCK (MON 113). See also related @UPDAT.

Function:
Print the current setting of the clock and the date.

Format:
@ DATCL

Parameters:
None.

Rules:
1. Permitted for all users.
2. The internal time is reset each time the system is started.
3. May be set automatically at start-up on NDJOO it this option has been

included.

Example:
@DATCL
09.15.30 21 DECEMBER 1980

@DEFAULT—3UBSYSTENB—DISABLIE

Function:
Disable execution of command string defined by @DEFINE-DEFAULT~
SUBSYSTEM‘

Format:
@ DEFAULT-8UBSYSTEMDISABLE

Parameters
<terminal number>

Rules:
1‘ Permitted for all users.
2. Only user SYSTEM can disable terminals other than their own.
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FAU LT-SUBSYEiTEM—ENABLE

Function:
Enable execution of command string defined by @DEFINEDEFAULT»
SUBSYSTEM

Format:
@ DEFAULT~SUBSYSTEM—ENABLE

Parameters
< terminal number >

Rules:
1. Permitted for all users
2. Only user SYSTEM can enable terminals other than their own.

FlNlE-DEFAIJ LT~-SUBSYSTEM

Function:
This command is used to define a (global) command string, normally a recover
command, to enter a user program immediately after LOGlN, ie. before "@’ and
after "OK”. Although the command string is global it can be enabled and
disabled for each terminal individually.

Format:
@ DEFINE-DEFAULT-SUBSYSTEM

Parameters:
< subsystem name >

Riules:
Permitted only for user SYSTEM.
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@ DEFENE-ESCAPECHARACTER

See also related @DISABLE‘ESCAPE-FUNCTION and
@ ENABLE-ESCAPE~~FUNCTIONt

Function:
Define the "user break" key for a specified terminal.
T T T T T T
Format:
@DEFINE—ESCAPE—CHARACTER <logica| device no.>,<character value >

Parameters:
<|ogical device no.>

must be a terminal (DEC, DEF = own terminal).
<character value>

ASCll value of new character to be the break character
(OCT, DEF = 33 escape).

Rules:
it Permitted only for user SYSTEM.
2. Valid until the next time SINTRAN is started.

Example:
®DEFINE-ESCAPE—CHARACTER 9,30
The escape character for terminal 9 is changed to 30 (cancel).
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lNE—HISTOGRAM

See also @RT—PROGRAM—LOG and @DEFINE~SYSTEM~HISTOGRAM See also
related @START—HISTOGRAM, @STOP—HISTOGRAM and @PRINT—
HISTOGRAM.

Function:
Specify histogra m parameters.

Format:
@DEFlNE-HISTOGRAM < program name>,<start address>,<interva|>

Parameters:
<program name>

the program being measured (DEF = background program of user’s
terminal).

<start address>
the virtual memory address where the measurements begin, ie. the starting
address of the first interval (OCT, DEF = 0).

<interva|>
the number of words in each of the 64 intervals. The intervals are
contiguous (OCT).

Ruies:
l. Permitted for all users if <program name> is background program.

Otherwise permitted only for users RT and SYSTEM.
2. The program is sampled at every basic time unit.

Example:
C“)[lEFINE—HISTOGRAM, ,100, 10,
A histogram of the user’s background program is to be produced. The range to
be measured is 1008 to 1077s, divided into 5410 intervals of 108 words.
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@DEFINE-SPOOLING—COMDITIONS

See also related @DEFlNE—SPOOLlNG—FlLE—MESSAGE and @APPEND-
SPOOLlNG-FILE,

Function:
Define conditions; under which spooling on a peripheral must operate.

Format:
@DEF!NE~SPOOUNG-CONDITIONS <peripheral file name>,<printing tame:
of spooling files?>,<stop and wait for start-print before printing file ?>,<no. of
lines per page>

Parameters:
<peripheral file name>

the spooling device.
<printing ?>

YES = file names will be printed on the error device when printing starts
Otherwise, NO (DEF = NO).

<stop ?>
YES = automatic @STOP-PRiNT between every printing of a file (see
@DEFINE-SPOOLlNG~FlLE~MESSAGE).
Otherwise, NO (can be YES only it <printing .7> = YES, DEF == NC)‘

<no. of lines per page>
number of lines per page as used by the comrrands
@FORWARD-SPACE-PRiNT and @BACKSPACE-PFHNT (DEC, DEF = 68).

Rules:
Permitted only for user SYSTEM,

Exampie:
@DEFINE—SPOOLING-CONDITIONS LINE—PRINTER, N0, N13,,
Spooling conditions are defined on the peripheral file LINE-PRINTER. Files are
output without interruption.
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@ DEEFINE--SPOOLl|NG-FlLE—M[ESSAGE

See also related @DEFlNESPOOLlNG'CONDlTlONS.

Function:
Define a text to be written on the error device whenever the terminal user's file
is printed on the spooling device.

Format:
@DEFINESPOOLINGIFILE—MESSAGE <text>',<printing message
independent of spooling conditions?>

Parameters:
<text>

text to be written when printing starts. No text is specified by a ' ($ is not
converted to carriage return/line feed as in some other commands).

<printing message independent of spooling conditions? >-
= YES, write text unconditionally,
= NO, write text only if requested in @DEFINE—SPOOLING~CONDIT|ONS
(DEF = NO).

Rules:
Permitted for all users.

Example:
@DEFINE~SPOOLING~FILE—MESSAGE OUTPUT FUR GUEST' ,YES
The message ”OUTPUT FOR GUEST” is printed on the system error device
whenever a file belonging to the terminal user is output on the spooling device.
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@ DEFBNE—SYSTEM-HISTOGRAM

See also @DEF‘lNE-HlSTOGRAM and @RT-PROGRAIVLLOG.

Function:
Specify parameters for measuring the CPU time spent in different parts of the
memory for a particular interrupt level.

Format:
@ DEFINE-SYSTEM-HISTOGRAM < level > , < start address > , < interval >

Parameters:
<Ievel>

any interrupt level less than 13 (DEC).
<start address> (OCT)
<interval>

see @DEFINE-HISTOGRAM (OCT).

Rules:
1. Permitted only for user SYSTEM.
2. Sampling interval is basic time unit.
3. If used in conjunction with @RT—PROGRAM—LOG a distribution of interrupt

levels 0 - 10 and above is given.

Example:
®DEFINE—SYSTEM—HISTOGRAlvl 11, 60000, 100
A histogram for interrupt level H is produced. The range measured is 600008 to
677773, divided into 6410 intervals of 1003 words.
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@ DEFINE-TERMINATION—HlANDLENG

See also @NEXT-TERMlNATlON~COMMAND, @ENABLE—TERMlNATlON-
HANDLING, @LlST«TERMlNAT|ON HANDLING and EDTRM (MON 2063)

Function:
Define termination handling for background or RT~programs in case of
termination with escape, MON 65 or fatal errors such as executing privileged
instructions etc.

Format:
@DEFlNE-TERMlNATlONHANDLING <RT or background>,<RT name or
command string>

Rules:
1. ln background a (global) set of commands is executed when interactive or

mode (not: batch) jobs are terminated abnormally.
2‘ ln background the command is used like @lNlTlAL»COMMAND. The

command buffer pointer is reset and the first command can be defined, If
more than one command is to be defined, use
@NEXT-TERMlNATION-COMMAND.

3_ ln RT-termination the name of a user»defined RTuprogram should be given
as a parameter. If enabled, this program will be started whenever a user
RT-program terminates

4. @MODE cannot be defined as a termination command and if a program is
started (by a recover command) this will be the last command executed
and termination will not be reenabled automatically.

5. Permitted only for user SYSTEM.
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@DELETE-BATlCHnflUEUE—ENTRY

See also @ABORT-AJOB. See also related @LlSTBATCH—QUEUE.

Function:
Delete a job waiting in the batch queue.

Format:
@DELETE‘BATCH-~QUEUE~ENTRY < batch no. >~ , < input file> , <output fi e>

Parameters:
< batch no. >

batch processor number as returned from @ BATCH (DEC).
< input file >

the file to be deleted.
<output file>

associated output file in batch queue.

Rules:
1. Permitted only for user SYSTEM and the owner of the <input file>.
2. Valid only if second and third parameters match with a queue entry. These

must be spelled the same way as in @APPEND—BATCH.
3. The currently active batch job is not in the queue and must be deleted by

@ABORT-JOB.
4. If more than one entry matches, only the first one is deleted.
5. @LlST—BATCHoQUEUE may be used to find the correct spelling of the

second and third parameters.

Example:
@DELETE—BATCH—DUEUE-»ENTRY l, JOB—1, LP
The batch job file JOB-l is deleted from the queue to batch processcr 1 (if
matched). L—P was the output device in the corresponding @APPEND—SATCH
command.
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@DE LETE—FILE

See also @DELETE-USERS—FILES and MDLFl (MON 54).

Function:
Delete a file and release its pages.

Format:
@ DELETE—FILE < file name >

Parameters:
<:file name>

an unambiguous file name. The type must be specified (no DEF type). ll 3
version is specified only that version is deleted (DEF : all versions).

Rules:
1. Permitted for all users with directory (D) access to the file.
2' If version v is deleted, the version number of v + l, v + 2, is decreased

by 1.

Example:
File FILE‘l :DATA;l exists.
®DELETE—FILE FILE«-L:_D_
The file is deleted.
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@DELETE—FRIEND

See also related @CREATE—FRIEND.

Function:
Remove a user from the list of friends of the current user.

Format:
@ DELETE~FRIEND <: user name >

Parameters:
< user name>

a friend of the current user,

Rules:
1. Permitted for all users.
2. Note that <user name> may still have the current user as friend, ie. the

friend relationship is not symmetric.

Example:
@DELETETRIEND DESAEfli
The user DESADE is deleted as a friend of the current user.

@ DELETE-REENTRANT

See related @ DUMP~REENTRANT

Function:
Delete a reentrant subsystem.

Format:
@ DELETE~REENTRANT < subsystem name >

Parameters:
< subsystem narne>

name of the subsystem to be deleted.

Rules:
Permitted only for user SYSTEM.

Example:
@DELETE—REENTRANT NORD—PL
The subsystem named NORD—PL is deleted.
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See related @APPENDVREMOTE.

Function:
Remove a remote batch input file trom the remote batch queue to a remote
computer. (The file is removed before it is sent to the remote computer.)

Format:
@ DELETE»REMOTE-OUEUE-ENTRY < remote computer > , <queue entry>

Parameters:
< remote computer>

see @APPEND—REMOTE.
<queue entry>

a file name previously given in the @APPENDREMOTE command
(parameter must match exactly the remote batch queue entry and the user
name must be given).

Rules:
1. Permitted only for user SYSTEM and the owner of the file.
2. If the queue contains two or more equivalent entries, only the first one will

be removed

Example:
@DELETE—REMOTEQUEUE‘ENTRY UNIVAC, (GUEST) JOBcl:SYMB
The batch-input—file (GUEST) JOB-1:8YMB is deleted from the batch queue for
the host computer UNlVAC.
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@ DELETE-SPOOLING-FILE

See also @REMOVE-FROMSPOOLING-OUEUE.

Function:
A file is removed from the spooling queue of a spooling device. if it is a spoofing
file, its pages are released and returned to the pool of free spoofing pages and
the file is marked as unused.

Format:
@DELETE-SPOOLINGFlLE <peripheral file name>,<file name>

Parameters:
<peripheral file name>

the spoofing device.
<file name >

the spoofing queue file to be deleted.

Rules:

1. Permitted only for user SYSTEM and the user who appended the file.
2. Only the first name matching -< file name> is removed.
3. if the file is not a spooling file the command is equivalent to

@REMOVEFROMSPOOLING-QUEUE.

Example:
@DELETE-SPOOLING—FILE LINEePRINTER, LINE~PRINTER: ,' 10
If the file LlNE-PRlNTER:;1O is in the spoofing queue to LINEePRlNTER it is
deleted from the queue; if it is a spoofing file, its pages are removed and it
exists as an entry in the file system with no pages,
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ETE-USER

See also related @CREATE~USER, @GlVEUSER-SPACE and
@TAKE—USER-SPACE.

Function:
Remove a user from a directory.

Format:
@DELETE-USER [<directory name> :] <user name>

Parameters:
[<directory name > :] <user name>

user to be removed on the particular directory (DEF directory 2 main
directory).

Rules:
l. Permitted only for user SYSTEM when disk is specified, for all users when

floppy disk.
2‘ Valid only if the user has no files.

Example:
®DELETE—USER USER—ONE
The user USER—ONE is deleted from their main directory.
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@DlELETE—USERS-FILES

See also @ DELETEFILE.

Function:
Delete one or more files for a user and release their pages.

Format:
@DELETEIUSERS—FILES <file name> [, <manua| check?>]

Parameters:
<file name>

delete all files matching this name (DEF = delete all files in default
directory for the terminal user).

<manual check?>
YES 2 the name of every file matching <fi|e name> is written on the
terminal. The user specifies YES if it is to be deleted, otherwise, NO or
return.

NO 2 delete all files matching <file name> immediately.
(DEF 2 YES).

Rules:
1. Permitted for all users with directory access (D) to the files.
2. if current user is SYSTEM, the <manual check?> parameter is not

requested as manual check is compulsory.

Example:
®DELETE—USER-FILES Fal, YES
FILE 5: (BIG-PACK16UEST) F—1020ATA; l? N
FILE 7: (BIG-PACKzGUEST) F—l:DA‘iA; 1? Y
e
The file F—l:DATA is deleted but match was also found on the file F-lO DATA,
which was not deleted.
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VICE-FUNCTION

See also @LlST-DEVlCE—FUNCTIONS and MAGTP (MON 144).

Function:
Perform operations on magnetic tapes, cassette tapes, Versatec printer/plotter
and floppy disk.

Format:
@ DEVICE—FUNCTION < peripheral file name > , <function > [, < optional
parameter 1 > [, <optional parameter 2> }]
Parameters:
< peripheral file name>

name of the peripheral file associated with the device.
<function >

see below.
<optional parameter 1>

see below.
<optional parameter 2>

see below.

Rules:
Permitted for all users.

@DEVICE-FUNCTION
ADVANCE-RECORDS

Purpose:
Advance over the specified number of records on a mag tape or cassette tape.
On a floppy disk the disk address is incremented by the specified number of
records.

Format:
ADVANCEeRECORDS, < number of records >
<number of records> number of records or amount by which disk address is
to be incremented.

Rules:
Allowed on mag tape, cassette tape and floppy disk.
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@ DEVICE-FUNCTRUN
ADVANCE—TG-EOF

Purpose:
Advance from the current position on a device over the specified number of
end-of~file (EOF) marks. A tape will be positioned immediately after the last EOF
mark passed. A floppy disk will have its address incremented to the address
immediately after the last EOF mark passed.

Format:
ADVANCE-TO-EOF, < number of EOF marks>

Rules:
Allowed on magnetic tape, cassette tape and floppy disk.

@DEVICE-FUNCTHON
BACKSPACE-RECORDS

Purpose:
On mag tape or cassette move the tape backwards over the specified nun ber of
records. On floppy disk decrement the disk address by the specified nurrber of
records

Format:
BACKSPACEaRECORDS, < number of records>
<number of records> number of records to backspace over or amOJnt by
which disk address is to be decremented.

Rules:
Allowed on mag tape, cassette tape and floppy disk‘

@lDEVICE—FUNCTHON
CLEAR-DEVICE

Purpose:
Abandon current operation of specified device. The device buffer on a V6 rsatec
is cleared.

Format:
CLEAR—DEVlCE

Rules:
1. Allowed on mag tape, cassette, Versatec and floppy disk.
2. On mag tape clears all the units attached to one controller.
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VICE—FUNCTION
EAR-SELECTEUl-UNIT

Purpose:
Clear the specified unit on the device.

Format:
CLEAR-SELECTED UNlT, < unit >
< unit > device unit

Rules:
Allowed only on STC mag tapes.

VICE-FUNCTION
MP-BOOTSTRAP

Purpose:
Dump 3 bootstrap onto page 0 (the first page) of a floppy. The floppy monitor
can then be loaded into a machine (not running SINTRAN) by pressing MASTER
CLEAR and typing 1560&.

Format:
DUMP—BOOTSTRAP, <file name>
<ifile name> name of the :BPUN file containing the bootstrap. This will
normally be FLOPPY-MONlTORzBPUN or a carefully prepared user monitor.

Rules:
Allowed only on floppy disk.

VICE-FUNCTION
ASE-TAPE

Purpose:
Remove all recorded data from a cassette tape.

Format:
ERASE—TAPE

Fllules:
Allowed only on cassette tape.
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@ DEVECE—FUNCTION
FORMAT-FLOPPY

Purpose:
Write new address information onto the floppy in the currently selected format.

Format:
FORMATAFLOPPY

Rules:
1, Allowed on floppy disk.
2. The floppy format must be set before using this fuwction

(SETVVFLOPPY-VFORIVIAT)

@DlEVICE-FUNC'HON
GlET—CURRENT-DESK-ADDRESS

Purpose:
Return the current address on the floppy disk. This is the address from which

data will be written/read by the functions WRlTE/READ-RECORD.

Format:
GET-CURRENTDlSKADDRESS

Rules:
Allowed on floppy disk.

@ DEVICE—FUNCTEON
GIVE—FORM—FEED

Purpose:
Give form feed on a Versatec. On fan-fold paper this advances the paper to the
top of the form; on roll paper it advances the paper 7cm.

Format:
GlVE»FORl\/l—FEED, <number of form feeds>
<number of form feeds> number of form feeds, or 7cmadvances, required.

Rules:
Allowed on Versatec.
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@E)EVICE—FUNCTION
l..0(IK—CASSETTE

Purpose:
The read/write heads of the cassette transport move onto the cassette tape
ready for read/write. The cassette cannot be removed from the drive whilst the
heads are locked.

Format:
LOCK~CASSETTE

Rules:
Can only be performed on cassette tape.

@lI)EVlCE-FUNCTION
llEAD-BYTE-RECORD

Purpose:
Read specified number of bytes from peripheral to given address on user’s
background segment.

Format:
READ~BYTE—RECORD, <destination address> , <number of bytes>
<destination address> address to which the data will be read (OCT).
<number of bytes> number of bytes to transfer (OCT).

Rules:
Allowed on mag tape.

@DEVICE-FUNCTION
FlEAD-DELETED-RECORD

Purpose:
Read a record even if it has been flagged as deleted.

Format:
READ-DELETED-RECORD, < address > , < number of words >
<address> destination of words read to the user's background segment.
< number of words> number of words to transfer.

Rules:
Allowed on floppy disk.
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@DEVECE-FUNCTION
READ—FORMAT

Purpose:
Read the type of address information (format) on a floppy disk,

Format:
READFORMAT

Rules:
1. Allowed only on floppy disk,
2. The format returned ls 0, l or 2 for single density
3, The format returned is 0—15 for double density.

For explanation see SET»FLOPF’Y-FORMAT.

@ DEVICE-FUNCTION
READ-LAST-STATUS

Purpose:
Read the status saved by the driver for the last operation on the device unit. An
IOX instruction is not executed.

Format:
R EAD- LAST-STATUS

Rules:

1. Allowed on mag tape, cassette tape, Versatec and floppy disk:
2. For explanation of status word returned see Appendix H.
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IICEuFUNCTION
\D-ODD-NUMBER—DF—IBYTES

Purpose:
Read a specified odd number of bytes from the specified file to the user's
background segment.

Format:
READ~ODD~NUMBER~OF-BYTES, < address > , < number of bytes >
<address> address of destination of data on the user’s background segment.
<: number of bytes> number of bytes to transfer.

Rules:
Allowed only on mag tape.

@ EDEVlCE-FUNCTIOW
BREAD-STATUS

Purpose:
Read the hardware status register of the specified device. The status is read by
means of an lOX instruction.

Format:
READwSTATUS

Ruies:
i. Allowed on mag tape, cassette tape, Versatec and floppy disk.
2. For explanation of status word returned see Appendix H.

@ DEVICE-FUNCTION
READ-TAPE-STATEJS

Purpose:
Read the status word for a mag tape.

Format:
READ-TAPE-STATUS

Rules:
Allowed on mag tape.
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@lDEVICE-FUNCTSOIN
lREVERSE-TO~-EOF

Purpose:
Move from the current position backwards over the specified number f EOF
marks. The device will be positioned just before the last EOF mark.

Format:
REVERSE—TO~EOF, <number of EOF marks>

Rules:
Allowed on mag tape, cassette tape and Versatec.

@IDEVICE-FUNCTEQN
REWIND

Purpose:
On mag tape or cassette tape rewinds the tape to the load point; on flop )y disk
the disk address is reset to zero.

Format:
REWlND

Rules:
Allowed on mag tape, cassette tape and floppy disk.

@IDEVICE FUNCTIDN
SELECT DENSBTV

Purpose:
Select the density with which data is written onto a mag tape.

Format:
SELECT—DENSlTY,<density>
<density> == 1600 Bits per inch

6250 Bits per inch

Rules:
1. Allowed on Tandberg/Pertec and STC mag tape.
2. On some drive units density can be selected by switches on the from panel.
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@lDE‘VICE—FUNCTIOW
SSELECT—PARITY—AND-DElNSITY

Purpose:
Select the density and parity with which data are written onto mag tape.

Format:
SELECT—PARITY--AND--DENS|TY, < density/parity>
<density/parity> =: 0 : 800 Bits per inch, odd parity

1 : 556 Bits per inch, odd parity
2 : 200 Bits per inch, odd parity
3 : 800 Bits per, inch, even parity
4 : 556 Bits per inch, even pairty
5 : 200 Bits per inch, even parity

Default value is 0_

Rules:
1. Allowed on Tandberg/Pertec and STC mag tapes.
2. On some drive units density can be selected by switches on the front

panel

@ DEVICE-FUNCTION
SET-ALPHANUMERIC-MODE

Purpose:
Put the Versatec into print mode. In this mode it functions like a line printer.

Format:
SET‘ALPHANUMERIC—MODE

Rules:
Allowed on Versatec.
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@ DEVICE—FUNCTEON
SET-FLOPF’Y—FORIIVIAT

Purpose:
SETWFLOPPY’FORMAT, < format number >

< format number>

Bytes/ Number of Sectors/ Capacity
No. Sector sides Density diskette in pages

0 512 Single Single 11508 154
1 256 Single Single 22038 144
2 128 Single Single 37228 125
4 512 Double Single 23208 308
5 256 Double Single 44068 288
6 128 Double Single 76448 250

108 512 Single Double 22038 288
118 256 Single Double 37228 250
138 1024 Single Double 11508 308
148 512 Double Double 44068 577
158 256 Double Double 76448 500
178 1024 Double Double 23208 616

0 is the format used by the old floppy system.
178 is the format used by the new floppy system.

Rules:
1: Allowed on floppy disk.
2. The function, SET—FLOPPY—FORMAT, should

used when formatting diskettes.

@ DEVICE-FUNCTION
SET-GRAPHlC-MODE

Purpose:

always be the first finction

Put the Versatec into plot mode: In this mode it functions like a graph plotter.

Format:
SET~GRAPHICVMODE

Rules:
Allowed only on Versatec printer plotter.
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EVECE—FUNCTMDN
NLOAD

Purpose:
Unload a mag tape, ie. the vacuum is removed from the tape and the tape

rewound onto its spool.

Format:
UNLOAD

Rules:
ll Allowed on mag tape.
2. The tape must be at the load point (with the load point light illuminated)

for this command to have effect.
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@ DEVECE-FUNGTIDN
UNLOCK—ANDuSTOP

Purpose:
Stop cassette and remove the read/write heads "from the tape. The cassette can
then be removed from the drive.

Format:
UNLOCK-AND-STOP

Rules:
Allowed only on cassette.

@lDEVICE—FUNCTEON
MIRETE—IYTE—RECDRD

Purpose:
Write specified number of bytes to peripheral file from the user's background
segment.

Format:
WRlTE-BYTE~RECORD, < address > , < number of bytes >
<address > address from which the bytes will be read.
<number of bytes> number of bytes transferred to the peripheral file.

Rules:
Allowed on mag tape.

@DEVICE-FUNCTBON
WRITE-DEE-E'I'ED-ERECORD

Write a record and then flag it as deleted.

Format:
WRITE-DELETED—RECORD, < address > , < number of words >
<address> address on the user‘s background segment from which data is
read.
<number of words> number of words to transfer.

Rules:
Allowed only on floppy disk.
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VICEuFUNCTION
TE-EOF

Function:
Write specified number of EOF marks on the specified device. On floppy disk the
device address is incremented by one for each EGF mark written.

Format:
WRlTE-EOF,<number of EOF marks >
<number of EOF marks> number of EOF marks to write.

Rules:
Allowed on mag tape, cassette tape and Versatec.

’lCE-FUNCTION
TE-ERASE—GAF

Purpose:
Write a 4—inch (approx 100m) gap on a tape.

Format:
WRlTE-ERASE-GAP

Rules:
Allowed on mag tape and cassette tape.

ICE—FUNCTION
TE-RECORD

Purpose:
Write the specified number of words to the specified device from the specified
address on the user's background segment.

Format:
WRITE—RECORD, < address > , < number of words >
<address> address on the user's background segment from which the data
will be taken (OCT).
< number of words> number of words to be written (OCT).

Rules:
Allowed on mag tape, cassette tape, Versatec and floppy disk
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@DlRECTORY-STATISTICS

See also related @LlST-DIRECTORIES—ENTERED.

Function:
List the following for one: or more entered directories:
1. device name and unit number
2. directory status (default, main)
3. unreserved, unused and total space on the device.

Format:
@DlRECTORY—STATlSTlCS <directory name> , ~< output fi|e>

Parameters:
< directory name >

the directory/directories to be listed (DEF = all directories entered).
<output file>

destination of listing (DEF = TERMINAL).

Rules:
1. Permitted for all users.
2. The command requires some time to respond when referring to large disks.

Example:
@DIRECTORY—STATISTICSLLL

DISC-75MB-l UNIT 1 : PACK—TWO
(MAIN AND DEFAULT DIRECTORY)
455 PAGES UNRESERVED AND 3529 PAGES UNUSED OUT OF 36945 PAGES

DISC—2~75MB~1 UNIT 0 SUBUNIT 0 : PACK‘ONE
(MAIN AND DEFAULT DIRECTORY)
12 PAGES UNRESERVED AND 5174 PAGES UNUSED OUT DF 36945 PAGES

Statistics for all the entered directories are listed on the terminal.
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@ DISABLE—ESCAPE—FUNCTION

See also related DESCF (MON 71), @ENABLE—ESCAPE—FUNCTlON, EESCF
(MON 72) and @DEFlNE—ESCAPECHARACTER.

Function:
The escape character is ignored in user and command modes, ie. no ”user
break" is performed.

Format:
@DlSABLE-ESCAPE-FUNCTION <|ogical device no.>

Parameters:
<|ogical device no.>

must be a terminal (OCT, DEF = own terminal).

Rules:
1. Permitted for all users. Only user SYSTEM can specify <logical device

no. > other than their own terminal.
2. The escape function is enabled when logging out.

Example:
@DISABLE—ESCAPE—FUNCTION, ,
No "user break” is performed for the user's own terminal.

@ DI$ABLE-TERMIMATION~HANDIJNG

See also EDTRM (MON 206) and @ENABLE-TERMlNATlON—HANDLlNG.

Function:
Disable termination handling for background and RTr-programs.

Format:
@DISABLE-TERMlNATlON«HANDLlNG <RT or background>,<terminal no.>
(DEF = own terminal).

Rules:
Only user SYSTEM can disable terminals other than their own.
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@DMAC

See also DMAC (MON 51).

Function:
Special version of the MAC assembler used for debugging RT programs.

Rules:
1. Permitted for users SYSTEM and RT.
2. Cannot be restarted by @CONTINUE.

@DSCNT

See also DSCNT (MON 107). See also related @CONCT and CONCT (MON 106).

Function:
All connections to an RT program made by @CONCT (or monitor call CONCT)
are removed. If the program is in the time queue, it is removed. Periodic
execution is prevented.

Format:
@ DSCNT < program name >

Parameters:
< program name >

RT program name or RT description address (OCT, DEF = own terminal
background program).

Rules:
1. Permitted only for users RT and SYSTEM.
2. Reserved resources are not released.

Example:
@DSCNT KLOKK
The RT program KLOKK is disconnected.
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@DUMP

See also @DUMP-REENTRANT. See also related @MEMORY, @PLACE—BINARY,
@RECOVER and @CONTINUE.

Function:
Save the contents of the users virtual memory on a file.

Format:
@DUMP <file name> , <start address> , <restart address>

Parameters:
<file name>

mass—storage file to receive the memory contents (DEF type = PROG).
< start address >

the address where the program is started after @RECOVER
(OCT, DEF :2 O).

< restart address >
the address where the program is restarted after @ CONTINUE
(OCT, DEF : 0).

Rules:
1‘ Permitted for all users
2. The amount of memory to be saved can be specified by @MEMORY. if not

the values from the last @LOAD-BlNARY, @PLACE—BlNARY or
@RECOVER are used.

3. The contents can be retrieved later by @RECOVER.

Example:
@MEMORY 100 7777
WWW US~PROG, 100,401
@RECOVER US-PROG
Virtual memory area 1003 to 77778 is dumped on the program file
US~PROGzPROG The program is then started at address lOOB by @RECOVER.
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@ DUMP—BIT-FILE

See also related @CHANGE-BlT-FILE,

Function:
Dump, in octal, the directory bit file on an output file.

Format:
@DUMP-BlT—FILE <directory name> , < block no. > , <output fi|e>

Parameters:
< directory name >

directory whose bit file is to be dumped.
< block no. :>

see below (DEC, DEF = 0).
<output fi|e>

destination of the dump (DEF := TERMlNAL).

Rules:
1‘ Permitted only for user SYSTEM.
2. The bit file is divided into 208 word blocks.

Example:
@DUMP- BIT- FILE 8— P“AL—L

The first block of the bit file on directory B—P is dumped on the terminal.
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@ DUMP-DIRECTORYmENTRY

See also related @CHANGErDiRECTORY-ENTRY.

Function:
Dump, in octai, the directory entry part of the master block on an output file.

Format:
@DUMP—DiRECTORYENTRY <device name> [, <unit> H, <’F’ or 'R’>]
[, <subunit> ], <output file>

Parameters:
<device name>

the name of the device on which the directory resides,
[<unit>]

unit number on which the directory resides (if >1)‘
[<Z'F' or 'R’>]

fixed or removabie.
[<subunit>]

see @CREATEDiRECTORY.
<output fi|e>

destination of the octai dump (DEF = TERMINAL).

Rules:
Permitted oniy for user SYSTEM.

Example:
©DUMP—DIRECTORY~ENTRY DISC-~10MBJ, 1, F, ,
Make octai dump of directory on 10Mb disk, unit 1, fixed pack, on TERMiNAL.
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@ DUMP-ClBJECTnENTRY

See aleo related ROBJE (MON 41) and @CHANGE-OBJECT-ENTRY.

Function:
Dump, in octal, the object entry of a file on an output file.

Format:
@DUMP-OBJECT—ENTRY [<directory name> :] < user name> , <0bject no.>,
<output fiie>

Parameters:
[< directory name > 2} < user name>

directory and user where the file is to be found.
<object no. >

the object number of the file which may be found from @LlST—FILE.

(DECDEF = O).
<output file>

destination of the octal dump (DEF = TERMINAL).

Rules:
Permitted only for user SYSTEM.

Example:
@DUMP—OBJECT-ENTRY GUEST, 5,,
The object entry of object number 5 from user GUEST in default directory is

dumped, in octal, on TERMINAL.
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@DfiJMP—PAGE

See also related @CHANGE-PAGE

Function:
Dump, in octal, a 1K page from a directory onto an output file.

Format:
@ DUMP—PAGE < directory name > , < page address > , <: output file >

Parameters:
<dlrectory name>

directory which contains the page.
< page address>

physical page number (OCT, DEF = 0).
<output file>

destination of the octal dump (DEF = TERMlNAL).

Rules:
1. Permitted only for user SYSTEM.
2. Cannot be interrupted by escape.

Example:
@UUMP—PAGE PACK~0NE, 100,,
Page 1003 in PACK—ONE is dumped, in octal, on the terminal.
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@ DUMP—REENTRANT

See also related @DUlVlP, @DELETEnREENTRANT and @LlST~REENTRANT.

Functéon:
Establish a subsystem as a reentrant subsystem The subsystem is read from a
file of type BPUN. The command then calls the RT loader and the subsystem is
loaded to a segment The subsystem name is inserted into a table which is
searched by @RECOVER before the list of files for a PROG type file is searched

Format:
@DUMP~REENTRANT <subsystem name>,<start address>,<restart
address>, <binary file>

Parameters:
<subsystem name>

the name of the subsystem
<start address >

the initial start address (OCT, DEF = 0).
< restart address>

the address where the program should be reentered by @CONTlNUE (OCT,
DEF = O).

<binary file>
a file containing the subsystem in the format made by the )BPUN
command of the MAC assembler (DEF type = BPUN).

Rules:
1, Permitted only for user SYSTEM.
2. The command sets a protect flag (’ree~sub’) on the segment.

Example:
@COPY "MAC:BPUN' ', (PRO—1:F—U)MAC: BPUN
@DUMP-REENTRANT MAC, —1, ~3, MAC
The subsystem MAC is loaded to a segment and can be started by
@RECOVER MAC or @MACt
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@ DUMP-USER-ENTRY

See also related RUSER (MON 44) and @CHANGE-USER-ENTRY.

Function:
Dump, in octal, a user entry onto an output file.

Format:
@DUMP—USER-ENTRY <directory name>,<user no.> , <output fi|e>

Parameters:
< directory name >
<user no.>

number of the user found by @USER-STATISTICS (DEC, DEF : O).
<output file>

destination of the octal dump (DEF = TERMlNAL):

Rules:
Permitted only for user SYSTEM.

Example:
®DUllll~"~USER«ENTRY PO, 4,,
User entry number 4 on directory PO is dumped on the terminal.
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@ENlABLE—ESCAF’E-FUNCTION

See also related @DlSABLE-ESCAPE-FUNCTlON, DESCF (MON 71) and
@DEFlNE-ESCAPE~CHARACTER.

Function:
Enable the "user break" function.

Format:
@ENABLE-ESCAPE‘FUNCTION <logical device no.>

Parameters:
<logical device no.>

must be a terminal (OCT, DEF z the user’s terminal).

Rules:
1. Permitted for all users. Only user SYSTEM can specify <logicai device

no.> other than their own.
2‘ This function is performed for the user’s terminal when logging out.

Example:
<®ENABLE~ESCAPEAFUNCTIONw..——L

The "user break" will be performed for the user's terminal whenever the escape
key is pressed.

@ ElNABLE-TERMINAHUM-HANDLING

See also EDTRM (MON 206) and @DlSABLE—TERMINATION—HANDLING.

Function:
Enable termination handling for background and l‘lT—programs.

Format
@ENABLE~TERMlNATlON~HANDLlNG <RT or background>,<terminal nos>
(DEF = own terminal),

Rules:
Only user SYSTEM can enable escape handling for terminals other than
their own.
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@ENTER

See also related @APPEND—BATCH.

Function:
ldentify the owner of a batch job; this must be the first command in a batch job,

Format:
@ENTER <user name>,<password>,<project password>,<maximum
time >

Parameters:
<1user name> ,

name of a user on a main directory; if the:user's main directory is known,
user name can be given as <directory name :> :<user name>_

<:password>
the correct password for the user; it is not printed on the output listing
(DEF = no password). ’

<project password>
<Zmaximum time >-

the maximum CPU time, in minutes, allowed for the total batch job, When
time is up the job is aborted (DEC, DEF 2: 1),

Rules:
1, Permitted for all users
2 It <password> is incorrect, the job is aborted.
3. If the job is run under @MODE, the @ENTER command is ignored.
4 A batch job is terminated by two CTRL/escape. (Entered into the file by

typing CTRL/O, CTRL/escape twice.)
5. A batch input file may contain several batch jobs.

Example:
‘5’ENTER GUEST, , ,5
The command is located at the start of a batch job, The job is run for user
GUEST with no user password and no project password The job will terminate
after 5 minutes CPU time
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@ENTER-DIRECTOR‘Y

See also related @CREATE-DIRECTORY, @SET—DEFAULTDIRECTORY,
@ SET-MAlN~DIRECTORY and @ RELEASE-DIRECTORY.

Function:
Enter a directory on a device. This must be done before files can be accessed:

Format:
@ENTER-DlRECTORY <directory name> , <device name> [,<unit>}
[,<’F’ or ’R'>][,<:subunit>]

Parameters:
See @CREATEeDlRECTORY (DEF <directory name> is the name created on
the devicelt
For <device name> see Appendix F.

Rules:
1. Permitted for all users
2. The directory is only entered if <directory name> matches or is an

abbreviation of the name found on the device (see
@CREATE—DIRECTORY).

Example:
®ENTER—DIRECTORY PACK-ONE, DISC—10MBJ, 1, F
A directory named PACKxONE is entered on device DlSC-lOMB-l, unit 1, fixed
pack.
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@ IENTSG

See also ENTSG (MON 157).

Function:
initialize a page table with the specified segments and virtual address range and
set the P—register.

Format:
@ENTSG <segment no.>,<page table> , <interrupt level >,<start address >»

Parameters:
<segment no. >

the segment where the routine resides (OCT)
< page table>

the page table used for the routine (DECZO‘S, DEF :20)‘
<interrupt level >

the interrupt level on which the routine is run (DEC). Legal values are
interrupt levels 2, 5, 6, 7, 8 or 9. One of these levels must be specified as a
dummy level even if the routine will be run on another level.

<start address>
start address of the routine (OCT).

Rules:
Permitted only for users RT and SYSTEM.

Example:
@ENTSG 42, 3, 9, 30099“
The routine on segment 42 is entered to run as a direct task on page table 3,
interrupt level 9. Location 300008 is the start address of the routine.
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@ EXECUTE-BOX.

See also EXlOX (MON 31).

Function:
Execute an lOX instruction on a device.

Format:
@EXECUTEJOX <,value>,<device register address>

Parameters:
<value>

contents of A register before execution (OCT, DEF = O),
<devic;e register address >

bits 10 -- 0 of the lOX instruction (OCT, DEF:- 0).

Rules:
1. Permitted only for users RT and SYSTEM.
2. The contents of the A register are displayed after execution.
3. <: device register address> must be listed in the internal SlNTRAN lll lOX

table. Can be set by ‘lNSERT-lNJOX—TABLE in @SlNTRAN-SERVICE-
PROGRAM.

@EXPAND-FILE

See also related @CREATE—FILE and @ALLOCATE-FILE.

Function:
lncrease the length of a contiguous tile

Format:
@EXPAND~FILE < file name> , < no. of pages>

Parameters:
<fi|e name>

the contiguous file to be expanded.
<no. of pages >

the additional number of pages (DEC).

Rutes:
l. Permitted for all users.
2. File must be contiguous

Example:
@EXPAND‘FILE F—T 9.—..—..L__...

The file F-l is expanded by 9 pages.
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@ FELE-STATISTECS

See also @LlST~F|LES and RMAX (MON 62) See also related
@LlST~OPENED-FILES.

Function:
List the following for the file(s):

File object number
File name
Type (indexed, contiguous, temporary, spooling or allocated fiie)
Access modes
Date of creation
Number of times opened
Last time opened for read and write
Size of tile (in pages and bytes)m

fl
m

W
N

T
‘

Format:
@FlLEvSTATlSTlCS <:file name>,<output file>

Parameters:
<fi|e name>

list all files matching this name Can be abbreviated (DEF = all files in
default directory for the current user).

<output file>
destination of the list (DEF = terminal).

Rules:
Permitted for all users

Example:
@FILE-STATISTICS F»—1,TER
(statistics are listed)
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See also @FlXC and FlX (MON 115). See also related @UNFIX.

Function:
Fix a segment in memory, ie. it is not allowed to be swapped out. This command
is useful for certain time~critical programs.

Format:
@ FIX < segment no. :>

Parameters:
< segment no. >

(OCT).

Rules:
1. Permitted only for users RT and SYSTEM.
2. @UNFlX must be executed before the RT loader can clear the segment.
3. <segment no.> must be a nondemand segment.

Example:
®FIX 30
Segment number 308 is; fixed in memory.
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@ FIXC

See also @9l and FlXC (MON lBO). See also related @UNFIX.

Function:
Fix a segment in a contiguous area of physical memory.

Format:
@FIXC <segment no. >,<first physical page no.>

Parameters:
<segment no. >

(OCT).
<first physical page no.>

(OCT).

Rules:
1. Permitted only for users RT and SYSTEM.
2. @UNFIX must be executed before RT loader can clear the segment.
3. <segment no.> must be a nondemand segment.

Example:
®FIXC 40, 50
Segment number 408 is fixed in memory starting at physical page 503, ie.
address 1200003.
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@ FDRWARD~SPACE-PRINT

See also reiated @BACKSPACE-PRINT, @STOP-PRINT and @START-PRINT.

Function:
Causes the spooling program to skip printing of the specified number of pages
and fines in the current print file.

Format:
@FORWARDSPACE-PRINT <periphera! file name>,<no. of pages>,
<no. of |ines>

Parameters:
Similar to @ BACKSPACEPRINT.

Rules:
See @ BACKSPACEPRINT.

Example:
@STOP—PRINT LINE~PRINTER
@FORWARD—SPACE-PRINT LINEaPRINTER,2,,
©SIAM—PRINT LINE—PRINTER
The spooling output for LINE~PRINTER is stopped and output is resumed two
pages ahead.
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@ GBET—ALTERNATIVE-RT-LOADER

See also related @MAKE-ALTERNATlVE-RT—LOADER.

Function:
Load an alternative RT loader on segment file 0.

Format:
@ GET»ALTERNATIVE~RT»LOADER <file name >

Parameters:
< file name >

a file where the RT loader was placed by @MAKE-ALTERNATIVE~SYSTEM
(DEF type 2 DATA).

Rules:
1‘ Permitted only for user SYSTEM.
2. To change to a new RT loader, the system must be started from MACM by

means of the commands
)HENT
22!.
Only the RT loader made for the current system can be used.

Example:
@GET—ALTERNATIVE—VRT-LOADER ALT~~RT
The RT loader is loaded from the file ALT~RTzDATA to segment file 0.
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@ GET-ALTERNATIVE-SYSTEM

See also related ®MAKE—ALTERNATIVE—SYSTEM, @GET—ALTERNATlVE—RT~
LOADER and @MAKE—ALTERNATlVEeR?LOADER.

Function:
Load SINTRAN from a specified area to the image area and start SINTRAN.

Format:
@GET-ALTERNATlVESYSTEM <file name l>,<file name 2>,<is RT loader
in segment file no. O?>[,<fi|e name 3>],<is ait. "spooling program” in
segment file no. 0.7 > ,[<fi|e name 4:»)

Parameters:
<file name i >

specifies SlNTRANzDATA or a similar file containing the first part of the
operating system. This file must consist of 63 contiguous pages on disk.

<file name 2>
specifies MACM-AREADATA or a similar file containing the rest of the
SlNTRAN lll system except the RT loader, spooling system, NORDNET,
SlNTRAN-SERVICE—PROGRAM and MAlL system. lt must be a contiguous;
file (of 64 pages) allocated immediately after <file name 1> (DEF type
DATA).

<is RT loader in segment file no. 0?>
YES RT loader is taken from segment file number 0. < File name 1> and
(file name 2> must be SlNTRAN:DATA and MACMsAREADATA.
N0 = a new RT loader is loaded from <file name 3> to segment file 0.

<file name 3>
name of the contiguous file (19 pages) where the RT loader resides.
Specified only if previous parameter was NO.

<is alt. ”spooling program” in segment file no. O?>
YES = start the original system residing in SlNTRANzDATA,
MACM~AREA2DATA and SEGFILODATA.
N0 = another system on SEGFlLO is loaded. Then the next parameter must
be entered.

<file name 4>
name of the file where the spooling program, NORDNET,
SlNTRAN-SERVICEPROGRAM and MAlL system reside; It must be a 24
page contiguous file. Specified only if the previous parameter was NO.

Rules:
1. Permitted only for user SYSTEM.
2. The operating system is transferred to the memory image area (on

SEGFlLO) and the system is started. Since this is a "cold start" (similar to
MACM - )HENT — 22!) all RT programs must be reloaded.

3. Subsequent restarts will use the alternative system. To return to the normal
one use
@GET-ALTERNATNESYSTEM SlNTRAN,MACM-AREA,NO,
S-RTLOADER,YES
The RT loader must previously have been placed on the file
S~RTLOADER:DATA with the command
@MAKE-ALTERNATIVE»RT~LOADER S--RTLOADER:DATA.

4. All files in this command must reside in the same directory as the current
system and on disk addresses below 777778.
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@GET-ERROR—DEVIEE

See also related @SETERROR—DEViCE.

Function:
List the logical number of the device where error messages will be printed.

Format:
@GETcERROR-DEVlCE

Parameters:
None.

Rules:
Permitted only for user SYSTEM.

Example:
@GET~ ERROR—DEVICE
ERROR DEVICE: 1
Error messages are printed on logical device number 1.

@ GlET—RT-NAME

See also GRTNA (MON 152).

Function:
Find the symbolic name of an RT program from the address of its RT description.

Format:
@ GET—RT-NAME < address >

Parameters:
<address>

RT description address (OCT, DEF = background program of the user's
terminal).

Rules:
1. Permitted only for users RT and SYSTEM.
2. Some system programs in SlNTRAN have no symbolic name. They can be

given names by the RT loader command DEFINEPROGRAM.

Example:
®GET- RT— NAME ,,
BAK03
Q)

The user's terminal background program is BAKOB.
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@ GET—TERMINAL-TYPE

See also MGTTY (MON 16). See also related @SET-TERMINAL-TYPE.

Function:
List the terminal type number of a terminal.

Format:
@GET—TERMINAL~TYPE <|ogical device no.>

Parameters:
< logical device no. >

must be a terminal (DEC, DEF = the user’s terminal).

Rules:
l. Permitted for all users.
2. The ND standard for terminal types is shown in Appendix 8.

Example:
@GET—TERMINAL-TYPE 9
TERMINAL TYPE: 1
®

Terminal type for terminal 9 is l.
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@GIVE—SPOOLING-F’AGES

See also related @TAKE-SPOOLING-PAGES.

Function:
increase the total number of pages that can be used by the spooling files

Format:
@GlVE—SPOOLING-PAGES <no. of pages>

Parameters:
<no. of pages>

additional no. of pages (DEC).

Rules:
1. Permitted only for user SYSTEM.
2. 500 pages are given to the spooling system when the system is generated
3. The command does not guarantee that the disk space is available (see

@ START—SPOOLlNG, rule 2).

Example:
@GIVE-SPO0LING— PAGES 95
95 additional pages are added to the spooling pages.
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@GIVE-USER-SPACE

See also related @TAKE—USERSPACEA

Function:
Increase the total amount of reserved space for a user.

Format:
@GlVE-USER-SPACE {<directory name> :] <user name>,<no. of pages>

Parameters:
[....:] <user name>

directory and user to be given space (DEF directory = main directory).
<no. of pages>

additional number of pages (DEC).

Rules:
l. Permitted only for user SYSTEM when disk is specified, for all users when

floppy disk.
2. Only the unreserved pages in the directory may be given to a user

(use @ DlRECTORY-STATISTICS).

Example:
©GIVE—USElLSPACl—l USER-ONE, 95
95 additional pages are given to the user USER-ONE in main directory.
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@GOTO—USER

See also related @RECOVER, @CONTlNUE and @PLACEBINARY.

Function:
Start background program at specific address.

Format:
@GOTO-USER < address >

Parameters:
< address>

(OCT, DEF = current P-register of the background program).

Rules:
1. Permitted for all users.
2, When a program is terminated by an "escape" or "break", all files are

normally closed. To keep them open until @GOTO~USER is typed,
@SET-PERMANENT-OPEN is used before the files are accessed for the
first time.

3. After ”escape" the values of the background RT—program registers may be
examined by @STATUS‘

Example:
@OPEN F-1:DATAI RX
FILE NUMBER IS: 101
@SET-PERMANENT-OPEN _1_0_1
@RECUVER MAIN
(”escape")
@GDTO~USER, ,
The program MAlN is started, stopped and finally resumed at the point of
interruption. The file F-‘lzDATA is kept permanently opened so it is not closed at
the ”break".
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See also related “HELP under @SlNTRAN—SERVICEPROGRAM,
@LlST-DEVlCEFUNCTlONS and ‘HELP under @MAIL.

Function:
List command names matching parameter.

Format:
@ HELP < command > , <output file>

Parameters:
<command>

all commands matching <command> will be listed (DEF = all
commands).

<output file>
destination of the list (DEF = TERMINAL).

Rules:
1. Permitted: for all users.
2. If a command is a file system command, this is indicated; For all other

commands, restrictions on its use (RT, SYSTEM only) are indicated.

Example:
@HELP EX,
RT: EXECUTE-10X
FILSYS: EXPAND~FILE
@
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@HOLD

See also HOLD (MON 104).

Function:
Keep the terminal or batch processor waiting for a specified period.

Format:
@HOLD <no. of time units>,<time unit>

Parameters:
<no. of time units>

(DEC).
<time unit>

i = basic time units (normally 20 ms).
2 = seconds
3 = minutes
4 = hours

Rules:
1_ Permitted for all users.
2. No resources are released.
3. if the repeat bit in the RT—description is set there will be immediate return

from HOLD.
4. If <number of time units> = O the repeat bit is reset and there is

immediate return (without waiting until the next clock interrupt).

Example:
@HOLD 5, 3
o
The second @ is prompted after 5 minutes.
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@INII‘IT-ACCOUNTIING

See related 6?! STARTACCOUNTING and @STOP-ACCOUNTING.

Function:
Initialize the accounting tiles and start accounting.

Format:
(ID INIT~ACCOUNTING : desired > , -r:i max. > , <: background > [, < RT>,
< spooling > , < clear logged information ;> , < logging interval > H, < NDm500>]

Parameters:
<desired>

number of accounts before warning (DEC, DEF : 500).
<maximum>

maximum number of accounts (DEC, DEF 600),
<background>

are background programs to be accounted.
< RT>

are user RT programs to be accounted.
<spooling>

are spooling processes to be accounted.
<clear logged information>

whether information already logged in the RT accounting table should be

cleared,
<logging interval>

number of seconds between dumps of RT accounting table on file

ACCOUNTSDATA.
<ND~500>

is accounting required on ND—I’iOO.

Rules:
I. Permitted only for user SYSTEM,
2. When <,desired> number of records is reached, the message

"APPROACHING END OF ACCOUNTING FILE" is written on the terminal at
every log out.

3. When <maximum> number of records is reached, the message "END OF
ACCOUNTING FILE ENCOUNTERED" is written on the terminal at every log
out. No further accounting is attempted until the next @INIT—ACCOUNTING
or until ACCOUNTSDATA is reset by the ACCOUNTING-SERVICE
PROGRAM.

4. If RT-accounting is not included in the system the question <RT> will not
be asked. If the message "ACCRT NOT LOADED" is given after answering
Y to <RT> the ACCRT program must be loaded onto segment 32 with the
RT—Ioader (see System Supervisor manual, ND»30.003).

5. Only if the system contains an ND-SOO will the question <ND—500> be
asked.

6. Accounting on an ND—SOO or spooling cannot be started unless background
accounting is running. It can be stopped independently but is stopped
automaticaliy it background accounting is stopped.
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Example:
‘INIT ACCOUNTING 750, 850, Y, Y, Y, 600
The accounting system is initialized, A warning is given after 750 records and
after 850 records no further logging takes place until the file is reset, Background
and user RT-programs are accounted, information already in the RTvaccounting
table is cleared and dumps take place every 600 sec. This system does not
contain an ND—SOO.
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@lNlITIAL—COMEMAND

See also related @NEXT-lNlTlAL'COMMAND, @LISTalNlTlAL—COMMAND and
@RESTART—SYSTEM,

Function:
Specify a command to be used at next restart from memory image,
@RESTART-SYSTEM, or pressing MASTER CLEAR and LOAD buttons. The
command must be @ENTER—DIRECTORY

Format:
@ lNlTlAL—COMMAND < command string >

Parameters:
< command string >

the command is written without the @ sign.

Rules:
1. Permitted only for user SYSTEM‘
2. When @lNlTlAL-COMMAND has been issued, the @RTENTER is

automatically executed at subsequent restarts
3. lf more commands are required @NEXT-‘lNlTlAL—COMMAND should be

used.
4. If user RT has file space on a directory other than the first main directory

to be entered, this directory must be entered and set as a default directory

in the initial commands; Failure to do this means @RTOPEN or OPEN from

an RT program will not access user RT's files by default.

Example:
®INITIAL—COlv’llllANlIl ENT’DIR P—UNE DIS-66MB—1
The command ENT~DIR P-ONE DlS—BGMB-l is executed at restart from memory

image.
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@ lNITIALIZE~BACKGROUNlD-PROGRAMS

See also related @SETAVAILABLE.

Function:
initiate the background terminal programs and batch processors:

Format:
@ lNlTlALlZE—BACKGROUND—PROGRAMS

Parameters:
None.

Rules:
1. Permitted only for user SYSTEM.
2. After a "cold start" (using the )HENT command in MACM) or after initial

system load, the segment files must be defined (see
‘DEFINE—SEGMENT-FILE under @SlNTRAN-—SERVICE—PROGRAM) and then
@lNlTlALlZE~BACKGROUND-PROGRAMS is normally used.

3‘ Space is allocated for background programs on the segment file.
@CHANGE—BACKGROUND-SEGMENT—SlZE must be used after @lNIT-
lALlZE—BACKGROUND—PROGRAMS.

@ INITIALIZE—ERROR—LDG

See also related @PRINT-ERROR—LOG.

Function:
lnitialize the segment on which error messages concerning hardware faults are
recorded.

Format:
@ lNlTlALlZE-ERROR~LOG

Parameters:
None.

Rules:
1. Permitted only for user SYSTEM.
2. Error messages are collected on a segment for later printout. Messages

concerning particular programs are not collected.
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@iiNTV

See also INTV (MON 103) and RT (MON 100).

Function:
Prepare an RT program for periodic execution.

Format:
@iNTV <program name>,<no. of time units> , <time unit>

Parameters:
<program name>

RT program name or RT description address (OCT, DEF = own terminal
background program).

<no. of time units>
interval between each time the program is put in the execution queue.

<time unit>
see @HOLD.

Rules:
1. Permitted oniy for users RT and SYSTEM.
2. The program must be activated by @CONCT, @RT or MON 100. It is then

put in the time queue. At the end of the interval it is transferred from the
time queue to the execution queue and at the same time put back in the
time queue. This is repeated periodicaily.

3. @DSCNT or @ABORT stop periodic execution.

Example:
@INTV KLOKK 30 2
@RT KLOKK
The program KLOKK is put in the execution queue every 30 seconds, starting
when the @RT command is issued.
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@IIOSET

See also @CLEAR‘DEViCE and IOSET (MON 141).

Function:
Set control information for device.

Format:
@IOSET <Iogical device no.>,<input/output>,<program name>, <controI
code>

Parameters:
<Iogical device no. >

(OCT).
<input/output>

O = input part,
I = output part.

< program name>
must be zero.

< control code>
~—I = reset device.

For card reader:
—I = clear buffer and set ASCII mode. All characters are converted to

ASCII and trailing blanks are ignored.
0 = set ASCII mode.
I = set binary mode. Subsequent INBT monitor calls will return a 12

bit column image (OCT).

For synchronous modem output:
“I: clear modem output buffer

0: start sending of the current block
set 377 bytes to send between data
set ASCII synchronous to send
set EBCDIC synchronous to send
synchronize on 26 received (ASCII)
synchronize on 62 received (EBCDIC)
synchronize on 226 received (ASCII)
set ASCII synchronous (226 to send between data)“9

?
?

?
?

9
9

5
’7

?

Rules:
1, Permitted for all users.
2. Device must be reserved by the terminal program.

Example:
@IOSET 5, 1, 0, -—1
Reset line printer.
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@lLlST-BATCH—PROCESS

See also @LlSTBATCl—LQUEUE and @BATCH.

Function:
List the state of each batch processor in the system.

Format:
@LlS‘llBATCH-PROCESS

Parameters:
None.

Rules:
1. Permitted for all users.
2. A batch processor can be idle, active or passive; if it is active, the name of

the logged on user is listed.
3. The command has no effect on the batch processor.

Example:
@LISTABATCH—PROCESS

1 IDLE, N0 USER LOGGED ON
2 ACTIVE, USER GUEST LOGGED ON
3 PASSIVE

Three processors are defined, The second is running a job belonging to user

GUEST.
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@LIST—BATCH-QUEUE

See also related @LlSTBATCH-PROCESS

Function:
List the contents of a specific batch queue.

Format:
@LIST-BATCH-QUEUE <batch no.:>

Parameters:
< batch no. >

batch processor number as returned from @ BATCH or
@ LlST—BATCH~PROCESS.

Rules:
1. Permitted for all users.
2. The command has no effect on the batch processor.

Example:
®LIST«BATCH—QUEUE 1
l CARD-READER LINE~PRINTER
2 (USER-NAME)BATIN LINE—PRINTER
The queue contains an entry from the card reader and one from the file
(USER-NAME) BATIN.
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@ LiST-DEFAULT»$UBSYSTEM

Function:
List the defined command string (if any) to be executed after login.

Format:
@ L|ST»DEFAULT-SUBSYSTEM < output file >

Parameters:
<output file>

(DEF = own terminal).

Rules:
Permitted for all users.

@ LIST-DEVICE

See also related @LlST-RT~DESCRlPTION.

Function:
List the name of the RT—program which has reserved the device and the name of
any RT programs waiting for the device.

Format:
@LlST~DEVlCE <loglcal device no.>,<input/output>

Parameters:
<logical device not >

(DEC).
<input/output>

0 = input part,
1 = output part

Rules:
Permitted for all users

Example:
@EEEDEVICE l, 1
RESERVED BY PROGRAM: BAKOl
The output part of device 1 is reserved by the program BAKOl.
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@ llJST-DEVICEFUNCTIONS

See also related @DEVICE-FUNCTION.

Function:
List all function names available in @DEVICEFUNCTlON.

Format:
@ LlST—DEVICE—FUNCTIONS < output file >

Parameters:
< output file >

destination of the list (DEF = TERMINAL).

Rules:
Permitted for all users.

@ lLlST-DlRECTORIES-ENTERED

See also @DlRECTORY—STATlSTlCS. See also related @CREATEDlRECTORY
and @ENTER‘DIRECTORY,

Function:
List the names of entered directories; and where they are mounted,

Format:
@LlST~DlRECTORlES-ENTERED <directory name, < output file >

Parameters:
<directory name>

list all directories; matching this name, which can be abbreviated (DEF a
all directories entered).

<output tile>
destination of the list (DEF x TERMINAL).

Rules:
Permitted for all users.

Example:
@LISTrDIRECTORIES—ENTERED
DIRECTORY NAME: ELEM
OUTPUT FILE: (DEF =z terminal)
DISC~75MB—l UNIT 0: BIG—PACK
®

The directory matching the name BlG—PACK is listed on the terminal.
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@LlSiT—EXEQUTION»O.UEUE

See also related @ LlST—TlME-QUEUE.

Function:
List all the programs in the execution queue. The list contains the name or

address of the RT description.

Format:
@ LIST—EXECUTION .QUEUE

Parameters:
None.

Rules:
1. Permitted for all users.
2. Programs are listed in the order in which they occur in the queue, ie, in

order of decreasing priority.

@LlST—FILES

See also @ FlLE~STATISTICS. See also related ('9 LIST~OPENED~FILES

Function:
For each file, list file object number and full name,

Format:
@LlST-FILES <file name> , <output fi|e>

Parameters:
<file name>

list all files matching this name, which can be be abbreviated, (DEF = all
files in default directory for current user).

<output file >
destination of the list (DEF === TERMINAL).

Rules:
Permitted for all users.
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@IJST—FRIENDS

See also related @LISTUSERS, @USER-STATISTlCS and @CREATE-FRlEND.

Function:
List names and access modes of users declared as friends to the current user

Format:
@LlST-FRIENDS <user name> , <output fi|e>

Parameters:
< user name >

list all friends matching this user name, which can be abbreviated (DEF =
all friends).

<output fi|e>
destination of the list (DEF = TERMINAL).

Rules:
Permitted for all users.

@ LEST-INITIAL-COIVElMANDS

See also related @lNlTlAL~COMMAND and @NEXT-lNlTlAL-COMMAND.

Function:
List all commands defined as initial commands.

Format:
@ LlST—lNlTlAL-COMMANDS < output file >

Parameters:
<output fi|e>

destination of the list (DEF = TERMINAL).

Rules:
1. Permitted only for user SYSTEM.
2. lf user RT has files on a directory other than the main directory, two ”next

initial commands" must be used, @ENTER~D|RECTORY to enter the
directory with RT tiles, @SET~DEFAULT—DIRECTORY to set it as default.

3. See @NEXT-lNlTlAL-‘COMMAND.

Example:
@LISLINITIALeCOMMANtlSJ
E~DIR B—P, 0—664, 0
SET-ER~DEV l
@

Two initial commands are Currently defined.
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@LlST—OPENED-~FELES

See also @LlST-RTOPENED-FILES. See also related @LlST-FlLES and
@FlLE-STATISTlCS.

Function:
List file number (logical device number) and full name of all the terminal user’s;
opened files:

Format:
@ LlST-OPENED-FILES < output file >

Parameters:
<output file>

destination of the list (DEF = TERMlNAL).

Rules:
Permitted for all users.

Example:
@LIST— OPENED— EILES
FILE NUMBER 000100: (BIG—PACK: SCRATCH)SCRATCH08: DATA; 1
®

The name of file no. 100 (SCRATCH file) for the terminal in use is
SCRATCHOBDATA.

@ LlST-REENTRAMT

See also related @DUMP—REENTRANT and @DELETEv-REENTRANT:

Function:
List available reentrant subsystems established by @DUMP-REENTRANT.

Format:
@ LlST-REENTRANT

Parameters:
None.

Rules:
Permitted for all users.
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@ LIST-REMOTE—QUJEUE

See also related @APPEND-REMOTE:

Function:
List the contents of a remote batch queue

Format:
@LIST—REMOTE—QUEUE <remote computer>

Parameters:
< remote computer >

see @ APPENDwFlEMOTE.

Rules:
Permitted for all users.

Example:
®LISTvREMOTEIIUEUE $811
1 (SYSTEMCARD-REAUER
2 (USER~NAME)IBMJOB
The queue contains an entry from the card reader and one from the tile
(USER-NAME)IBMJOB.

@ LlST-RT—ACCOUNT

Function:
List accounting data for RT~programs.

Format:
@ LlST~RT~ACCOUNT

Parameters:
None:

Rules:
Permitted for users RT and SYSTEM:
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@LIST—RT—DESCRIPTION

See also related @LIS'FRTnPROGRAMS,

Function:
List the information in the RT description on the terminal.

1. Current state information (repeat, IO wait, etc).
Ring number.
Priority‘
When last started or time left until next startr
Length of interval when periodic
Start address.
Initial segment numbers
Register contents.

9 READY, PASSIVE or WAITING FOR: <address>.
10‘ Actual segments.
11‘ Background it a background RT—program.
12. RTOFF if set.
13‘ Reentrant segment number if one is in use.
14. Address of data fields of reserved resources

@
sm

m
e

w
w

Format:
@ LlST-RT-DESCRIPTION < program >

Parameters:
< program >

symbolic name of the RT program or address of the RT description (OCT,
DEF 2 own terminal background program).

Rules:
Permitted for all users.

Example:
@LIST~RT~DESCRIPTIONI
RT NAME: (DEF = own terminal background program)
RING: 2
PRIORITYz48
LAST STARTED: 27 MINS 58 SECS
START ADDRESS: 76055, SEGMENTS: 101 3

130623
2

= 132
1
2

130727
1

74460

II
II

ll
II

II

C
D

m
r‘
C

J
D

—
IX

'U

II
II

READY
ACTUAL SEGM: 101 3 BACKGROUND
RESERVED DATAFIELDS:

24576
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@LIST-RTOPENED—FILES

See also @LlST—OPENED—FILES. See also related @RTOPEN—FILE.

Function:
List all files opened for RT programs.

Format:
@ LlST—RTOPENEDoFILES < output file >

Parameters:
< output file >

destination of the list (DEF :: TERMlNAL).

Rules:
Permitted only for users RT and SYSTEM.

Example:
See @_l._|_ST—OPENED~FlLES.

@LlST—RT—PROGRAMS

See also related @ LlST—RT—DESCRIPTlON.

Function:
List the current status of all RT programs known by name to the RT loader.
lm‘ormation given is:
1. Name.
2. RT description address.
3. Priority.
4. Status (or state}.
5. P register.
6. Time left until next start when in time queue.
7. Length of interval when periodic.
8. Actual segments.
9. RTOFF if set.

Format:
@ LlST—RT~PROGRAMS < output file >

Parameters:
< output file >

destination of the list (DEF z TERMINAL).

lRules:
Permitted only for users RT and SYSTEM.
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@ HST—SEGMENT

See also 'WRlTE-SEGMENTS in @RT—LOADER (manual ND—60.051).

Function:
List the following for a segment:
1. First logical page (the first page on page table 1 is logical page 1008, the

first page on page table 2 is logical page 2008, etc).
Length in pages.
Segment file number.
Relative page number within the segment file.
Status information (permit protect demand/nondemand, reentrant sub-
system flag, etc).

m
ew

»:

Format:
@ LIST»SEGMEE\JT < segment no. >

Parameters:
<segment no. :>

(OCT).

Rules:
Permitted for all users.

@LlST-SPOOLING-FORM

See also related @SET-SPOOLING~FORM.

Function:
List the identification key as set by @SET—SPOOLING—FORM.

Format:
@LlST—SPOOLINGIFORM <peripheral file name>

Parameters:
<peripheral file name>

a spooling device.

Rules:
Permitted for all users.

Example:
@LIST~SPO0LING~ FORM LINE—PRINTER
FORM—1
Q3)

Only files with user text 2 FORM~l are to be printed.
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@lLlST-SPOOLING—QUEUE

See also related @SPOOLING—PAGESLEFT and @DEFINE—SPOOLING—
FILE—MESSAGE.

Function:
List the following information about the spooling queue:
1. For the file being printed and those remaining in the queue list:

a) Full name
b) User who appended the file
0) Copies left to be printed
d) Bytes still to be printed in the current file.

2. lf defined, a user message to be written on the error device when emptying
the file (see @DEFlNE-SPOOLINGFILE—MESSAGE).

Format:
@LlST—SPOOLlNGQUEUE <peripheral file name, < output tile>

Parameters:
< peripheral file name>

the spooling device.
<output file >

destination of the list (DEF = TERMINAL):

Rules:
Permitted for all users.

@ LIST-TERMINATION-HANlDLING

Function:
List commands defined by @DEFlNE~TERMlNATIONoHANDLlNG.

Format:
@LlST—TERMINATlON‘HANDLlNG < RT or background > , 1 output file>

Parameters:
< RT or background >
< output file >

Ruies:
Lists commands defined with @DEFINlE-TERMlNATlON—HANDLlNG and
@NEXT-TERMlNATlON—COMMAND in background, or defined RTV-program
name in RT'termination.
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@ MST—TIME-QIUEUEE

See also related @LlST-EXECUTIONQUEUE.

Function:
List the programs in the time queue. The list contains the name or address of RT
descriptions.

Format:
@ LlST—TIM E-OUEUE

Parameters:
None.

Rules:
1. Permitted for all users.
2. Programs are listed in the order in which they occur in the queue, ie. in

order of decreasing priority.

@ LIST-TITLE

Function:
List system identification.

Format:
@ LlST—TlTLE

Parameters:
None.

Rules:
Permitted for all users.

Example:
@LIST—TITli
SINTRAN III—VSE VERSION H
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@LlST—USERS

See also @USER—STATISTICS See also related @ LIST-FRlENDS,

Function:
List full name of all users matching specified name,

Format:
@LlST—USERS [< directory name > :] <user name> , <output fi|e>

Parameters:
[<directory name> :} <:user name>

list all users matching this name, which can be abbreviated (DEF =: all
users in all default directories).

<output file>
destination of the list (DEF = TERMINAL).

Rules:
Permitted for all users.
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@LOAD—BINARY

See also @PLACE—BlNARY, @RECOVER and @REMOTE‘LOAD.

Function:
Load a program in BPUN format from a file to the user’s memory and start
execution.

Format:
@ LOAD»B|NARY < fife name >

Parameters:
<file name>

program file name (DEF type == BPUN).

Rules:
1. Permitted for ail users.
2. The file must start with a bootstrap loader.
3. The addresses used for loading and starting are found in the program file,

written by a )BPUN command (@MAC, @MACF, etc). (The BPUN format IS
described in the NORD-lOO Functional Description ND-OBDlS.)

4. When loading, a checksum is calculated and compared to the one in the
program file. lf they do not match execution is not attempted and an error
message is given.

5. No restart address is defined, so restart with @CONTINUE is not possible.

Example:
®LOAD’BINARY FROG—l
The program in the file PROG—lzBPUN is loaded and executed.
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@LDCAL

See also @ REMOTE.

Function:
Disconnect a remote connection.

Format:
@ LO CAL

Parameters:
None.

Rules:
1. Permitted for all users.
2. Does not result in logout on the remote computer.

@LOGOUT

See also @STOP—TERMINAL and @TlME—USED.

Function:
Finish a session at the terminal by logging out the user and releasing the
terminal.

Format:
@ LOGOUT

Parameters:
None

Rules:
1. Permitted for all users.
2. The time and date are given. The time used is given if the accounting

system is in use.
3. If there is mail in the user's mailbox a message is given. The user can

collect the mail or repeat @LOGOUT to finish the session without
collecting the mail.

Example:
@LOGOUT
15. 20. 54 9 JANUARY 1981
—~ EXIT ——
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@ LOOK-AT

See also @STATUS and @SET’MEMORY—CONTENTS.

Function:
Examine and/or modify memory locations and registers.

Format:
@LOOK-AT <space reference> [,< additional parameter>]

Parameters:
<space reference>

MEMORY z user’s virtual memory space. Permitted for all users.
ALT-MEMORY 2: users alternative 64K memory. Addresses are specified
relative to the 64K boundary. Permitted for all users with 128 pages
background segment.
SEGMENT = an existing segment. <additional parameter> : segment
number. Permitted only for users RT and SYSTEM.
RTCOMMON 2 common area for RT programs. Permitted only for users
RT and SYSTEM.
IMAGE = memory of the resident part of SINTRAN Ill on mass storage. A
modification is permanent until a )HENT command overwrites the image.
Permitted only for user SYSTEM.
RESIDENT r resident memory (0 1777773). This includes the resident part
of SINTRAN. A modification is permanent until changed by loading from
the image area. Permitted only for user SYSTEM. Page Tables (PT) can be
accessed at the following octal addresses:

Normal mode: Extended mode:
(SlNTRAN lll’VS) (SINTRAN lll-VSE, VSE 500}
PTO: 177400 - 177477 PTO: 177000 ~ 177177
PT1: 177500 ~ 177577 PTO: 177200 ~ 177377
F‘TZ: 177600 - 177677 F'T2: 177400 - 177577
PT3: 177700 ~ 177777 PT3: 177600 - 177777

REGlSTERS : all registers on all hardware interrupt levels can be
examined but only those on levels 2, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 15 can be changed. The
register is specified as an octal number indicating the level, followed by the
register name. Permitted only for users RT and SYSTEM.
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Rules:
1. Permission depends on the <space reference> as shown above.
2. When the <space reference> has been checked for legality, the message

READY appears.
3. To examine a location, the octal address is typed followed by a slash U).

The contents are printed in octal and can now be changed by typing an
octal value followed by CR. The value can be negative (preceded by a
minus sign). it only CR is typed, the contents are unchanged and the
contents of the next location are printed.

4. If an asterisk (“l is typed, the current address will be printed.
5. For REGISTERS the valid names are P, X, T, A, D, L, S and 8. Register

names can also be specified in @LOOK—AT MEM.
6. When an illegal character is typed] a question mark is printed. Illegal

characters have no effect. The command is terminated by a dot (.) or @
7. lf locations on mass storage segments are changed, the pages are written

out so that "patches" are made permanent. Locations changed in the
user's virtual memory or the resident part of the operating system are
temporary. They may be altered when loading a user program or reloading

the system.
8. If <space reference> is SEGMENT or IMAGE the changes only take place

when the command is correctly terminated.

Example:
®LOOK—AT MEMORY
READY:
1000/ 10 l_0_0_
11“.-

Location 10003 in users virtual memory is changed from 103 to 1008 (Hg is the
contents of location 10018).

@LOOK-AT REGISTERS
READY:
7X/ tags

fEND
(a;

The X register on level 7 is changed from 103 to 255.
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See also related @LOGOUT. See SINTRAN lll Utilities Manual ND-60.151.

Function:
Enter the mail system, which is used for sending messages to other users or
broadcasts to all users.

Format:
@ MAIL [< output file >]

Parameters:
< output file>

destination of the mail from the terminal user’s mailbox. Only requested if
the user has mail (DEF = TERMINAL).

Rules:
1. Permitted for all users but some subcommands are restricted as shown

below.
2. Messages; can be sent in two ways:

a) to a mailbox —~ the recipient is notified when logging in or out and
collects mail by entering @MAIL

b) as direct mail - the message is sent immediately.
3. A broadcast is mail to all users, through the mailbox or as direct mail. It

can only be sent by user SYSTEM.
4. The mail system can only be used by one user at a time.

Subcommands:
1. For all users the following subcommands are available:

”EXlT —« exit from the mail system.
“HELP — list all available subcomands.
“SEND~DlRECT—MESSAGE <|ogical device no.> — type message
terminated by CTRL/L. The message is sent to the terminal with this
<|ogical device no. >.
“SEND—MESSAGE <user name> « type message terminated by CTRL/L.
The message is sent to the user's mailbox. $ and ’ are handled as for
‘BROADCAST below.
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For user SYSTEM the following additional subcommands are available:
'BROADCAST ~~ type message terminated by CTRL/L. lt is put in the
mailbox of all users. 58 is translated to CR, LF. Apostrophe (’) is permitted
but terminates the message on output to its destination.
”DELETE‘BROADCAST <broadcast index> —— the message is removed
from all mailboxes <broadcast index> can be found by
‘LlST—BROADCASTS.
“DELETE—MESSAGE <message no.> ~ the message is removed from
the mailbox. The number can be found by 'LlST«MESSAGES.
‘DIRECTsBROADCAST — type message terminated by CTRL/L. The
message is sent immediately to all terminals. SS and ’ are handled as for
‘BROADCAST‘
’lNlTlALlZE <max. no. of messages> w this command must be given by
user SYSTEM before the mail system can be used. It can be used to reset
the mail system. The mail is collected in the file (SYSTEM)MAlLBOX:D/\TA.
The maximum length of a message is 512 characters.
’LlST—BROADCASTS <output fi|e> ~ all broadcasts are listed with their
broadcast number on the output file (DEF :: TERMlNAL).
*LlST-MESSAGES <output file> — as above. but messages are listed,
'RUN-MAlL—SYSTEM ~ restarts the mail system after SlNTRAN start or
after a ‘STOP~MAlL-SYSTEM command. The contents of the mailbox file
are retained.
‘STOP—MAILSYSTEM ._ the mail system is made unavailable; no mail is
lost.
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@ MAKE—ALTEFllNATEVE—RTv-LOADER

See also related @MAKE’ALTERNATIVE—SYSTEM,
@GET-—ALTERNATIVE-RT—LOADER and @GET‘ALTERNATIVESYSTEM.

Function:
Save the RT loader before a @GETALTERNATIVE‘SYSTEM command.

Format:
@ MAKE-ALTERNATIVE—RT—LOADER < file name >

Parameters:
<flle name >

a contiguous file where the RT loader is saved.

Rules:
1. Permitted only for user SYSTEM.
2. The file must be placed in the same directory as the current system and on

disk address below 777773.
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@ MAKE-ALTERNATIVE-SYSTEM

See also related @MAKE~ALTERNATIVE-RT—LOADER,
@GETALTERNATIVE—SYSTEM and @GET-ALTERNATIVERT‘LOADER.

Function:
Save the current system as an alternative system.

Format:
@MAKE-ALTERNATIVE—SYSTEM -< file 1 > , <file 2> , <fi|e 3> , <fi|e 4>,
<tile 5>,<is source RT loader in segment file no. O?> [,<file 6>]<fi|e 7>,
<is source SPOOLlNG/NORD—NET/SERVICE/MAiL—program in segment tile
no. 0?>[,<file 8>]

Parameters:
<file l >

a contiguous file with 63m pages where the first part of "alternative
system" is placed (DEF type m DATA).

<file 2 >
a contiguous tile with 6410 pages, allocated immediately after <tile l>
where the second part of ”alternative system" is placed (DEF type =
DATA).

<fi|e 3>
a contiguous file with 2010 pages where the "alternative RT loader" is
placed (DEF type = DATA).

<file 4>
a contiguous file from which the first part of the "alternative system" is
obtained (DEF type 2 DATA).

<tile 5>
a contiguous file with 6410 pages allocated immediately after <file 2> from
which the second part of the "alternative system" is obtained (DEF type =
DATA).

<is source RT loader in segment file no. 0?>
YES = the current system is to be made alternative.
Next parameter is not entered.
N0 = next parameter gives location of RT loader.

<fi|e 6>
a contiguous file with 2010 pages, containing the RT loader which is to be
made alternative (DEF type = DATA).

<file 7>
a contiguous tile with 2410 pages where the ”alternative" spooling program
is placed. (Must be answered even if the system is without spooling.)

<is source SPOOLlNG/NORDNET/SERVICE/MAlL—program in segment file
no. 0?>

YES = the current system is to be made alternative.
N0 = next parameter must be entered.

<file 8>
a contiguous file with 4m pages, where the spooling program resides which
is to be made alternative.
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Rules:
1.
2.

Permitted only for user SYSTEM.
The system is loaded by @GET—ALTERNATIVE-SYSTEM, When returning to
the normal system, the normal cold start procedure is followed by using
MACM and )HENT. @GET»ALTERNATIVE-RT~LOADER is used to get the
saved RT loaders
All the files must reside on the same directory as the current system and
on disk addresses below 777778.
All files must be exactly the size specified.
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@MEMORY

See also related @DUMP.

Function:
Defines the area of virtual memory to be saved by the @ DUMP command,

Format:
@MEMORY <low address>,<high address>

Parameters:
<low address>
< high address >

area to be saved, including the address limits (OCT, DEF = 0).

Rules:
1: Permitted for all users.
2. The user's virtual memory space is unaffected
3. The current boundary settings are reset by @LOAD-BINARY,

@PLACE-BINARY and @RECOVER.

Example:
@MEMORY 1001777
The area to be dumped is 100 - 1777 inclusive.

@MODE

See also @APPEND-BATCH.

Function:
Enter SINTRAN commands from a file created by means of an editor and
execute them.

Format:
@MODE <input fiie> , <output fi|e>

Parameters:
< input file>

@MODE file containing commands.
<output file>

destination of the output normally made to TERMINAL. (lf the command is
being executed from the terminal (not mode or batch) default input and
output files are the terminal; if it is being executed from a mode or batch
iob default input and output files are the currently open input and output
files for that mode or batch job.)
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Rules:
1.
2.

Permitted for all users.
Commands in a @MODE file should obey the foilowing rules:
a) The first character of a command line in SlNTRAN, MAlL or

SlNTRANSERVICEPROGRAM commands must be @, which
corresponds to the prompt character typed by the system in front of
commands in direct mode. Commands to other subsystems such as
the editor or loader must not be preceded by @ or any other
character.

b) All command parameters must be specified on the same line as the
command itself. The system cannot ask for missing parameters The
usual default parameters apply.

0) A @MODE tile is terminated by escape (in TED/EDITOR this is typed
as CTRL/V and "escape”; in PED this is typed as CTRL/O and
"delete") or by end—of~file.

d) A @MODE command is permitted within a @MODE file or batch job.
Nested @MODE files must not be terminated by escape.

e) Data input by the user can be interspersed with command lines in the
same way as if they were typed from the terminal.

The MODE input and output files are assigned SINTRAN file numbers
starting with the first available file number (normally lOle). These file
numbers are not then available to user programs within the MODE tile.
The file execution continues under the user currently logged on at the
terminal from which the initial @MODE command was issued
If the user program reads or writes data on device unit number 1 (tiie
name: TERMlNAL), such data will be taken from the <input file> and
written on the <output file>.
if an error condition occurs within a @MODE job, a specific error message
is written on the <output tile>, the message “”BATCH JOB ABORTED’”
appears on the terminal and execution is terminated.
If the end of the file is reached on the <input file>, control is returned to
the terminal.
The execution may be interrupted by pressing the "escape” character but
cannot then be resumed, as all opened files are closed. The last process
initiated can be restarted by typing @CONTINUE (see @CONTINUE for
exceptions).
The PERFORM subsystem makes it possible to include parameters in
MODE files, (See SlNTRAN lll Utilities Manual ND—60.15l for further
details.)

Example:
®MODE MF~l
®DELAFI F-»1:DATA
@CRE—FI F~~2, O
Q?

A mode file is executed. It contains a @DELETE—FILE and a @CREATE—FILE
command.
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@ MOVE-SPOOLINGi-QUEUiE-ENTRY

See also related @APPEND—SPOOUNGFlLE and @REMOVE-FROM-—
SPOOLING~QUEUE

Function:
Change the order of the files in the spooling queue.

Format:
@MOVE-SPOOLlNG-QUEUE—ENTRV <periphera| file name>,<file name>,
<insert or append?> , < before/after file name>

Parameters:
<periphera| file name>

the spooling devéce.
<:file name>

the file to be moved.
<1insert or append>

insert = place <’file name> in front of next parameter.
append 2 place <file name> after next parameter (can be abbreviated).

< before/after file name>
a file in the spooling queue referred to by the previous parameter.

Rules:
Permitted only for user SYSTEM and the owner of the spooling queue file.
Only user SYSTEM may move entries forward in the queue.

Example:
@MOVE-SPOOLING‘UUEUE—ENTRY Ll”, F—l, I, F~2
The file F1 is moved in front of P2 in the spooling queue.
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@ NEXT-INITIALCGMMAND

See also related @lNlTlAL-COMMAND and @LlST-lNlTlAL—COMMANDS:

Function:
Append a command to the set of commands executed at system startup.

Format:
@NEXT~lN|TlAL—COMMAND <command string >

Parameters:
<command string >

the command is written without the @ sign.

Rules:
1. Permitted only for user SYSTEM.
2. The command buffer has room for a total of 256 characters.

Example:
@INITIAL—COMMAND ENT’DIR, P~0NE DISC-66M84
®NEXT~INITIAL»-C0M|‘4AND BATCH
@NEXT—INITIAL-ACOMMAND AP—BATCH,1,ENT—FILE.L—P
A sequence of three commands is entered.

@ NEXT—TERMINATBON-COMMAND

See also related @DEFINE-TERMINATION~COMl\/lAND.

Function:
Append a command to the set of commands executed in case of termination
with escape, MON 65 or fatal errors such as executing privileged instructions etc.

Format:
@ NEXT-TERMlNATlON—COMMAND < command string >

Parameters:
<command stringi>

the command is written without the @-sign,

Rules:
1. Permitted oniy for user SYSTEM.
2. The command buffer has room for a total of 256 characters.
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@NORDfiO

Function:
Enter a NORD-BO monitor. See the NORD~SO Monitor User’s Guide and System
Documentation ND—60,076.

Format:
@NORD—SO

Parameters:
None.

Rules:
1. Permitted for all users.
2. Applicable only to a system containing NORD‘SOS.

@OPCOM

Function:
Enter the operator communication on the console of a NORD—lOO. It has the
same function as pressing OPCOM on the panel.

Format:
@OPCOM

Parameters:
None,

Rules:
1. Permitted only for user SYSTEM.
2. The command must not be used in mode or batch jobs.
3. SINTRAN can be reentered from @OPCOM by pressing "escape".
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@DPEN—FILE

See also @CONNECT-FILE, @SCRATCHOPEN and OPEN (MON 50). See also
related @CLOSE»FILE, @SET-PERMANENTLY—OPENED, @RTOPEN-FlLE and
@RTCONNECT‘FlLE.

Function:
Make a file available for access and return the file number used for accessing
the file.

Format:
@OPEN~FlLE <fi|e name> , <access type>

Parameters:
<file name>

name of file to be opened (DEF type = SYlVlB).
< access type >

the intended access mode, a legal combination of:
R —— read
W ~— write
X - random access
A -— append
C ~ common access (contiguous file only)

The following combinations are legal:
R m sequential read
W —- sequential write (access starts at beginning of mass-storage file)
RW w sequential read and write
RX — random read
WX —— random read and write
WA ~ sequential write append (access starts at end of mass-storage

file)
RC -— random read with read and write access from other users

allowed (contiguous files only)
WC ~- random read and write with read and write access from other

users allowed (contiguous files only)
D ~ direct transfer (NORD—SOO only)
DC w direct transfer with file closed (NORD—SOO only)
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Rules:
1 _ Permitted for all users with sufficient <access type> to the file.
2, New file names and/or versions can be created when opening the file by

enclosing <file name> in quotes, (DEF type := SYMB)
3‘ if file access is permitted, the message

FILE NUMBER IS == n
is printed. n is the <logical device no.> (OCT) to be used for later access.

4. An error message is produced if the file cannot be opened.
5. Files opened for sequential read and write occupy two device buffers. if all

files are accessed sequentially, the maximum number of simultaneously
opened files is l2. If all files are accessed randomly the number is 18.

6. Appendix C lists logical device numbers. This is the default number
specified by ND at system generation.

Example:
@OPEN«FILE ' ' FI~110ATA' ' ,W
FILE NUMBER IS 000101
6;:

The indexed file F-1zDATA is created and opened for sequential write only. it is
assigned file number ‘lOia.
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@DPERATOR

See also related @WAlT~FOR-OPERATOR and @RESTART-USER.

Function:
Send message to error device.

Format:
@ OPERATOR < text >

Parameters:
< text >

any printable characters terminated by CR (DEF = no text)‘

Rules:
1. Permitted for all users.
2. On the error device the following two lines are produced:

”‘<time of day> TERMINAL <no.>
<text>

Example:
@OPERATOR YOUR HOUSE IS ON FIRE!
On the error device the following message is produced:
” ‘ 13, 25. 15 TERMINAL 52:
YOUR HOUSE IS ON FIRE!
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@ PLACE-BRNARY

See also @LOAD—BlNARY. See also related @GOTOUSER.

Function:
Load a program in BPUN format but do not start it.

Format:
@ PLACE-BlNARY < file name >

Parameters:
<file name>

program file name (DEF type 3: BPUN).

Rules:
1. Permitted for all users.
2. The file must start with a bootstrap loader (@MAC, )BPUN format).
3. The program may be started by @GOTO—USER.
4 Programs in BRF format cannot be loaded.

Example:
@PLACE-BINARY USER-FROG
The program USER-PROGzBPUN is loaded to the user’s memory but is not
started.

@PRINT—ERROR-LOG

See also related @lNlTlALlZE-ERROR—LOG.

Function:
Print the contents of the error log.

Format:
@ PRINT—ERROR-LOG < output file>

Parameters:
<output file>

destination of the list (DEF = TERMINAL).

Rules:
1. Permitted only for user SYSTEM.
2. The log is not reset until next @lNlTlALlZE-ERROR-LOG.
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@ PlRlNT—HISTOGRAM

See also related @DEFlNEaHlSTOGRAM, ®DEFINE-SYSTEM»HlSTOGRAi\/l,
@START-HlSTOGRAM and @STOP—HISTOGRAM.

Function:
Print the current histogram.

Format:
@ PRINT-HISTOG RAM < output file >

Parameters:
<output file >

destination of the histogram (DEF = TERMINAL).

Rules:
1. Permitted for all users.
2. Valid only if the histogram is not printed before. .
3. The sampling is stopped if this has not previously been done by

@ STOP‘HISTOGRAM.
4. Producing; the next histogram must start with @DEFlNE-HlSTOGRAM or

@DEFINE-SYSTEM-HISTOGRAM‘

Example:
@PRINT«HISTOGRAM, ,

Percent Samples
Outside: 12 10 out of 123

100 ~ 107: 00 O
110 — 117: 05 5

1070 — 1077: 00 0

(See example of @DEFINE—HlSTOGRAM)
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@lF’RIOR

See also PRlOR (MON 310).

Function:
Set priority of an RT program. The priority is used to determine the sequence of
queues (eg. execution queue, reservation or waiting queue for devices),

Format:
@ PRIOR < program > , < priority >

Parameters:
<program>

RT program name or RT description address (OCT, DEF = user's terminal
background program).

<priority>
(DEC: 0 ~ 255).

Rules:
1. Permitted only for users RT and SYSTEM.
2. Programs with priority = 0 will never start.

Example:
@PRIOR KLOKK 80.—_——__.__.....__l_—

The priority of RT program KLOKK is set to 80.
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@lPRLS

See also PRLS (MON 125). See also related @PRSRV.

Function:
Release 3 device from the program which reserved it.

Format:
@PRLS <logica| device no. > , < input/output>

Parameters:
<logica| device no.>

(DEC)
<input/output.>

0 = inpu't part of device
l = output part of device
(DEF = 0).

Rules:
Permitted Only for users RT and SYSTEM when resources are reserved.

Example:
@PRLS 18, l
The output part of unit 18 is released from the RT program which reserved it.
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@PRSRV

See also PRSRV (MON 124). See also related @PRLS.

Function:
Reserve a device for an RT program.

Format:
@PRSRV <|ogical device no.>,<lnput/output > , <:program>

Parameters:
<logical device no. >

(DEC).
<input/output>

O = input part of device
1 = output part of device
(DEF = 0).

<jprogram>
RT program name or RT description address (OCT, DEF = user's terminal
background program).

Rules:
1‘ Permitted only for users RT and SYSTEM.
2. Valid only if the unit is not reserved.

Example:
@PRSRV 18 1 KLOKK————-———_.l__l_~___

The output part of device 188 is reserved for the RT program KLOKK.
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@REZCOVER

See also @LOAD—BINARY, @PLACE—BlNARY and @CONTINUE. See also related
@DUMP and @DUMPREENTRANT.

Function:
Invoke a subsystem on a reentrant segment, or load a program from a :PROG file
to the user's virtual memory and start execution.

Format:
@RECOVER <1program name>
or
@ <program name>

Parameters:
<program name>

reentrant subsystem name or program file name (if file, DEF type
PROGl

Rules:
1. Permitted for all users.
2. lf @RECOVER is omitted then <program name> must not coincide with a

SlNTRAN command (full or abbreviated). If it does, this command will be
executed instead of @ <program name>. To force a search for a :PROG
file rather than a command or reentrant subsystem, @RECOVER must be
typed.

3. Searching for the program name takes place as follows:
a) if no user name is specified, the reentrant subsystem names are

searched (see @DUMP-REENTRANT).
b) if not found, <program name> is taken as the name of a :PROG file

and the user default directory is searched.
c) If not found, user SYSTEM'S file directory is searched.
d) If a user name is specified, only that user’s file directory is searched.

4. The execution begins at the address specified in @DUMP, @DUMP»
REENTRANT or “DUMP (NRL subcommand).

Example:
®RECOVER MAQ,
or
@MAC
The program MAC is loaded into memory and started.
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@ REGENERATE-DIRECTDRY

See also @TEST-DIRECTORY,

Function:

Delete conflicting references to pages and reconstruct the bit file. This command

must be used with care (see below).

Format:

@ REGENERATE—DlRECTOFtY < directory name >

Parameters:

< directory name >

an entered directory.

Rules:

1.
2.

Permitted only for user SYSTEM.

All files in the directory must be closed before the command is used. This

includes scratch files, which are automatically closed when logging out and

can also be closed by @CLOSE 100. User SYSTEM should log out all

users and close his own scratch file before this command is used.

The command should be used with care. It may create "holes" in indexed

files. This occurs when a reference to a page in an index block is set to

zero because it conflicts with another index block or a contiguous file.

When trying to read from this page the error message "No such page" is

given. The user should take backup of all valuable files before this

command is given,

if a page is included in an indexed and a contiguous file, it is deleted (0 in

index block) from the indexed file.

The bit file is regenerated by this command.

This command may take several hours to complete on a large disk (up to

12 hours on a 10Mb disk and up to 3 days on a 288Mb disk). Stopping

communication and RT—programs reduces the time required for

regeneration.

It is advisable to use the FILE—SYSTEM lNVESTlGATOR and back up the

directory before this command is used.

Example:

WEBENERATEDIRECTURY PACK-ONE

The directory PACK—ONE is regenerated.
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@RIELEASE—DEVICEnUNIT

See also @RELEASE-FILE. See also related @RESERVE-DEVICEMNIT and
@RELEASE-DIRECTORY.

Function:
Release a reserved device unit.

Format:
@RELEASE-DEVICEUNlT <device name>[,<unit>-][,<’F’ or ’R’>]

Parameters:
<device name>
<unit>
<'F’ or 'R'>

see @CREATElRECTORY.

Rules:
Permitted for all users.

Example:
@RELEASE—DEVICEUNIT FLOPPY—DISC—l,
Floppy disk 1 is now available to other users.
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@ RELEASE—DIRECTORY

See also related @RELEASE-DEVICE-UNIT and @ENTER-DlRECTORY.

Function:
Release an entered directory

Format:
@ RELEASEDIRECTOR'Y <directory name >

Parameters:
< directory name >

an entered directory.

Rules:
1‘ Permitted for all users
2, Valid only if no files in the directory are open and directory is not main

directory and no non—main directories are entered.
3. After a directory is released it may be entered again, or another medium

may be mounted on the unit and entered.
4‘ The command must be given before removing the medium.

Example:
@RELEASE—DIRECTORY PACK—TWO
The directory PACK—TWO is released.
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@RELEASE-FllLE

See also RELES (MON 123). See also related @PRLS, @RESERVEFlLE and
@RELEASE~[)EVlCE—UN|T.

Function:
Permit a peripheral file to be used from other terminals.

Format:
@ RELEASE~FILE <file name >

Parameters:
<file name>

must be a peripheral file.

Rules:
Permitted for all users.

Example:
®RELEASE-FILE. LINE-PRINTER
The (peripheral) file LINE-PRINTER is released from the terminal user.
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@REMOTE

See also @START-COMMUNICATION and @STOP‘COMMUNICATION. See also
related @COMMUNlCATlON-STATUS and @LOCAL.

Function:
Connect the terminal to a remote computer.
Send the local terminal type and ESCAPE character value to the remote

computer,
If no remote connection exists for this terminal a tree channel is found and the
terminal is normally connected to the background processor of the remote
computer. lf a remote connection already exists, the terminal is connected to this

channel. In this case, the @REMOTE command has the opposite function to

pressing the "Rub—out" (or DEL) character.

Format:
@ REMOTE < line no. >

Parameters:
< line no. :>

line number to remote computer (DEF = 1 if only one remote computer).

Rules:
1. Permitted for all users.
2. The local terminal type will be sent to the remote computer.
3. Protocol version must be the same on all computers.

Example:
@REMOTE 2
The terminal is connected to the remote computer on line .2.
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@ REMOTE-LOAD

See also GD LOAD~BlNARY.

Function:
Load a standalone program into a remote computer.

Format:
@REMOTE—LOAD «:‘load fi|e> , <bootstrap addressi> , <line no. >

Parameters:
<;load file>

file name of program in :BPUN format.
< bootstrap address >

starting address of bootstrap in remote computer. It occupies

approximately 400:; words (DEF x O).
<line no.>

line number to remote computer (DEF : 1 if only one remote computer).

Rules:
1 . Permitted for users RT and SYSTEM.
2. Valid only when communication is stopped on the line.
3. The bootstrap must reside on a system file

(SYSTEM)REMOTEBOOTSTRARBPUN, in the local computer. The file
must be in :BPUN format. It; is usually generated at system generation
time.

4. The remote computer must be initiated by pressing MASTER CLEAR and

typing <octal no.>& on the console terminal before doing a remote load

from a local computer. <octal no.> is the hardware device number of the

communication line. If automatic load is used, only MASTER CLEAR and

LOAD is required.

Example:
@REMOTEVVLOAD REMFI 374001
The file called REMFl on the local computer will be loaded to the remote

computer on line l. The bootstrap will occupy the memory area 37400 . 37777 in

the remote computer.
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@ REMOTE—PASSWQRD

See also related <7“CHANGEPASSWORD.

Function:
Set the password to be used upon remote open file from RT programs.

Format:
(fl? REMOTE PASSWORD x lrne no :> , «1 password

Parameters:
line no.

line number to remote computer (DEF > 'l, if only one remote computer).

‘ password
(DEF no password).

Rules:
l. Permitted only for user SYSTEM.
2 The password is used when a file is opened through «:iline no.3» by an RT

program. The file is only opened if the password of user RT in the remote
computer is the same as this password.

3. See rules 3 and 11 ol EXCHANGEVPASSWORD.

Example:
LREMOTE PASSWORD 3,DELTA
Files are only opened in the remote computer on line number 3 if user RT has
password DELTA.
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@REMOVE—FROM—SPOOLING~QUEME

See also Si? DELETEVSPOOLING- FILE, See also related

GDAPPENDVSPOOLINGHLE EDMOVE»SPOOLING-QUEUE-ENTRY and

61>LlST SPOOLING-QUEUE.

Function:
Remove a file from the spooling queue 01 a spooling clevsce: The contents of the

file are retained.

Format:
Cit?REMOVEFROMSPOOLINGQUEUE < peripheral file name> , «Lille name >

Parameters:
(peripheral file name :>

spooling device.
<file name ';

the spooling queue file to be removed

Rules:
1. Permitted only for user SYSTEM and the user who appended the file to the

queue:
2. Only the first name matching <: file name;> is removed

Example:
43§>REMOVE—FR0l~l SPOULING-VOUEUE LINE PRINTER/ F-l
A search is made for the file name F~l in the soooling queue to LlNErPRlNTER.

it found it is removed from the queue
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@RENAME—DIRECTORY

See also related @ENTER-DIRECTORY,

Function:
Change the name of a directory,

Format:
CDRENAMEr-DIRECTORY (old directory name:» , <i new directory name

‘f’. device name > [, < unit :> ][ <: ,’F’ or ’R’ > H, <: subunit ;>]

Parameters:
<‘old directory name 1,

(DEF name 0*; directory on medium of specified device).

« new directory name
A device name.»

see Appendix F,
4 unit >

. 'F' or 'R' >
~ subunit

see fi'DCREATE-DIRECTORY.

Rules:
1 Pernutted only “ior user SYSTEM when rli$l< is specified, for all users when

liiiiilw rizwlc

‘ Hm directory is not entered
:2 ='ll(,l and new directory names are not entered on any other

TExample:
NAME. DIRECTORY F i, F 2, F D l

iii“: directory name: on flonny llESk i:(mli'oller'l from l l 10F 2,

A
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@RENAME-FILE

See also related C'OCREATEFILE.

Function:
Change file object name and/or type.

Format:
@ RENAME FILE old file name >- ,[ <1 new object name H . < new type >]

Parameters:
<1 old file name ,>

an exrsting file
«i new object name;:>

(DEF no Change),
new type :2

(DEF 2 no Change).

Rules:
1. Permitted for all users with directory access to the file.

21 if version is specified in «sold file name only that version is remmeézrl,
otherwxse all versions are renamed

3 Diremory name, user name and version number should not be spem‘md in

the now file name

Example:
rim/1m ljil (l Bills?) r 1 son

line We (P l QUEST) F i SOU is icimi‘iginii
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@RENAME—USER

See also related (EDCREATE-USER

Function:
Change the name of a user in a directory

Format:
@RENAMEZ«USEF( [<1 directory name> :} <old user name> , <new user name>

Parameters:
<directory name>

directory where the user resides (DEF : main directory)
<old user name>

an existing user.
< new user name >

the new name.

Rules:
1, Permitted only for user SYSTEM when disk is specified, for all users when

floppy disk.
2. Valid only if the user has closed all his files.
3. The user name is changed in one directory only.
47 The directory name should not be specified in the new user name,

Example:
@RENAME~-USER GUEST, GJEST
The name of the user GUEST in main directory is changed to GJESTi
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(59 RESERVE-DIEVICE—UNIT

See also related lfliiiRELEASE-DEVICE UNIT and CillRESERVE-FILE.

Function:
Reserve device for special use. No directories can be entered until the dewce is
released.

Format:
(«RESERVE DEVICE UNIT «device name unit :.- H ‘F' or 'R’ ]
l, a subunit :2]

Parameters:
(i’device name ,2»
«1 unit
<: ’F' or ‘R' >

see my CREATE DIRECTORY.

Rules:
1‘ Permitted for all users.
2. The command is not executed if a directory is already entered on the unit.

Example:
"RESERVEDEVICE-UNIT FLOPPY-DISC 1,
No directory can be entered on FLOPPYDISCI
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H'RESERVE—DERECTORY

See Mao =UNRESERVE DIRECTORY

Function:
Reserve a directory for specral use.

Format:
”~‘RESERVE DIRECTORY A directory name

Parameters:
‘ directory name,»

an entered directory

Rules:
1. Permitted only for users RT and SYSTEM‘
2 The directory must be entered,
3 Directones other than main directories cannot have tiles opened or users

entered.
4 Main directories cannot have files opened and only user SYSTEM or RT

can be entered.

Example:
RESERVE DIRECTORY PACK THREE

Pack three is reserved for special use.
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@RESERVE—FHLE

See also RESRV (MON 122). See also related ITEDPRSRV, @RELEASE—FILE and
@RESERVE-DEVlCEwUNIT.

Function:
Reserve a peripheral file for the exclusive use of the terminal user.

Format:
60 RESERVE—FILE < file name >

Parameters:
<file name>

must be a peripheral file,

Rules:
1. Permitted for all users,
2‘ The reserved tile is released on LOGOUT.
3‘ Not permitted for batch jobs (see @SCHEDULE).

Example:
“E’RESERVEFILE LINE»PRINTER
The (peripheral) file LlNE-PRINTER is; reserved for the terminal user.
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@RESTART-PRINT

See also @ START—PRlNT.

Function:
Restart the printing of the file currently being printed on the spooling device.

Format:
@RESTARTePRINT <: peripheral file name>

Parameters:
<: peripheral file name>

spooling device,

Rules:
1: Permitted only for user SYSTEM and the user who appended the file.
2. Valid only if the spooling program is started (@START~SPOOLING) and a

file is being printed. The command is useful eg. when there has been a
paper crash on the line printer.

Example:
@RESTART«PRINT LINE‘PRINTER
Printing of the current file on the peripheral LINE~PRlNTER is restarted.
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@ RESTART-SYSTEM

See also related @ STOPMSYSTEM.

Function:
Restart the system by simulating a STOP, MASTER CLEAR and LOADV

Format:
@ RESTART-SYSTEM

Parameters;
None.

Rules:
l. Permitted only for user SYSTEM
2. All RT programs and segments loaded by the RT loader are retained. All

files should be closed and no directories other than the main directory

should be entered.
3, The commands defined by @INITIAL~COMMAND and @NEXT-INITIAL-

COMMAND are executed.
4. This command is optional and can be included at system generation time.

5. This command cannot be abbreviated
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@RESTART-USER

See also related @OPERATOR and @WAIT~FOR~-OPERATOR.

Function:
Restart the user on a "terminal after he has used
@WAlT~FOR‘OPERATORl

Format:
@RESTART—USER (logical device no.>

Parameters:
<logica| device n0,>

must be a terminal (DEC).

Rules:
Permitted only for users RT and SYSTEM.

Example:
®RESTARFUSER 9
" ” 09. 46‘ 37 RESTARTED TERMINAL 9
Terminal 9 is restarted for the user.
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@RFILE

See also RF‘ILE (MON 117). See also related @WFlLE, WFlLE (MON 120) and
@SET-BLOCK—SlZE.

Function:
Transfer one or more blocks from a file opened for random read into the user’s
memory.

Format:
@RFILE <file no. > , < memory address > , < block no. > , < no. of words>

Parameters:
<file_ no.>

logical device number from the @OPEN‘FILE or @CONNECT-FILE (OCT).
<memory address>

starting address of memory destination (OCT, DEF : 0).
<blocl< no.>

block number to be accessed (OCT, DEF z: 0).
< no. of words >

length of the block in words (DEC, DEF = 256).

Rules:
1. Permitted for all users.
2. Can also be used on communication channels.
3. Default block size is 256m.
4 When using direct access mode, the number of words read/write must be

a multiple of physical block (sector) size.

Example:
@RFILE 101_,_400,0, 1000
Read 1000:; words from block 0 of file 1018 to memory address 4008.
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See also RT (MON 100). See also related @SET and @ABSET:

Function:
Put a program in the execution queue.

Format:
@ RT < program >

Parameters:
<program>

RT program name or address of RT description (OCT, DEF : user’s

terminal background program).

Rules:
1. Permitted only for users RT and SYSTEM.
2. If the program is already in the execution queue the repeat bit will be set

3. lf the program is in HOLD or RTWT it is removed from that state. In the

case of HOLD it is not removed from the time queue; the program is

restarted or its repeat bit set when the HOLD time expires.

Example:
@RT KLOKK
The RT program KLOKK is put in the execution queue.

@ RT-LOADER

Function:
Start RT loader. See manual ND~60.051.

Rules:
1. Permitted only for users RT and SYSTEM.
2. The RT leader can only be used by one user at a time.
3. Cannot be restarted by @CONTlNUE.
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@RT-PROGRAM-LOG

See also related 69. START--PROGRAM~LOG.

Function:
Measure resource usage by logging a particular RT program and total system
usage Usage of one or two logical units can also be logged. (See "The Analysis
of Response Time Problems", ND Bulletin, December 1980.)

Format:
@RT-vPROGRAMvLOG <program name>,<’report interval>,<interrupts/
sample>,<logical device nor:>[,<input or output>](,<logical device
no. > M, <input or output> ], <output file>

Parameters:
<program name>

the name of the RT program to be measured or the address of its RT
description (DEF = log only total system usage).

< report interval >
the number of seconds between each report time.

<interrupts/sample>
the number of output interrupts of the user's terminal between each
sample.

<logical device no.>
any existing logical device to be measured. Two devices can be measured
at one time (DEC, DEF = no log).

<input/output>
input or output of the logical device
0 = input
1 = output

<output file>
destination of the report (DEF =- TERMINAL).

Rules:
1. Permitted only for users RT and SYSTEM.
2. Sampling is connected to the output interrupt response time of the

terminals lf the terminal is of high speed] eg. 9600 baud, a sample on each
interrupt would give a considerable system load. The parameter
<interrupts/sample> should specify a number which is reasonable in the
particular circumstances.
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3. The information returned is:
~~~~~~ CPU time used
# disk channel time for swapping
~ disk channel time for file access
~—— the time the disk was reserved; this is the total of swap and file access

time the logical unit(s) islare) reserved when the operating system itself or
an RT program is measured.
For RT programs additional information is given about:
— time when program was passive
~ time when program was waiting for l/O interrupts.
information is given as percentages. Eg. ”20/45" returned as CPU load

means that the RT program uses 20% of the total available CPU time, while
the total system uses 45%. The rest of the time the CPU is idle.

4. To terminate the log, press "escape".
The command is not permitted from remote terminals.

6. The command cannot be used in MODE and BATCH jobs.

.0"

Example:
39RT~PROGRM1~LOG BAKOZ, 1, 1, ,
CPU SWAP FILES DISK PASSIVE 10 WAIT
00/ 95 00/ 00 00/ 00 00 94 04
41/ 98 00/ 00 13/ 13 13 00 60
44/ 97 00/ 00 03/ 03 03 00 57
63/100 00/ 00 00/ 00 00 00 24
24/100 00/ 00 00/ 00 00 00 10
65/100 00/ 00 00/ 00 00 00 33
63/100 00/ 00 01/ 01 01 00 33
04/100 00/ 00 00/ 00 00 00 00
63/100 00/ 00 01/ 01 O1 00 33
65/100 00/ 00 OO/ 00 00 00 33
65/100 00/ 00 01/ 01 01 00 32
05/100 00/ 00 00/ 00 00 00 00
10/100 00/ 00 01/ O1 01 00 04
03/100 00/ 00 00/ 00 00 00 00
60/100 00/ 00 03/ 03 03 00 28
04/100 00/ 00 00/ 00 00 00 00

The program BAK02 is logged every second One sample is taken on every
interrupt of terminal 2. The second row shows that CPU was utilized 98% of the
time and BAKOZ used 41% of that time. The disk was reserved 13% of the time,
all for BAKOZ file access. BAK02 was in lO—WAlT 60% of the time. The sum of
CPU time, passive time and lO'WAiT is 101%, due to rounding inaccuracy.
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@RTCLGSE—FILE

See also} @CLOSEaFlLE. See also related @RTOPENHLE and

@RTCONNECTwFlLE

Function:
Close a file opened for RT programs.

Format:
@ RTCLOSE-FlLE <: file no. >

Parameters:
<file no. >

> 0: close the file with the specified logical device no.
~~~~~ n: -l or = —2: close all files. This applies to all RT programs.

Rules:
Permitted only for users RT and SYSTEM

Example:
@RTCLOSE-FILE ml
The file 101a is closed for all RT programs.
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@RTCONNECT—FILE

See also @CONNECT-FILE and @RTOPEN-FILE, See also related
@RTCLOSE—FILE.

Function:
Open a file with a previously defined number. The file will be available for all RT
programs.

Format:
@RTCONNECTHLE <file name>,<fi|e no,> , <:access type>

Parameters:
<fiie name>

(DEF type = SYMB):
<file no.>

any free number (OCT 100 « lZl),
<access type>

see @OPEN-FILE.

Rules:
1. Permitted only for users RT and SYSTEM.
2 See rules 2 - 6 or @OPEN-FILE:
3. When accessing files in RT programs user RT is the user,
4 RT opened files cannot be set permanently open.

Example:
@RTCONNECT~FILE F—l, 120, R
File F~1:SYMB is opened for read by all RT programs and given file number 1.208.
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@RTENTER

See also @ lNlTiAL—COMMAND.

Function:
Enable RT programs to open, close, read and write to files.

Format:
@ RTENTER

Parameters:
None.

Rules:
1. Permitted only for users RT and SYSTEM.
2 This command is also executed when @lNlTlAL—COMMAND is executed.
3. The command must always be given when starting SlNTRAN Ill.
4 lf user RT has file space on a directory other than the first main directory

to be entered, this directory must be entered and set as a default directory
in the initial commands. Failure to do this means @RTOPEN or OPEN from
an RT program will not access user RT’s files by default.

@RTOFF

See also RTOFF (MON 137). See also related @RTON.

Function:
Disable the starting of an RT—program until @RTON is given.

Format:
@ RTOFF <. program >

Parameters:
<program>

RT program name or RT description address (OCT, DEF = user’s terminal
background program).

Rules:
1. Permitted only for users RT and SYSTEM.
2. RT programs already running will not be stopped (see @ABORT).

Example:
@RTOFF KLEnC_
The RT program KLOKK cannot be started until @RTON is given.
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@ RTON

See also RTON (MON 136). See also related @RTOFF.

Function:
Enable starting of an RT program.

Format:
@ RTON < program >

Parameters:
< program >

RT program name or RT description address (OCT, DEF = user's terminai
background program).

Rules:
Permitted only for users RT and SYSTEM.

Example:
@RTON KLOKK
The RT program KLOKK can now be started.
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@ RiTOPEN-FILE

See also @OPEN—FILE, OPEN (MON 50) and @RT~CONNECT—FILE. See also
related @CLOSE—FlLE and @RTCLOSE—FILE.

Function:
Open a file for RT programs.

Format:
@RTOPENTILE <file name>,<access type>

Parameters:
< file name >

(DEF type = SYMB).
< access type >

see @OPEN'FILE.

Rules:
1 . Permitted only for users RT and SYSTEM.
2. Access to files in RT-programs is as user RT.
3. RT—opened files cannot be set permanently open.

4 See rules 26 of @OPEN-FILE.

Example:
®RTOPEN—FILE F—l RWM

FILE NUMBER IS: 100

The file F-lYMB is opened for read and write access for all RT programs. The
file number is 1003.
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@SAVE—DIRECTORY

Same as @ COPY‘DEVICE.

@SCHEDULE

See also @ RESERVE~FlLE.

Function:
Reserve devices to be used by a job.

Format:
@SCHEDULE <|ogical device no. > ,,,,,,, <logica| device no.>

Parameters:
<logical device no. >

devices to be reserved (OCT).

Rules:
i. Numbers must be in ascending order.
2. Permitted for all users. Used especially in batch jobs, but may also be

useful for time~sharing, eg. when further operations depend device
availability.

3. if a specified device is reserved by another user, the calling user must wait
until the device is released.

4. To prevent deadlock, all device numbers must occur in @SCHEDULE
before they are used.

5. The devices may be released explicitly or they are automatically released at
log out.

Example:
@SCHEDULE 2,3,4,5
The batch job reserved logical device numbers 2 (paper tape reader), 3 (paper
tape punch), 4 (card reader) and 5 (line printer).
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@SCRATCH—OPEN

See also @OPEN~F|LE, OPEN (MON 50) and @CONNECT»F1LE.

Function:
Open a file as a scratch file.

Format:
@SCRATCH-OF’EN <jflle name>,< access type>

Parameters:
<fi|e name>

(DEF type =2 SYMB).
<access type>

see @C)PEN~F|LE.

Rules:
1. Permitted for all users.
2. The file is kept permanently opened. It is closed when logging out or by

@CLOSE--FILE <fi|e no.> but not @CLOSE-FILE ~1. When Closed, only
the first 32K words are retained.

3r @CLOSE-FILE -»2 also closes scratch files_
4. See rules 2—6 of @OPEN—FILE.

Example:
(‘9SCRATCH—0F’EN SCRATCHzflATA, RW
FILE NUMBER IS: 101
The file SCRATCHzDATA is opened as a scratch file with read and write access.
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See also SET (MON 101). See also related @ABSET.

Function:
Enter an RT program in the time queue to be transferred to the execution queue
after a specified period.

Format:
@SET <program>, <no. of time units>,<time unit>

Parameters:
<program>

RT-program name or address of RT—description (OCT, DEF = user’s
terminal background program)

<no. of time units>
the number of time units the program is to stay in the time queue.

<tlme unit>
l = basic time units (normally 20 milliseconds)
2 = seconds
3 2 minutes
4 2 hours

Rules:
1. Permitted only for users RT and SYSTEM.
2. lf the program is already in the time queue, it is removed and reinserted

according to the new specifications.
3. if a program is put in the time queue by @SET, clock adjustment

(@CLADJ) does not affect waiting time.

Example:
@SET KLUKK 5, 3
The RT program KLOKK is set up for execution in 5 minutes.
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@ SET-AVAILABLE

See also related @SET—UNAVAlLABLE,

Function:
Make the system available to terminal users.

Format:
@ S ET‘AVAl LABLE

Parameters:
None:

Rules:
1. Permitted only for user SYSTEM:
2. After starting SlNTRAN, the system is unavailable until @SET~AVAlLABl-E

is given

@SET-BLOCK-PDllNTER

See also SETBL (MON 77): See also related @SET—BYTEPOlNTER and
@SET-BLOCK—SIZE.

Function:
Set the byte pointer to the beginning of a block.

Format:
@SET'BLOCK-POINTER <flle no.>,<block no.>

Parameters:
<file no. >

logical device number of an opened mass~storage file (OCT:100~121)1
<block no.>

(DEC, DEF 2 0).

Rules:
1. Permitted for all users.
2. The byte pointer is set to the product of <‘block nos> and block size (in

bytesll

Example:
@SET-BLOCK—SIZE 101, 512
@SET«BLOCK~POINTER 101, 1
The byte pointer is set to 20005 2: 102410.
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@SET-BLOCK-SIZE

See also SETBS (MON 76). See also related @RFILE and @WFlLE‘

Function:
Set the block size (in words) of an opened filer

Format:

@SET-BLOCK—SIZE <file no.>, <blocl< size>

Parameters:
<file no.>

file number of an opened massostorage file (OCT:lOO»l21)i
<block size>

number of words per block (DEC: .21).

Rules:
1, Permitted for all users.
2. Valid only as long as the file is opened; the next time the file is opened,

the block size is by default 25610 words.

Example:
fii’SET‘BLOCK—SIZE 101 128
The block size of file with device number 1018 is set to 12810 words.
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@SET—BYTE—POIN'E’FER

See also SETBL (MON 77)‘ See also related @SET—BLOCK—POlNTER.

Function:
Set byte pointer to be used by the next INBT/OUTBT call on the specified
mass-storage file.

Format:
@SET-BYTE-POINTER <file no.>,< byte no.>

Parameters:
<fi|e not >

file number of an opened mass~st0rage file (OCT2100-121).
<byte no.>

(OCT10 «v maximum byte pointer, DEF =: 0).

Rules:
Permitted for all users.

Example:
@SET~BYTE—P_Q_1NTER 101 7..._..__....___l_.

The byte pointer of file 1013 is set to byte 78 relative to the start of the file (first
byte is byte 0).
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@ SET—DEFAULT-DIFRECTORY

See also related @ENTERDIRECTORY.

Function:
Define a directory as a default directory.

Format:
@ SET—DEFAULTWDIRECTORY < directory name >

Parameters:
<:directory name>

directory entered.

Rules:
1. Permitted only for user SYSTEM when disk is specified, for any user when

floppy disk.
2. Main directory is always default directory.
3. Several directories can be default directory, but a user should not have

space in more than one default directory. if he has, he must always specify
directory name when accessing a file.

4. The directory specified must be entered.

Example:
@SET---DEFAULT—DIRECTORY PACK—TWO
PACK-TWO is defined as default directory.
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@ SET-DEFAULT-FlLE—ACCESBS

See also @SET'FILE-ACCESS. See also related @SETFRIEND-ACCESS

Function:
Change the default file access for the current user. This is the public, friend and
owner access to a file when it is created

Format:
@SETADEFAULT-FlLEACCESS <public access>,<friend access>,<owner
access>

Parameters:
< public access>
<friend access>
<owner access>

see @SET-FILEACCESS, rule 2 (DEF = no change).

Rules:
1. Permitted for all users .
2. When the system is generated, default file access is public READ, friend

READ, WRITE and APPEND, and all access for owner.

Example:
@SET—DEFAULT-FILE—ACCESS N, RWA, RWACD
The default file access for public is changed to no access.
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@SET-ERROR-DEVICE

See also (:3, GET-ERROR—DEVICE.

Function:
Change the destination of system error messages to the specified terminal.

Format:
@SETeERROR—DEVICE <logica| device no.>

Parameters:
<logical device no.>

device to which errors will be sent (DEC).

Rules:
1. Permitted only for user SYSTEM
2. The messages are normally written on terminal 1.
3. The command is valid until next @SET~ERROR—DEVlCE or until start from

SAVE area. @RESTARTSYSTEM (MASTER CLEAR, LOAD) does not
change the error device. Messages from the SlNTRAN START program are
written on the current error device.

Example:
@SET—ERROR-DEVICE g
The messages are written on terminal 2. (Terminal no.2 has logical device no. 9,
see Appendix C.)
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@SET—FILE—ACCESS

See also @SET»DEFAULT~FlLE—ACCESS. See also related

@SET'FRlEND-ACCESS.

Function:
Set public, friend and owner access of a specified file.
E E E
Format:
@SET—FlLE-ACCESS <file name:>,<public ac:cess>,<friend access>,<own
access>

Parameters:
<file name >

(DEF type .2 SYMB).
< public access>
<friend access>
<own access >

a combination of access types, see below (DEF : no change).

Rules:
1. Permitted for all users with directory access to the file.
2. The access type can be any relevant combination of the characters (except

N which must stand alone):
- read permitted
—&- write permitted
-{ append permitted (write from maximum byte pointer)
-—e common access permitted (access; by more than one user)
—A directory access permitted (the file may be created, deleted, legal

access mode changed and new version created)
N —- no access permitted

3. @FlLE»STATlSTlCS can be used to check the access types for the file.

0
0

3
9

2
2

0

Example:
@SET-FILE~ACCESS F-1:DATA N, N, RWACD
Public and friends have no access 1:0 the file F—i :DATA. Owner has total access
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@SET—FRIEND-ACCESS

See also related @SET-DEFAULT-FlLE‘ACCESS, @SET—FlLEvACCESS and
@CREATE~FRlEND.

Function:
Specify access for a friend to the terminal user's files

Format:
@SET-FRIEND~ACCESS <friend name>,<access type>

Parameters:
<friend name>

a name previously created as a friend.
<access type>

see @SET—FILEaACCESS, rule 2 (DEF 2 no change).

Rules:
1. Permitted for all users.
2. The permitted access to a file from a friend is the intersection of this

friend’s access and the general friend access of this specific file (see
example below).

Example:
(Assume friend access to file F—l :DATA to be WA.)
QE’SET-FRIENDVACCESS BUDDY,W
Access to file lzDATA for user BUDDY is now W_ That is, it may now only be
opened with write access
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@3lET—MAlN-DIRECTORY

Function:
Define a directory as main directory.

Format:
@ SET-MAlN-DlRECTORY < directory name >

Parameters:
< directory name >

Rules:
1. Users in this directory need not be present in any other directory.
2. Up to 16 directories can be defined as main.
3. It is illegal to set directories on floppy disk as main.

There are some limitations, eg. two users belonging to two different main
directories cannot be friends.

@ESET—MEMORY—CQNTENITS

See also @LOOK-AT MEMORY.

Function:
Set area of user memory (terminal virtual memory) to a specific content.

Format:
@SET—MEMORYCONTENTS <contents>,<low address>,<high address>

Parameters:

<contents>
(OCT, DEF = O).

<low address >
<high address>

limits of memory area. Area includes limits (OCT, DEF := ).

Rules:
Permitted for all users.

Example:
®SET—MEMORY—CONTENTS 124000,,177777
Set entire 64K to 1240009.
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@ $ET-NUMBER—OFPRINT—tCOPIES

See also related @APPEND'SPOOLING‘FILE.

Function:
Change the number of print copies desired for a file in the spooling queue

Format:
@SET—NUMBER—OF—PRlNTCOPlES <peripheral file name>,<file

name> , <no. of copies>

Parameters:
<peripheral file name>

spooling device.
<file name>

a file in the spooling queue,
<no. of copies>

(DEC:>1).

Rules:
1. Permitted only for user SYSTEM and the user who appended the file.

2. if more than one entry in the queue matches <ti|e name> only the first
one is affected

Example:
@SET~NUMBER-UF~PRINT —COPIES LINE- PRINTER, F l , 8
Change the desired number of print copies to 8 of file F~l in spooling queue to

LlNE-PRINTER.
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@SET-PERIPHERAL-FILE

See also @SET-TERMINAL—FILE. See also related @SET-FILE—ACCESS.

Function:
Associate a file name with a logical device number.

Format:
@SET--PERIF’HERAL~FlLE <file name>,<logical device nol>

Parameters:
<file name :>

if this is a new file the name must be given in quotes.
<logical device no.>

(OCT).

Rules:
1‘ Permitted only for user SYSTEM.
2. if a file is created in the command, default type is void (empty string)

Example:
@SET‘PERIPHERALwFILE "LINE—PRINTER’ ’ ,5
The file LINlErF’RlNTER is created and associated with logical device number 5.
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@ SET—PERMANENT-OPENEU

See also related @OPEN-VFILE, @CONNECT-FILE and @CLOSE—FILE

Function:
Open a file so that it is not closed by @CLOSE ——1 or the corresponding
monitor 0311‘

Format:
@ SET-PERMANENT-OPENED < file no. >

Parameters:
<fi|e no.>

file number from @OPENJIILE or @CONNECT—FILE (OCT).

Rules:
1. Permitted for all users
2. The file must be opened.
3‘ The file is Closed by @CLOSE-FlLE <fl|e no.> or @CLOSE-FILE ~2.

Example:
®OPEN‘FILE OLE: DATw
FILE NUMBER IS: 101
@SET—PERMANENT—OPENED 101
®CLUSE —1
The file OLEzDATA is still open.
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@SET-SPOOLlNG-FORM

See also related @UST—SPOOLINGFORM, @APPEND-SPOOLlNG—FlLE and
SPCLO (MON 40).

Function:
Define an identification key to be compared to the user text in the spooling
queue entries, The spooling program only prints the files with this user text or
files with no text at all. The command is useful for sorting out files to be printed
on the same form:

Format:
@SET—SPOOLINGFORM <peripheral tile name> , <spooling form identifier >

Parameters:
<peripheral file name>

a spooling device.
<spooling form identifier>

any printable characters terminated by CR. (DEF 2 reset identification to a
null string.)

Rules:
Permitted only for user SYSTEM.

Example:
@SEFSPOOLING—FORM LINE~PRINTER, FORM —1
Only spooling entries with the user message FORM ~1 on LINE-PRINTER are
printed.
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@ SET—TEM PORARY—FILE

See also related @FlLESTATlSTICS.

Function:
Define the contents of a file as temporary. The contents are deleted when the
file is closed after it has been accessed for read. lt is retained as an object entryi

Format:
@ SET'—TEMPORARY~FlLE < file name >

Parameters:
<file name>

an indexed file (DEF type 2 DATA).

Rules:
1, Permitted for all users.
2 The file must not have been written to before the command is given
3. Temporary files are useful as spooling files.
4 @FlLE—STATISTlCS show whether a file is temporary or not.

Example:
@SET-TEMPORARY-FILE F—1;2
Version 2 of the file F-t is defined as temporary file.
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@SET—TERMINlAL-FELE

See also @ SET»PERlPHERAL-FlLE.

Function:
Set the name of terminal

Format:
@ SET-TERMINAL—FILE < file name >

Parameters:

<file name>
to be used for terminal name.

Rules:
1. Permitted only for user SYSTEM.
2. The name is set for all users.
3. Several files can be used as terminal files; any of the filenames can be

used to write to the terminal.

Example:
CPSET~TEt11N.£\L«FILE "TERMINAL"
The new name is TERMINAL.
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@ $ET-TERMllNAL-TYPE

See also MS'lTY (MON 17). See also related @GETTERMINAL—TYPE.

Function:
Associate a terminal type number with a terminal (logioai device number).

Format:
@SET-TERMINALTYPE <logioa| device not> , <terminal type>

Parameters:
<logica| device no.>

must be a terminal (DEC, DEF : user's terminal).
<terminal type>

(DEC: —32768 to +32767, DEF = 0).

Rules:
1. Permitted for all users but only user SYSTEM may specify terminals other

than their own.
2. Norsk Data’s standard for terminal types is shown in Appendix 8‘

Example:
@SET-ATERMINALTYPE, :1
The user’s terminal type is set to Ml.
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@ SiET-UNAVAllLABLE

See also related @SETAVAILABLE

Function:
Set the system available only for terminal 1 (console terminal).

Format:
@ SET—UNAVAILAB LE < text >

Parameters:
< text >

a string of printable characters terminated by CR. When anyone tries to log
in the message "SYSTEM UNAVAILABLE" and the <text> are output. The
text should be terminated by $ which is translated to CR, LF on output

Rules:
Permitted only for user SYSTEM.

Example:
@SET—UNAVAILABLE DOWN FOR MAIN‘lX 8 AVAILABLE 11:308
When anyone tries to log in on a terminal other than terminal 1 the following

message is output:
SYSTEM UNAVAILABLE
DOWN FOR MAINT.
AVAILABLE 11:30
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@SET-USERuPARAMETERS

See also PAGET (MON 57) and PASET (MON 56)

Function:
Set the five user parameters in SINTRAN used when termination handling is

enabled.

Format:
@SET—USER-PARAMETERS < P1 > , < P2 > , < P3 > , < P4 > , < P5>

Parameters:
Pi: left byte = directory index, right byte = user index

P2: logical device number (terminal number)
P3: «1 if escape otherwise error number
P4: user defined
P5: user defined

Rules:
1. These parameters can be set and read by two monitor calls PASET (56) and

PAGET (57).
2. P1, P2 and P3 are set by SINTRAN if termination handling is enabled and a

program is terminated with escape, MON 0, MON 65 or a fatal error
3‘ P4 and P5 can be set to be used by user defined termination handling

routines.
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@ SINTRAN-SERVICEmPROGfilAM

Function:
Activate service program for maintenance of resident memory, memory image
and SINTRAN save area.

Format:
(at?SlNTRANBERVlCE—PROGRAM
Full details of the subcommands available are given in SINTRAN lll System
Supervisor NDs30,003.

Rules:
1. Permitted only for user SYSTEM and for one terminal at a time.
2. If subcommands are used in a MODE or batch file each command must be

preceded by 6).
3. All parameters of the subcommands are default octal. A number

terminated with a D (nnnD) specifies a decimal number.
4. Cannot be restarted with @CONTlNUE.

@ SPGOLING—lPAGES-LEFT

See also related @GlVBSPGOLING—PAGES and @TAKE-SPOOLlNG»
PAGES.

Function:
List the remaining number of pages that can be used by the spooling
files.

Format:
@SPOOLING-PAGESlEFT

Parameters:
None.

Rules:
3, Permitted for all users.
2. Should be less than the free space under user SYSTEM.

Example:
@SPOOLING—F‘AQES LEE];
500 SPOOLING PAGES LEFT
s
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@ START—COMMUNICATION

See also related @STOP-VCOMMUNICATION.

Function:
Initiate communication on a communication line, A configuration table showing
corresponding channel and logical device numbers is sent to the remote
computer. if this computer answers with its own configuration table within 12
seconds, the message COMMUNlCATlON ESTABLISHED is written. if no answer
is received, the message NO REPLY is written and control is returned to the
command processor, However, the system continues to retransmit the
configuration table until @STOP—COMMUNICATlON is given

Format:
@START—COMMUNlCATiON < line no. >

Parameters:
<line no.>

(DEC, DEF = 1 if the system is configured with only one line).

Rules:
1. Permitted only for users RT and SYSTEM.
2. To establish communication it must be started on both sides of the

communication line.
3. The first communication line started causes NORDNET programs to be

fixed in memory.
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@ S'FART—HISTOG RAM

See also related @DEFlNE—HlSTOGRAlVl, 6)DEFlNE—SYSTEMHISTOGRAM,
@STOP—HlSTOGRAM and @ PRINT-HISTOGRAM,

Function:
Turn on sampling for the histogram

Format:
GilSTARTl-IISTOGRAM

Parameters:

None.

Rules:
1, Permitted for all users:
2. The histogram must be defined (@DEFINE—HISTOGRAM).
3. The command is normally given before starting the program to be sampled.

@ START—PRINT

See also related @STOP—PRlNT, @APPEND-SPOOLING~FILE and SPCLO (MON
40).

Function:
Resume printout of the current spooling file.

Format:
@STARTPRINT <peripheral file name>

Parameters:
<peripheral file name>

the spooling device:

Rules:
1. Permitted only for user SYSTEM and the user who appended the

file to be printed
2. Print can be stopped by:

a) CD STOP~PRINT.
b) an automatic stop print defined by @DEFINESPOOLING—

CONDITIONS.
0) closing a file with SPCLO (MON 40) specifying stop print:
d) specifying stop print in @APPEND~SPOOLING.
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@ STARTuACCOUNTING

See also related @lNlT~ACCOUNTlNG, @STORACCOUNTlNG.
@ START—RT—ACCOUNT and @ STO P-RT-ACCOUNT.

Function:
Start the accounting system but do not initiate the accounting file; if the file
does not exist the command executes as for @ |NlT~ACCOUNT|NG

Format:
@START-ACCOUNTING < background > [, < RT> , ~< clear logged information :>,
< logging interval > ][ < ND«500 > H, < spooling >]

Parameters:
<background>

are background programs to be accounted
< RT>

are user RT programs to be accounted.
<c|ear logged information >

whether information already logged in the RT accounting table should be
cleared.

<logging interva|>
number of seconds between dumps of RT accounting table on the file
ACCOUNTSDATA.

< ND~500>
are ND—SOO programs to be accounted?

<spooling>
is spooling to be accounted?

Rules:
1. Permitted only for user SYSTEM.
2. Accounting on an ND—SOO or spooling cannot be started unless background

accounting is running. lt can be stopped independently but is stopped
automatically if background accounting is stopped
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@START—PROGRAM-LOG

See also related @STOP-PROGRAM—LOG and @ RT-PROGRAM—LOG.

Function:
Start the logging of RT and background programs. When used with
@DEFINESYSTEM-HlSTOGRAM produces a sampling distribution on various
interrupt levels.

Format:
@ START-PROGRAM‘LOG < interrupts/sample '>

Parameters:
< interrupts/sample >

number of terminal interrupts per sample.

Rules:
Permitted only for user SYSTEM.

Example:
(on a 9600 baud rate terminal)
‘flsTARlPROlSjfiM— LOG~_1__()_Q
Samples are taken at a rate of approximately 10 samples/second.

@ START-RT-ACCQHNT

Function:
Start accounting for RT programs

Format:
@START—RTACCOUNT < RT program name>

Parameters:
< RT program >

Rules:
l. Each user RT program is associated with a project password.
2. Available: for users SYSTEM and RT.
3. System RT programs cannot be logged.
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@ START-SPOOLING

See also related @ STOPSPOOLING.

Function:
Start the spooling program for a peripheralwhich is reserved by the spooling
program and prints the files already in the spooling queue and those put in later.

Format:
@STARTSPOOLING <peripheral tile name>

Parameters:
< peripheral file name :>

the spooling device.

Rules:
1.
2.

Permitted only for user SYSTElVl
The number of pages given to spooling files is compared to the number of
unused pages belonging to user SYSTEM. If the latter number is smaller,
the number of pages given to spooling will be reduced accordingly {see
also @SPOOLlNGPAGESvLEFT).
If more than one version of the file is a peripheral file, the spooling
programs for all peripheral versions of the file are started. One specific
peripheral file can be selected by including a version number in the file
name.
An error message appears it the <periphera| file name> is not the name
of a peripheral or it no spooling program exists for the peripheral.
@RTENTER must be given before this command is executed.
If there are files in the spooling queue, @STARTSPOOUNG causes
immediate output at the spooling device.
The first spooling process started causes the spooling program to be fixed
in memory.
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@ STATUS

See also @LOOK~AT MEMORY.

Function:
Print the register contents of the background program.

Format:
@STATUS

Parameters:
None.

Rules:
l. Permitted for all users:
2. The printout is as follows:

P = xxxxxx program counter
X :2 xxxxxx post—index register
T = xxxxxx temporary register
A ~— xxxxxx accumulator
D = xxxxxx double accumulator
L =— xxxxxx subroutine link address register
8 = xxxxxx status register
B == xxxxxx pre—index (base) register

@ SiTO P-ACCO U NT! N G

See also related @lNlT—ACCOUNTING and @START-ACCOUNTlNG,

Function:
Stop the accounting of system resources

Format:
@STOP-ACCOUNTlNG < background > [, < RT:> ][, < ND-500>]
[,<spoo|ing>)

Parameters:
<backgroundi> (it started)
< RT> (if started)
< ND~500>
< spooling >

Rules:
1. Permitted only for user SYSTEM.
2: The accounting file is not affected.
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@STOP—COMMUNICATEON

See also related @START—COMMUNICATION.

Function:
Turn off communication on a line.

Format:
@STOP-COMMUNlCATlON < line no. >

Parameters:
<|ine no.:>

(DEC, DEF : 1 if the system is configured with only one line).

Rules:
1. Permitted only for users RT and SYSTEM.
2. Communication should be turned off on both sides of the communication

line.
3. The NORDNET program (segment) is unfixed (UNFIX) when the last line is

stopped.

@ STOP-HISTOGRAlVl

See also related @DEFINEsHlSTOGRAM, @PRlNTt-HISTOGRAM and
@START~HISTOGRAl\/I.

Function:
Turn off sampling for the histogram.

Format:
@ STOP—HlSTOGRAM

Parameters:
None.

Rules:
1. Permitted for all users.
2. @STOP—HlSTOGRAM is performed as part of @PRlNT—HISTOGRAM.
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@STOP—PRINT

See also @ABORTPRINT. See also related @START—PRINT,
@BACKSPACE-PRlNT, @FORWARD-SPACE-PRINT and @RESTART~PRlNT.

Function:
Stop the current printout and await further commands.

Format:
@STORPRlNT <peripheral file name>

Parameters:
< peripheral file name>

the spooling device.

Rules:
1. Permitted only for user SYSTEM and the user who appended the file being

printed.
2. The current print buffer is finished before the printing stops

(@ABORT—PRINT causes immediate stop)‘
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@STOP-PROGRAM~LOG

See also related @ STAR‘T~PROGRAM~LOG.

Funcfion:
Stop logging prograrns anci pnnt report on a fHe.‘The progranw narnes are
pnnted and the percentage ofthe nweasured tune dudng mfinch the progranlhas
been active, lf combined with @DEFINE—SYSTEM—HlSTOGRAM, produces a list
ofsanwpfing d5tflbuhontwtvaflousintenuptleveBV

Fonnat
@ STOP»PROGRAM»LOG < output file >

Paranneters:
< output file >

desfinaflonoftherepon(DEF = TERMlNAL)

Rules:
Permitted only for user SYSTEM.

Exan1ple:
@STOP—PROGRAM~LDG,

PERCENT SAMPLES
DUMMY: 63 10258
STSIN: 00 0
RTERR: 00 0
RTSLI: O1 114
RWRT1: 00 0
RWRTZ: 00 O
RWRTB: 00 O
SCOM1: 00 O
RCOM1 00 2
SCOMZ: 00 0
RCOMZ 00 0
BAK01: 00 0
BAKOZ: 00 O
BAKOB: 14 2341
BAKO4: 00 O
BAKOS: 01 132
BAKOB: 02 253
BAKO7: 02 258
BAKOB: 18 2949
BAKOS: 00 7
BAK10: 00 O
BAK11: OO 0
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@ STOP-RT—ACCGUNT

See related @START—RT—ACCOUNT, @lNlT—ACCOUNTING and
@START-AACCOUNTlNG. See also SINTRAN lll System Supervisor manual,
ND—30.003.

Function:
Stop accounting for individual RT programs.

Format:
@STOP~RT»ACCOUNT < RT program name >

Parameters:
< RT program >

Rules:
1. Each RT program is associated with a project password.
2. Available for users SYSTEM and RT.

@STOP—SPOOLBNG

See also related @START-SPOOUNG.

Function:
Stop the spooling program for a peripheral and release the peripheral from the
spooling program.

Format:
@STOP—SPOOUNG <peripheral file name>

Parameters:
<periphera| file name>

the spooling device.

Rules:
1. Permitted only for user SYSTEM.
2. Valid only it the queue is empty or the peripheral is stopped between two

files (use @ABORT~PRINT to stop immediately):
3. Files can still be appended to the queue. The spooling program resumes

printing the files in the queue when @START—SPOOLING is given.
4. The spooling program segment is unfixed (UNFIX) when the last spooiing

process is finished.
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@ STOP-SYSTEM

Function:
Stop the system.

Format:
@STOP-SYSTEM (Do not abbreviate.)

Parameters:
None.

Rules:
1. Permitted only for user SYSTEM.
2. All hardware registers are saved before the system goes into stop mode.
3. The system can be restarted by pressing the FlESTART button on a

NORD-lO (20! on ND'lOO) on the operator’s panel. On restart logged in
users can continue their programs. No start up procedure is necessary and
no information is lost.

4. To turn off the system for a longer period:
a) Log out all users (preferably).
b) Press STOP and MASTER CLEAR on operator's panel.
C) Stop the disk only if temperature, energy, and/or noise conditions

require it.
The system should normally be left running, even over night. It
should only be turned off for hardware maintenance, etc.
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@ STOP—TERMENAL

See also @LOGOUT. See also related @SET—UNAVAILABLE.

Function:
Force @LOGOUT on a specific terminal.

Format:
@STOP-TERMINAL <logical device no.>

Parameters:
<|ogical device no.:>

must be a terminal (DEC)

Rules:
1. Permitted only for user SYSTEM.
2. The message ”ABORTED BY SYSTEM” is printed on the specified

terminal.
3. In some cases the background program hangs in an internal "escape off”

state. @STOP-TERMINAL cannot then be used. lnstead the other users
should log off and SlNTRAN should be restarted.

4. if the command has no effect on a terminal, @ABORT BAK can be used,
but with care as in a few cases this may stop the system.

Example:
@STOP—TERMJNAL 8
Terminal 8 will be logged out.
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@TAKE-SPOOLING—PAGES

See also related @GlVE—SPOOLINGPAGES

Function:
Decrease the total number of pages that can be used by the spoollng files.

Format:
@TAKESPOOLlNG-PAGES <no. of pages>

Parameters:
<no. of pages>

the number of pages to be removed (DEC).

Rules:
1. Permitted only for user SYSTEM.
2. The number of pages to be removed cannot be greater than the number of

unused pages available for spooling files.

Example:
@TAKEMSPODLING-PAGES 95
95 unused spoollng pages are removed.
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@TAKE—USER~SPACE

See also related @GlVEUSERSPACE.

Function:
Decrease the total amount of space available to a user for files,

Format:
@TAKE~USER-SPACE [<directory name> :]<user name>,<no. of pages>

Parameters:
{<directory name :> z] < user name >

directory and user from whom space is taken (DEF directory is main

directory for that user).
< no. of pages>

number of pages to be removed (DEC).

Rules:
l. Permitted only for user SYSTEM when disk is specified, for all users when

floppy disk.
2. The number of pages to be removed cannot exceed the number of unused

pages owned by the user.

Example:
®TAKE—USER-SPACE PACK—ONE: USER—ONE,95
95 unused pages are taken from the user USER—ONE in directory PACK-ONE.
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@TERMINAL—MODE

See also TERMO (MON 52).

Function:
Set the communication mode of the terminal.

Format:
@TERMINAL-MODE <CAP|TAL LETTERS?>,<:DELAY AFTER CR?>,<STOP

ON FULL PAGE?>,<LOG OUT ON MISSING CARRIER?>

Parameters:
(DEF on all parameters a No change.)
< CAPITAL LETTERS?:>

YES = all lower case letters are converted to upper case on input.

NO = no conversion.

<DELAY AFTER CR? >-
YES == dummy characters are printed after CR. This is necessary for

some high speed hard copy terminals.
NO no dummy characters.ll

<STOP ON FULL PAGE?>
YES = the output stops after 20 lines if there has been no input during

that period. A ”bell” character is then output. Any remaining
output continues as soon as a character (preferably NULL,
SHlFT/CONTROL/P) is typed. This is useful for fast displays.

NO = no stop.

<LOG OUT ON MISSING CARRIER?>
YES = if a "missing carrier" occurs on the connection between the

terminal and the computer, the background program logs out.
the process on the terminal is stopped and the terminal is
returned to command mode (indicated by @).

NO ll

Rules:
1. Permitted for all users.
2. When logging in, all parameters are set to NO.

Example:
@TERMINAL—MODE, , ,YES,,
Only the parameter <1 STOP ON FULL PAGE?> is changed to YES.
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@TERMINAL-STATUS

See also related @WHOJSON.

Function:
List the status of one or all active terminals. The information listed is:
LOG NO.: logical device number
MODE: COMMAND or USER (executing user program)
CPU MlN: CPU time used in minutes
OUT OF: total time logged on
LAST COMMAND: last SINTRAN command or last input line entered on

terminal (only first 20 characters)

Format:
@TERMlNALaSTATUS <logical device no.>,<_interval>

Parameters:
< logical device no. >

must be a terminal (DEC, DEF = all active terminals).
<intervai>

time interval in seconds between each time the listing is output, 0 = only
one listing (DEC, DEF = 0).

Rules:
1. Permitted for all users.
2. Periodic output is terminated by pressing "escape".

Example:
@TERMINAL—flwgm
(form feed is output)
LOG. NO USER MODE CPU~MIN OUT OF LAST COMMAND

35 USER ONE USER 13 91 TERMINAL-ST

The same output will be printed again after 5 seconds.
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@TEST—DIRECTORY

See also @ REGENERATEDIRECTORY,

Function:
Test directory for conflicting references to pages, incorrect user/object entries,

incorrect bit file etc. If any are found, write error message. The bit file is rebuilt.

Format:
@TEST—Dl RECTORY < directory name >

Parameters:
<directory name>

an entered directory.

Rules:
1. Permitted only for user SYSTEM.
2. See rule 2 of @REGENERATE-DlRECTORY
3. The command works like @REGENERATE—DlRECTORY except that only the

bit file is modified.
4. The command should run to completion; if not the bit file may be

destroyed. Never press escape.
5. The FlLE~SYSTEMalNVESTlGATOR can be used instead of this command.

@TIME-USED

See also @LOGOUT, @TERMlNALSTATUS and TUSED (MON 114).

Function:
Print CPU time and connect time used since log in or start of batch job.

Format:
@TlME—USED

Parameters:
None.

Rules:
Permitted for all users.

Example:
@TIME—USED
TIME~USED IS 1 MINS 5 SECS OUT OF 114 MINS 20 SECS
(a?
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@UNFIX

See also UNFIX (MON 116), See also related @l and @FIXC.

Function:
Permit a segment to be swapped out after @l or @FIXC,

Format:
(7:? UNFlX < segment. no. .>

Parameters:
<1 segment no >

(OCT).

Rules:
Permitted only for users RT and SYSTEM,

Example:
"UNFIX 35
Segment 358 can be swapped out:

@UNRESERVE—DBRECTOR‘Y

See also @RESERVEVDIRECTORY

Function:
Unreserve directory reserved by @RESERVEADIRECTORY.

Format:
’3 UNRESERVEeDlRECTORY < directory name >

Parameters:
<directory neme>

a reserved directory

Rules:
Permitted only for users RT and SYSTEM:

Example:
“35‘7‘UNRESERVE-~ DIRECTORY PACK—THREE
Unreserve packvthree.
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@UPDAT

See also UPDAT (MON 111) and @CLADJA

Function:
Give new values to the clock and calendar

Format:
@ UPDAT < minute '> , < hour> , < day :> , < month :> , <year>

Parameters:
<minute>

current minute (DEC10.59, DEF = O).
<hour>

current hour (DEC:0~23, DEF : O).
<day>

current day (DECL1—31)
<month>

current month (DEC:1~12)
<year>

current year (DEC, 4 digits)

Rules:
1. Permitted only for users RT and SYSTEM.
2. The time queue is unaffected by this command.
3. On NORD—lOO the command updates the panel clock, it installed.
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@USER—STATBSTICS

See also @LlST—USERS. See also related @LlST—FRIENDS.

Function:
List the following for the user(s) for each directory on which they occur:

full name
date created
last date entered
default access for public, friend and owner
number of pages used
total number of pagesQ

W
P

W
N

T
"

Format:
@USER-STATISTICS [<directory name> :] <user name>,<output fi|e>

Parameters:
[<directory name> z} <user name>

list data for all users matching this name. Can be abbreviated (DEF = all
users in all default directories).

<0utput file >
destination of the list (DEF = TERMlNAL).

Rules:
Permitted for all users.

Example:
®USER~STATISTICS SYSTEM,TERM}INAL
USER 0: BIG-PACK28YSTEM

CREATED 09.31.15 MARCH, 1978
LAST DATE ENTERED 16. 26. 14 JANUARY 19, 1979
DEFAULT PUBLIC ACCESS: READ
DEFAULT FRIEND ACCESS: READ, WRITE, APPEND, COMMON,
DIRECTORY
DEFAULT OWN ACCESS: READ, WRITE, APPEND, COMMON, DIRECTORY
10505 PAGES USED OUT DE 11861 PAGES
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@ WAIT—FOR—OPERATOR

See also related @OPERATOR and @RESTART‘USER.

Function:
Wait for the operator to restart the user (@RESTART~USER).

Format:
@WAIT‘FOR-OPERATOR

Parameters:
None.

Rules:
1. Permitted for all users
2. The error device receives the message:

———hh.mm.ss WAITING TERMlNAL ttt
where hh.mm.ss is the current time and ttt is the waiting terminal.
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@VVFILE

See also WFlLE (MON 120). See also related @RFILE, RFILE (MON 117) and
@SET-BLOCK»SlZE.

Function:
Transfer an area of the user’s virtual memory to one or more random blocks in a
file

Format:

@WFILE <file no.>,<memory address>,<block no.>,<n0. of words>

Parameters:
<file no. >

logical device number from the @OPEN—FILE or @CONNECT-FlLE
command (OCT).

< memory address >
starting address of memory record location (OCT, DEF = 0).

< block no. :>
number of destination file block (OCT: 0 —, DEF = 0).
~l = write next block.

<no. of words>
length of the area (OCT).

Rules:
1. Permitted for all users.
2. May be used on communication channels
3. Default block size is 256m.

Example:
®llllFILE 10'! 400 0 1000_l_.._..._.l__L_

Write 10003 words to block 0 of file 1013 from memory address 4008.
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@WHERE—lS—FILE

See also WHDEV (MON 140). See also related @ LlSTvFlLES,
@LlST-OPENED»FlLES and @LlST—RTOPEN.

Function:
Check whether a file is opened and/or reserved. List the user or RT program

opening or reserving the file.

Format:
@WHERE—lS~FlLE <lile name >

Parameters:
<flle name>

<object name> and <type> must be unique.

Rules:
1. Permitted for all users.
2. The possible messages are:

a) <file name>z OPEN BY USER <user name > ON TERMINAL <n>
b) <file name>2 RESERVED BY RT—PROGRAM <iprogram name>

(A peripheral file is reserved but not opened.)
0) <file name>: FREE TO USE
d) <file name>: OPEN BY USER RT ON TERMlNALl

(if opened by an RT program).

Example:
@WHERE* IS (SCR) SCRATCHOB: D
SCRATCHOB: DATA: OPENED BY USER GUEST 0N TERMINAL 39
@
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@V’VHO-IS—ON

See also related @TERMlNALSTATUS.

Function:
List logical device number and name of users logged in

Format:
@WHO—lS-ON

Parameters:
None.

Rules:
Permitted for all users.

Example:
@WHO— IS ~ 0N_
39 GUEST
50 SYSTEM

User GUEST is logged in on terminal 39 and user SYSTEM on terminal 50‘ The
arrow indicates the terminal which gave the command.
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2.1

SINTRAN III [MONITOR CALLS
(alphabetically)

INTRODUCTION

This chapter fully documents each monitor call. Section 22 lists the calls in
numerical order. Section 2.3 contains documentation of each call, ordered
alphabetically by name. A monitor call may be related to other monitor calls or
commands. Commands are prefixed by @ "See also" is a reference to other
monitor calls or commands with a similar function, "See also related" is a
reference to other monitor calls or commands with a related function (eg. used
in conjunction with this monitor cali).

The parameter list of monitor calls in MAC needs some special explanation.
Eg. RESRV has the parameter list:
PAR, LDN

lOF
lRET

The contents of these locations are addresses of the parameters. LDN, lOF and
lRET are labels of the parameters and not the parameter values.

All parameters to and from monitor calls are fetched/returned via the alternative
page index table unless transferred through registers or otherwise specified.

Call formats from FORTRAN are used as examples of subroutine calls. A full list
of monitor calls available from Fortran is given in Appendix A. For other
languages see the appropriate language manual.

There are some general rules about parameters which apply for "high level”
languages:

1. Where byte data is required as a single item, it is normally passed in the
right half of a 16 bit integer variable.

2. Where byte string is required, it should normally begin on a word
boundary, packed 2 bytes to the word and terminated by an apostrophe
(' = ASCII 478).

Monitor calls often refer to an RT program as a parameter. In Section 2.3 this
parameter is referred to as RTPRO, which can have one of the following forms:

1. An RT program name as specified in a FORTRAN EXTERNAL statement or
MAC )QEXT command.

2. A FORTRAN integer variable containing the address of an RT description.

3. An integer constant containing the address of an RT description.
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2.2 MCDNITOR CALLS IN NUMERICAL
DRDER

Calleble Callable
Monitor Monitor from from
Call No. Call Name BACKGROUND FOREGROUND

0 LEAVE yes yes
1 INBT yes yes
2 OUTBT yes yes
3 ECHOM yes yes
4 BRKM yes yes
5 RD1SK yes no
6 WDISK yes no
7 RPAGE yes yes

10 WPAGE yes yes
11 TIME yes yes
12 SETCM yes no
13 CIBUF yes yes
14 COBUF yes yes
15 Not used
16 MGTTY yes yes
17 MSTTY yes yes
20 WCI yes no
21 M81NB yes yes
22 M80UT yes yes
23 B81NB yes yes
24 BBOUT yes yes
25 SET\N yes no

,, 26 LASTC no yes
_ 27 RTDSC no yes

' 3O GETRT yes yes
~ 31 EXIOX yes yes

32 MSG yes no
- 33 ALTON yes yes

34 ALTOF yes yes
35 IOUT yes no
36 NOWT yes yes
37 AIRDW no yes

_ 4O SPCLO yes yes
41 ROBJE yes yes
42 OPEN yes yes
43 CLOSE yes yes

, 44 RUSER yes yes
, 45 DBRK yes no

46 GBRK yes no
47 SBRK yes no
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Callable Callable
Monitor Monitor from from

Call No. Can Name BACKGROUND FOREGROUND

130 OPEN yes yes
51 DMAC BREAKPO1NT yes no

, 52 TERMO yes yes
53 RSEGM no yes
54 MDLFI yes yes
55 FLSPQE yes yes
56 F'ASET yes no
57 F‘AGET yes no
60 NEOOM no yes
61 FIXCES no yes
62 RMAX yes yes
63 E141NW yes yes

, 64 EZRMSG yes yes
65 QERMS yes yes

‘ 66 1S1ZE yes yes
* 67 OSIZE yes yes

70 (ZOMND yes no

’ 71 DESCF yes yes
72 EESCF yes yes

73 SMAX yes yes
74 SETBT yes yes
75 REABT yes yes
76 SSETBS yes yes
77 SETBL yes yes

,100 RT no yes
101 SET no yes

102 ABSET no yes
103 1NTV no yes

104 HOLD yes yes

105 ABORT no yes
106 CONCT no yes
107 DSCNT no yes

, 110 PR1OR no yes
111 UPDAT no yes

, 112 CLA‘DJ no yes
113 CLOCK yes yes
114 TUSED yes no
115 FIX no yes

116 UNFIX no yes
117 RFILE yes yes
120 WFILE yes yes
121 WAITF no yes
122 RESRV yes yes
123 RELES yes yes
124 PRSRV no yes
125 PRLS no yes
126 DSET no yes
127 DABST no yes
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CaHable Callable
Monitor Monitor from from
Call no. Ca“ Name BACKGROUND FOREGROUND

,_130 DiNTV no yes
131 ABSTR no yes
132 MCZALL no yes

. 133 MEXIT no yes
134 RTEXT yes yes

__ 135 RTWT no yes
136 RTON no yes

, 137 RTOFF no yes
' 140 WHDEV no yes

- 141 IOSET yes yes
_, 142 ERMON no yes
’143 R810 yes no

* 144 MAGTP yes yes
145 ACM yes yes

,_ 146 [PRIV no yes
147 CAMAC no yes
150 GL no yes

2151 GRTDA no yes
_ 152 GRTNA no yes

153 10XN no yes
154 ASSIG no yes

- 155 GRAPHIC yes yes
156 TRACB yes yes
157 ENTSG no yes

: 160 FIXC no yes
161 INSTR yes yes
162 OUTST yes yes
163 WRQI yes yes

, 164 WSEG no yes
165 DEW no yes
166 DOLW no yes

: 167 REENT no yes
170 USO no yes
171 U81 no yes
172 U32 no yes
173 U83 no yes
174 U84 no yes
175 U85 no yes
176 U86 no yes
177 U87 no yes
200 XMSG yes yes
201 MHDLC yes yes

$206 EDTRM yes yes
207 RERRP yes yes
212 SREEN yes yes

#213 MUIDI yes yes
I 214 GUSNA yes yes
«215 DROBJ yes yes

216 DWOBJ yes yes
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Caliable Callable
Monitor Monitor from from
Call No. Call Name BACKGROUND FOREGROUND

2,217 GUiO! yes yes
220 DOPEN yes yes

, ,221 CRALF yes yes
222 GBS!Z yes no

: 227 MSDAE yes yes
230 MGDAE yes yes

231 EXPFI yes yes
-- 232 MRNFI yes yes

233 STEFI yes yes
,234 SPEF! yes yes
235 SCROP yes yes
236 SPERD yes yes
237 SFACC yes yes

,. 240 APSPF yes yes
241 SUSCN yes no
242 RUSCN yes no

,, 243 FDINA yes yes
4, 244 GDIEN yes yes
245 GNAEN yes yes

, 246 REDIR yes yes
247 RLDiR yes yes
250 FDFDI yes yes

' 251 COPAG yes yes
252 BCLOS yes yes
253 CRALN yes yes

254 GERDV
255 PIOCM
256 DEABF yes yes

,_ 257 FOPFN yes yes
260 USCNT
261 SYCNT
262 CPUST

”263 GDEVT
264 500RF

, 265 500WF
, 266 500MT
267 TIVIOUT
270 RDPAG yes yes
271 WDPAG yes yes

272 DELPG yes yes
273 MGFIL yes yes
274 FOBJN yes yes

. 275 STRFI no yes
, 276 ELOFU yes no
'277 DLOFU yes no
1 300 EUSEL yes no
301 DUSEL yes no
302 ELON yes no

303 ELOFF yes no
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Callable Callable
Monitor Monitor from from
Call No. Call Name BACKGROUND FOREGROUND

304 MAPSIB yes yes
305 MSIBB yes yes
306 GTMOD yes yes
'307 TNOWAI yes yes
310 T81NB yes yes

311 WDIEN no yes
312 MOINF yes yes
‘313 IBRSIZ yes yes
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2.3 NiONITOBl {EALLS IN ALPHABETICAL
@RDER

Aeom" (mom 1105'};

See also @ABORT. See also related RTEXT.

Function:
Stop an RT program by setting it in the passive state. lt is removed from the

time or execution queue, all resources are released and periodic execution is

prevented,

Monitor call format:
LDA (PAR % A = address of parameter list

MON 105 % ABORT

PAR, (RTPRO

input Parameters:
RTPRO : address of RT description. 0 x the user’s program.

Output Parameters:
None.

Rules:
1. Callable only from foreground.
2. Effective only if the program is running or waiting.

Example:
ln Fortran:
EXTERNAL KLOKK

CALL ABORT (KLOKK)
ll valid, the RT program KLOKK is aborted.
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ABSET (MON 102)

See also @ABSET. See also related @SET.

Function:
Start an RT program at a specific time of day. The program is put in the time
queue and moved to the execution queue at the specified time.

Monitor call format:
LDA (PAR % A = address of parameter list
MON l02 % ABSET

PAR, (RTPRO
lSEC

’ lMlN
lHOUFl

Input Parameters:
RTPRO = address of RT description. 0 = user’s program.
lSEC, lMlN, IHOUR = time of day when the program is put in the execution
queue.

Output Parameters:
None.

Rules:
1. Callable only from foreground.
2. If the time of day has passed, the program is scheduled for the next day.
3. If the program is already in the time queue, it is removed and reinserted

according to the new specifications.
4. Calling CLADJ to correct the internal clock may affect scheduling. RT

programs scheduled by ABSET are then rescheduled according to the new
time.

Example:
In Fortran:
EXTERNAL RTPRO

CALL ABSET(RTPRO, O, 30, 23)
Schedule RTPRO for execution at 23.30.
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ABSTR (MON 131)

See also related RFlLE and WFlLE.

Function:
Transfer data between a physical memory area and a mass-storage device.
Normally only used by the system itself but can also be used in certain
application programs.

Monitor call format:
LDT LDN % T = logical device no.
LDA {PAR 0/o A = address of parameter list
MON 131 0/0 ABSTR
JAN ERROR % Error if A < 0

PAR, iFUNC
DMEM
[BLOCK
NBLOCK

Input Parameters:
T := logical device number.
lFUNC = function code.‘

Bits 6—8: mass storage unit number (0—3)
Bits 0-5: function code
= 0: read
= 1: write
= 2: read test
= 3: compare
= 20: read status
‘ See appropriate mass storage driver documentation (SINTRAN iisting).

DMEM = double integer memory address for data transfer.
IBLOCK 2 mass storage block address for data transfer. For cartridge disks:
bit 15 = O; removable pack
bit 15 = 1; fixed pack.
For magnetic tape, this parameter contains the mass—storage unit number. Refer
to the appropriate hardware manual for hardware block size.
NBLOCK = number of hardware blocks to be transferred. For magnetic tape, this
parameter contains the record size (number of words).

Output Parameters:
A 2 0: OK.
A < 0: Error
(bit 14-0 is hardware status)

Rules:
1. Callable only from foreground.
2‘ Monitor call and parameters must be in resident memory or on a fixed

segment, residing on protection ring 2 page table 0.
3. For calls to magtape or other devices; where the last parameter contains

number of bytes/words read or other return parameters, the parameter list
must be in resident memory, ie. an area with fixed page index table
content

4. Parameters are fetched via the normal page table.
5. The memory data area must be contiguous. When using older versions of

magnetic tapes or disk controllers the transfer must not cross physical
memory bank boundaries (128K bytes). Older versions have ND numbers
less than ND-537 (tape) or ND-559 (disk).
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Example:
In Fortran:
INTEGER ABSTR
DOUBLE INTEGER MEMO
MEMO = 1400008
IX=ABSTR (5028, 0, MEMO, 200008, 3)
Read 6008 words from disk unit 0, block address 200008 to the physical memory
address 1400008.
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Akfiififi (mom M5)
See also MGTP, ABSTR, XMSG, MHDLC, RFILE and VVFiLEV

Function:
Memory to memory transfer of data between two computers connected via 8
DMA channei,

Monitor can format:
LDA (PAR
MON 145
STA ISTAT

% A : parameter list
"a ACM
”/5 return status

PAR, (LDN
UFUNC
MARRY
(MDMA
(NWORD

input Parameters:
LDN = logical device number of DMA channei
iFUNC : function code:

z: 0: read
:2 i: write
2: 2: iock/wréte/unlock
z: 3: clear

MARRY ,— address of data area in own computer.
MDMA : address of data destination in the other computer.
NWORD : number of words to transfer.

Ouitput Parameters:
ISTAT = 0: OK
ISTAT =1: 0: error number

Rufies:
1. Caiiabie from background and foreground.
2. An option which can be included at system generation time.

Example:
inFortran:
INTEGER ACM
DIMENSION MARRY(N)

ISTAT = ACM(IUNIT, IFUNC, MARRY, MDMA, NWORD)
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Aannw (MON 37%
Function:
Read a set of analog to digital channels (ND—820 AD convertor cards) See
"NORD Process l/O Software Guide” ND-60.093 for further details.

ALTOF (MON 34)

See also related ALTONr

Function:
Set the alternative page table (PT) equal to the normal page table.

Monitor call format:
MON 34

Input Parameters:
None.

Output Parameters:
None.

Rules:
Callable from background and foreground,
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ALTON (MON 33)
See also related ALTOF.

Function:
Turn on/specify alternative page table (PT) to be used for X and 8 relative data

references. (See NORD—lO/TOO Reference Manuals.)

Monitor call format:
LDA (PAR % A 2 address of parameter list
MON 33 % ALTON

% normal return. X and B relative
% addressing are now through the
% alternative PT

PAR, (lPlT 0/0 address to parameter

Input Parameters:
lPlT = number of the alternative page table (must be 2 3 for background
programs, otherwise, 0, l, 2, or 3).

Output Parameters:
None.

Rules:
1, Callable from background and foreground.
2. When used from background, the background segment size must be 128K.

See @CHANGEBACKGROUND-SEGMENT—SIZE.
ALTON must not be called twice without calling ALTOF in between.

4. If addressing via alternative page table (LDA, STA) status bit 0 should be
set to l. lf this status bit = O, addressing will be via normal page table.

5. Monitor call is independent of condition of status bit 0 collect/return

parameters to alternative page table. (DEF alternative page table :- normal

page table.)
6. After ALTON all non~P~relative addresses go through the page table

specified in the ALTON call.

9"

Example:
ln MAC:

LEA (PAR % A 2 address of parameter list
MON 33 % ALTON

... % normal return
PAR, (3 “/0 use alternative PT = 3

ln Fortran:
CALL ALTON(IPIT)
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APSPF (MON 24%))

Function:
Append spooling file.

Monitor call format:
MON 240

Input Parameters:
= Memory address of file name to be appended to spooling queue.
— Memory address of peripheral file name (name of spooling device).

Number of copies. If T bit l5 2 l the user text is printed.
2 Memory address of user text string (max 128 bytes).O

—
i)
>

>
<

l

Output Parameters:
Error exit: A = Error number
Skip return: OK.

Rules:
As for @APPENDVSPOOLING-FlLE.

ass“; (MON 154)
Function:
Assigns a graded LAM in the CAMAC ident table to a logical device number.
See "NORD Process l/O Software Guide", ND-60.093.

Monitor call format:
MON 154

input Parameters:
T r: graded LAM (T := 0 is used for high priority on level 13)
A :2 logical device number.
D =2 crate number.

Output Parameters:
A =2 0: OK
A =2 ml: error in parameters

Rules:
1. Callable only from foreground.
2, The call will disassign by specifying LON mi (ie, A-register).

Example:
in Fortran:
C LDN LOGICAL DEVICE ND.
C IGL GRADED LAM
C IC CRATE NUMBER

CALL ASSIG(LDN, IGL, 1C)
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BCLlDS (MON 252)

Function:
Special Close monitor call for BACKUPVSYSTEM. Version number, last date
accessed and number of pages in temporary and scratch files are unchanged
when this monitor call is used to Close a file:

Input Parameters:
T 2 file number
A =: reset modified flag A 2 0 modified bit in object entry not reset

A 4: 0 modified bit reset

Output Parameters:
Error return: A = error number
Skip return: OK

BMNW (MON 83)

See also BSlNB, MBINB and lNBT. See also related B8OUT.

Function:
Read 8 bytes from a device.

Monitor call format:
MON 63

Input Parameters:
T : logical device number (do not use terminal).

Output Parameters:
Error return: A = error number
Skip return: A, D, L, X -: bytes read (or words, if word oriented device)
T = 108

Rules:
1, Callable from background and foreground
2. See ruée 2 of B8lNB.
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BEIINB (MON 23)

See also B4|NW, M8INB and lNBT. See also related B8OUT.

Function:
Read up to 8 bytes from a device. The defined echo and break strategies do not

apply.

Monitor call format:
MON 23

Input Parameters:
T = logical device number (do not use terminal)

Output Parameters:
Error return: A = error number
Skip return: A, D, L, X = bytes read
T = number of bytes read or number of words if word oriented device.

Rules:
1. Callable from background and foreground
2. If the logical device uses a standard terminal driver, only the least signi-

ficant 7 bits of the byte contain data. (The user should set the most signi-
ficant bit of every byte to zero.)

Bisour (MON 24)

See also M8OUT and OUTBT. See also related BBlNB.

Function:
Write 8 bytes to a device.

Monitor call format:
MON 24

Input Parameters:
T = logical device number
A, D, L, X = bytes to be written,

Output Parameters:
Error return: A 2 error number
Skip return: OK

Rules:
Callable from background and foreground:
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BRKM

2~—17

(momg
See also related ECHOlVl.

Function:
Set break strategy for a terminal. Break strategies are described in SlNTRAN ||l
System Documentation, ND—60.062.

Monitor call format:
MON 4

input Parameters:
T := logical device number (only ilor RT programs, otherwise break stategy for
the user’s terminal is set)
A < 0: no break

= 0: break on all characters
= 1: break only on control characters
== 2: special MAC break strategy
= 3 to 6: system defined break strategy
=2 7: user defined break strategy. X register points to an 8 word bit
map The bit is set if the corresponding character should break (for
example, bit 4 in the first word is set if character 4 should break).

D = maximum number of characters on input before break. Only if A 2 3.

Output Parameters:
None.

Rules:
1. Callable from background and foreground.
2. Break Table 7 is an option when SINTRAN is generated.

Example:
RT program in MAC:

LDT LDN % T :2 logical device number
SAA l ‘73 A = break on all control characters
MON 4 % BRKM

“/0 normal return

Background program in Fortran (ND—100):
INTEGER ARRAY IARR(8)

CALL BRKM ( l , 7, MAXCHR, IARR)
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(:AMAC: (MON 147)

Function:
Operate the CAMAC (execute NAF), See also "NORD Process l/O Software
Guide", ND-BOOSB.

Monitor call format:
MON 147

input Parameters:
T L: data if write
A :2 NAF

Bits l3 «9: station number
Bits 8 -- 5: subaddress
Bits 4 a 0: function

D = crate number in bit 9 ~ 6

Output Parameters:
T = data if read
X 2 status

Rules:
Callable only from foreground
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CIBUF (MON 13)

See also @CLEAR‘DEVICE. See also related COBUF and lOSET.

Function:
Clear device input buffer.

Monitor calll format:
MON 13

Input Parameters:
T =2 logical device number

Output Parameters:
Error return: A 2 error number
Skip return: A 2 original contents

Rules:
1. Callable from background and foreground.
2. Use RSIO (MON 143) to get the right logical device number,

Example:
In Fortran:
C IUNIT FORTRAN I0 UNIT l0

CALL CIBUHIUNIT)
IlflERRCODE‘ NE. 0) CALL ERROR
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CLADJE (MON 112)
See also related UPDAT, CLOCK and TIME:

Function:
Set the clock forward or back by a specified amount.

Monitor call format:
LDA (PAR % A = address of parameter list
MON H2 % CLADJ

PAR, (NOTIM
(lTUN

Input Parameters:
NOTIM = number of time units the clock will be adjusted

< O: the clock will stand still for NOTIM time units
> O: the clock will be incremented NOTllVl time units

ITUN =1: basic time units (usually 20 msec)
= 2: seconds
= 3: minutes
= 4: hours

Output Parameters:
None.

Rules:
1. Callable only from foreground
2. The scheduling time for RT programs inserted in the time queue by ABSET

is modified. Other scheduling times are not affected. The next execution of
a periodic program is changed if it was first inserted in the time queue by
ABSET but subsequent intervals are unchanged.

3. On ND-lOO with a panel clock, the clock will be adjusted.

Example:
in Fortran:
CALL CLADJ (—15, 2)
The clock stands still for 16 seconds.
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amok (mm 113;.)
See also @DATCL and TiME. See also related CLADJ and UPDAT‘

Function:
Read the current setting of clock and date.

Monitor catll format:
LDA (PAR
MON 113

PAR, CLDAT

CLDAT, 0 0/0 basic units
0 % seconds
0 % minutes
0 % hours
0 % day
0 % month
0 % year

Input Parameters:
None.

Output Parameters:
CLDAT = array as shown above.

Rules:
1. Callable from background and foreground.

Example:
In Fortran:
INTEGER CLDAT(7)
CALL CLOCK(CLDAT)
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CLOSE (MON 43)

See also SPCLO and @CLOSE-FlLE. See also related OPENV

Function:
Close one or more files.

Monitor call format:
MON 43

Input Parameters:
T > O: logical device number of file to be closed,

2 ml: close all user files not permanently open,
a m2: close all user files.

Output Parameters:
Error return: A :2 error number
Skip return: A :2 original contents

Rules:
1. Callable from background and foreground,
2, Close also resets peripheral files. This is equivalent to calling IOSET with

KONTR 2 ml
3, lf you perform CLOSE ~l, the block size of all scratch files permarently

opened is set to 4008.

Example:
In MAC:

SAT ~1 on close all files not permanently opened
MON 43 ”/0 CLOSE
JMP ERROR % error return

"/0 normal return.

MID-60128403



corms: (MON M)

See also @CLEARDEVICE. See also related ClBUF and lOSET.

Function:
Clear device output buffer.

Monitor call format:
MON 14

Input Parameters:
T 2: logical device number.

Output Parameters:
Error return: A 2 error number
Skip return: A n original contents

Rules:
1. Callable from background and foreground.
2. See rule 2 of CIBUF.
3. If internal device is specified, then a break condition is generated starting

the program on the receiving side, if any
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COMND (MON 70)
See also related SETCM.

Function:
Execute a SlNTRAN command from a user program,

Monitor call format:
MON 70

Input Parameters:
A ~ address of command character string, which must be terminated by a
single apostrophe (’),

Output Parameters:
The program ls aborted if the command IS in error.

Rules:
1. Callable only from background
2. If the contents of the user's virtual memory are destroyed by execution of

the command return to the user's program may be impossible,

Example:
ln Fortran:
CHARACTER DELFI ' 50
DATA DELFIW DELETE-FILE XXX’ SYMB' ' '/
CALL COMND (DELFI)
The SINTRAN command DELETEFlLE XXX:SYlVlB is executed from a FORTRAN
background program.
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CONCT (MON 106)
See also ”i‘CONCT See also related DSCNT

Function:
Connect an RT program to the interrupt from n dovme, The RT program lS out in

the execution queue when an interrupt orzmim from the device

Monitor call format:
LDA (PAR "h A nrlrlreeg oi parameter liq

MON 106 "’n CONCT

PAR, (FiTPRO
lLDN

Input Parameters:

RTPRO address of RT descrmtion (I) callmq nrrmram
LDN - looical device number

Rules:
1, Callable only from l'oreground,
2, Several units may be connected to one proumm,
3. Valid only if the device has a "connect" driver routine.

Example:
in Fortran:

EXTERNAL KLOKK

CALL CONCTll<L0l<K,AOlBl
The RT description of KUDKK Will he amt in the execution mmtm \f/l‘ienevm

device 401:: oivee an interrupt
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some (MON 251])

Function:
Copy file pages. The monitor call may be used to copy file pages between two
opened files. One of the files may be a magtape with volume. Copying will stop
at end-of tile or when a nonexistent page or short magtape record is found.

Note that the COPAG monitor call only can be used for sequential copy, is. a
sequence of COPAG calls must always start with page number zero.

Monitor call format:
MON 251

llnput Parameters:
T a File number of source files
A a File number of destination file,
X = Address of double word with page address of first page to copy. The

page address is the same for source and destination.
D : Memory address of buffer to receive short magtape record (it source file

is magtape). D : W1 means the short record wiil not be returned.

Output Parameters:
Error exit: A Error number (destination error)
Skip return: A = Error number (source error, EOF if finished)
Skip—skip return: if source is not magtape: Nonexistent page found.

A&D 2:: Page number of nonexistent pager
T&X === Last page number of continuous area of nonexistent

pages (a hole).
This is only returned it the source is a directory.

X 2 Number of words returned if a short mag tape record
is found Only for mag tape as source and if D 4:: ~~1,

Note: This usage of X and D—registers is designed
spesificaily for the ND Backup—System and is used for
reading hole labels on backup system tapes.

Logical page number of the nonexistent page, i.e.
page that was about to be copied when the error
occured. This is always returned whether the source
or destination is a directory or a tape
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cmsr (MON 2621

Function:
Return information about SINTRAN version, instruction set etc. (see table below),

lnpurt Parameters:
A 2 Always 0
X : Pointer to 12 word long array to receive system information.

Output Parameters:
Error return: A 2 file system error code. A rt: 0 on input gives "illegal

parameter”.
Skip return: A 2 0 Array filled with information (see below)

A 12 word (148) array contains information about the system. The array is divided

into fields for various types of information The following is a detailed description

of each field

DlSP NAME DESCRIPTION

0 SYSNO System number (normally CPU number) 16 bit

1 HWlNFl(O) Hardware information
Left byte =2 CPU type

0 n NORD-iO 48 bit floating
1 = NORD~1O 32 bit floating
2 = ND—1OO 48 bit floating
3 = ND-tOO 32 bit floating
4 » 255 Not used

Right byte = Instruction set

ll Standard (NORD-lO or ND—100)
= NORD—lO commercial, ND-lOO/CE
— ND-iUO/CX

~ 255 Not usedc
o

m
-a

c

l

2 HWlNFO(1) Not used

3 HWINFO(2) Not used

4 SlNVERlO) Operating system

Left byte =2 Operating system
SINTRAN lll VS

1 SlNTRAN lll VSE
2 SINTRAN lll VSE—BOO
3 w SlNTRAN lll RTP
4 ~ 255 Not used

Right byte 3 Version letter
ASCII (A — Z) without parity

11
il

l
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5 SINVERU)

6 REVLEV

7 GENDAT(0)
8 GENDATU)
9 GENDAT(2)

10 GENDAT(3)
11 GENDAT(4)

Rules:

2—28

Not used

Patch/correction level indicator, 16 bit
(System dependent coding)

System generation time (minutes)
System generation time (hours)
System generation time (day)
System generation time (month)
System generation time (year)

Caliable from background and foreground.

ND‘60.128.03



CRAILF (MON 221i
Function:
Create or allocate file from monitor call User SYSTEM/RT can creatie/allocate

tiles in any user‘s tile space Public users must have directory access to

create/allocate file lt startadrlress is zero then create file, if nonzero then
allocate file When create file, it the number cl panes O the file will be

indexed when written to for the first time or contitjiuous if expanded wrth

WEXPANDFILE. lt the number of pages 1 0 the file will be contigumrs.

Monitor call format:
MON 221

Input parameters:
X memory address of source user string, :e. file name
A&D start-address, ie. page address on disk of first page of file

T - address of double word with number of pages

CRALN (MON 2513)
Function:
Create or allocate new file version from monitor call. Users SYSTEM and RT can
create/allocate files in any user’s space; public users must have directory access
Start address = 0 gives create-new~version, otherwise allocate-new-version‘ For
create file, if number of pages = 0 the file will be indexed when written to for
the first time or contiguous if expanded with @EXPAND-FILE; if number of
pages at: 0 the file will be contiguous.

MonitOr call format:
MON 253

Input Parameters:
X = Memory address of file name.
A&D : Start address, iet page address of first page of file.
T = Address of double word with number of pages

Output Parameters:
Error return: A = error number
Skip return: OK
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DAElST (MON127)
See also ABSET.

Function:
Startan RT programialitspecrhc hntetyven Hibasuztune Unns

Monitor call format:
LDA (PAR ”t; A address of parameters list.
MON 127 ’ DABST

PAR, (RTPRO
(DTIM

Input Parameters:
RTPRO RT program address 0 ~ user's program
DTlM double word containing the time when the program rs put in the
execution queue. The number is in basic time Ullll§

Output Parameters:
None.

Rules:
1. Callable only from foreground
2. See rules 2 to 4 of ABSET.
3. Current time in basic: time units can be read by TlME (MON ll).

Example:
In Fortran:
EXTERNAL KLOKK
DOUBLE INTEGER DTIM

DTIM 3000000
CALL DABSTlKLOKK,DTIl~l)
KLOKK IS started when time. reaches 3000000 been: time units.

In MAC:
)9EXT KL0l<K

LDA (PAR
MON 127

PAR, (KLOKK
1 ‘ll DTIM, most: sjgn'ilicgmt word
100000 ‘31?» DTIM, least significant word
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DEABF (MON 2565);
Function:
Deabbreviate file name monitor call

Monitor call format:
MON 256

Input Parameters:
X Memory addrees; of file name (abbrevratedl
A ----- Memory address of butler to receive full file name,

A may be same address as X

Output Parameters:
Error return: A error number

Skip return: OK

DELPG (MON 2712)

Function:
Delete pages of a tile; the file must be opened.

Monitor call format:
MON 272

Input Parameters:
T File number.
A Address of double word with first page to be deleted.
X :: Address of double word with last page to be deleted.

Output Parameters:
Error return: A 2 error number.
Skip return: OK A&D number of pages deleted.
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DEESCF (MON 71)

See also m=DlSABLE~~ESCAPE FUNCTION See alw rrzlatorf EESCF (MON 72)

Function:
Disable escape function, le. no "ueer break" is; performed until the next EZESCF
(MON 72).

Monitor call format:
MON 71

Input Parameters:
T » loqical device number (foreground programs, for background woman‘s, the

user's terminal is assumed and T register is ignoredl

Output Parameters:
None.

Rules:
Callable from background and foreground.

Example:
in Fortran:

CALL DESCFlLDN)
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D I Nll'V (MON 130)

See also INTV

Function:
Pretitaro an RT prm‘irarr‘s for unriotlir: execution lho period IS specifier! m l)€')9l(‘,
time units

Monitor call format:
LDA (PAR "u A aililrese of parameter list
MON ’l30 DlNTV

PAR, (RTPRO
(DTHVI

Input Parameters:
RTPRO address of RT description. 0 ~ calling program,
DTllVl double integer containing the interval between the times when the
nrogram is out in the execution (metre The number is in basic time units.

Rules:
l, Callable only from foreground
2. See rules 2 - 6 of INTV.

Example:
ln Fortran:
EXTERNAL Kl.0KK
DOUBLE INTEGER DTIH

UTIt-l w 3000008
CALL DINTV(KL0l<K,0TIlvi)
The RT program KLOKK is out in the execution queue averv 300000: basic time
units, starting at the next call:

in MAC:
)9EXT KLOKK

LDA (PAR
MON 130

PAR. (KLOKK
1 ‘li, DTIl‘l most significant word
100000 ‘34) UTIM least: significant \-Jf>t‘(l
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DMN

DLUFU

2~34

(nncnv 165)
See also related DOLW.

Function:
Read the current digital status for a group of prooese Input registers

"'NORD Process l/O Software Gurcle”, ND 60.093.

(MOMZW)

See also ELOFU.
Only present with COSMOS.

Function:
Disable local function.

Monitor call format:
MON 277

Input parameters:
None.

Output parameters:
Error return: Error, A = error—code.
Skipreturn: OK.

Rules:
1. Callable only from background.
2. DLOFU is done automatically whenever a user program is terminated.

NDe60.128.03
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DMAC

DOLW

BREAKPOINT (NEON 51)

See also SBRK.

Function:
This is a special monitor call used by the DMAC assembler for setting
breakpoints. Not available for other users.

(MON 166)
See also related DlVV.

Function:
Write to a set of process output registers. See "NORD Process l/O Software
Guide" Nil-60.093.

DOIP’EN (MON 220)
Function:
Open a file for read and/or write access, ldentical wrth OPEN (MON 50) except
when used by user SYSTEM or RT, when DOPEN bypasses normal file access
and uses owner access rights.

Monitor call format:
See OPEN (MON 50).
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DROBJ wwomzun
Function:
Read object entry specified by directory, user and otnect index

Monitor call format:
MON 215

Input parameters:
A memory address of destinatmn olneul entry liuller lrni'r [10" Wordsi
T ~ directory index (left byte) and user index (rrolrt lrytel
X object index

Output parameters:
Error return A error number
Skin return OK

Rules:
1 User SYSTEM may read any olnect entry
2 Public users may only read the obrect entries of files to which they have

read access:

DSCNT uw0N1mn
See also WDSCNT. See also related CONCT and INTV

Function:
Remove all connections to an RT program made by CONCT (or (IQCONCT). ll: the
program is in the time queue it is removed and periodic execution is prevented.

Monitor call format:
LD/~\ (PAR A address of parameter list
lVlClN lU7 "MDSCNT

PAR, (RTPRO

Input Parameters:
RTPRO address of RT (.lescrrntion O , calling orournrrr

Output Parameters:
None

Rules:
1 Callable only from foreground.
2‘ Reserved resources are not released.
3. The program is not removed from the exesetsutrrm queue

Example:
in Fortran:
CALL DSCNT(RTPRU)
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DSET (MON 126)
See also SET.

Function:
Enter an RT program in the time queue and transfer it to the execution queue
after a specified number of basic time units

Monitor call format:
LDA (PAR “m A address; of parameter list
MON 126 ”/0 DSET

PAR, (RTPRO
(DTllVl

Input Parameters:
RTPRO address of RT description. 0 calling urogram.
DTllVl double integer containing the number of basu: time omits the program is
to stay in the time queue.

Output Parameters:
None.

Rules:
1. Callable only from foreground.
2. See rules 2 . 4 of SET.

Example:
In Fortran:
EXTERNAL KLOKK
DOUBLE INTEGER DTIl/l
DTIM = 500
CALL DSET(KLOKK,DTEM)
The program KLOKK Wilt be set up for execution 500 basic time units after the
call.

ln MAC:
)9EXT KLOKK

LDA (PAR
MON 126

PAR, (KLOKK
0 “/0 DTIM, most significant word
500 ”/3 DTIM, least: Slgnlficant word
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ousen. (MON 30%)

Only present with COSMOS

Function:
Disable user defined escape handling.

Monitor call format:
MON 301

Input parameters:
None.

Output parameters:
Error return: Error, A 2 error code.
Skipreturn: OK.

Rules:
1. Cailable only from background.
2. DUSEL is done automatically whenever a user program is terminated.

D‘WOIBJ (MON 216)

Function:
Write access, last date opened for read, last date opened for write, max, byte
pointer specified by directory, user and object index. No file pointers are
affected, User SYSTEM can write any object entry providing the file is closed
and object entry source filename exactly matches destination object entry. Public
users can only write their own object entries.

Monitor ca" format:
MON 216

Input parameters:
A = memory address of source object entry buffer (min 408 words)
T a: directory index (left byte) and user index (right byte)
X = object index

Output parameters:
Error return: A = error number
Skip return: OK

Rules:
1: The file must be closed; source file name and destination file name must

match exactly,
2: User SYSTEM may write any object entry.
3, Public users may only write their own object entries.
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ECl-fiOlVll (MON 3)

See also related BRKM_

Function:
Set echo strategy for a terminal Descriptlrm of echo strategies is tound m
"SlNTRAN lll System Documentation'fl ND 60 062.

Monitor call format:
MON 3

Input Parameters:
T logical device number (foreground programs; for background programs, the
user's terminal is assumed and T register contents ignored.)

< 0: no echo,
::~ 0: echo on all characters
: 1: echo on all except control characters
: 2: special MAC echo strategy
: 3 to 6: system defined echo strategy
:: 7: user defined echo strategy. X register points to an 8 word bit map. The

bit is not set it the corresponding character should give echo (for example, bit 4
in the first word is not set it character 4 should give echo).

>
3

>
>

>
1

>
3

>

Output Parameters:
None.

Ftules:
1A Callable from background and foreground.
2‘ Break Table 7 is an option defined at SYSTEM generation time.

Example:
ln Fortran:
INTEGER ARRAY IARRYlB)

CALL ECHDli‘llLDN, ISTR, IARRY)

RT Program in MAC:
LDT LDN % logical device number
8AA 3 ‘1’“ 2 system strategy number 3
MON 3 We ECHOM

% normal return
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EDTRIVI (MON 206)

See also @ENABLE~TERNHNATION~HANDLING and
®DISABLE—TERMlNATlON—HANDLING.

Function:
Enable/disable termination handling of background and RT programs.

Monitor call format:
LDA (PARLI % address of parameter
MON 206 % list in A—register

PARLI, EDFLA
RTUSF

EDFLA, O % enabie (= 1), disable (= 0) flag
RTUSF, 0 % RT (=0), user break (:1), fatal error (==2)

% flag
% user break and fatal error

Rules:
1. Callable from background and foreground
2. For RT programs termination handling is either on or off.
3. For background programs termination handling can be on or off for either

user break, fatal error or both.
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EESHCF (MON 72)

See also ®ENABLE~ESCAPE-FUNCT|ON. See also related DESCF
(MON 71).

Function:
Enable the "user break" function.

Monitor call format:
MON 72

Input Parameters:
T = logical device number (foreground programs; for background programs, the
user's terminal is assumed and T register is ignored.)

Output Parameters:
None

Rules:
Callable from background and foreground.

Example:
ln Fortran:
CALL EESCF(LDN)
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2—42

ELOFF (MON 303}

Only present with COSMOS

Function:
Escape/local off‘ Disable for escape and local handling.

Monitor call format:
MON 303

Input parameters:
None.

Output parameters:
Error return: Error, A 2 error code
Skipreturn: OK.

Rules:
1. Both ELON and ELOFF are callable only from background.
2. After ELOFF is used, subsequent escapes will not be performed until ELON

is called.
3. if ELOFU has been used, local characters have priority before escape.

(Local function will therefore be performed at ELON if both characters have
been typed while escape/local was off).

4. ELON/ELOFF are only effective in user mode.



ELOFU (MON 276)

See also DLOFU.
Only present with COSMOS.

Function:
Enable local function: Transfers execution to local handling function specified by

the A-register. The character that will act as local character is specified by the

command @DEFINE-LOCAL-CHARACTER (DEF = ASCll 0).

Monitor call format:
MON 276

Input parameters:
A = Program address of local handling.

Output parameters:
Error return: Error, A a error code.

Skipreturn: OK

Rules:
Callable only from background.

ELoN (mow 3G2)

See also ELOFF (MON 303).
Only present with COSMOS.

Function:
Escape/local on. Enable for escape and local handling.

Monitor call format:
MON 302

input parameters:
None.

Output parameters:
Error return: Error, A = error code
Skipreturn: OK:

Rules:
See ELOFF.
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lEl‘ilTSG (MON 157}

See also @ ENTSG.

Function:
Enter a routine as a direct task or as a device driver

Monitor call format:
LDA (PAR 0/0 A z address of parameter list
MON 157 % ENTSG

PAR, (ISEG
(lPT
(INTLEV
(lSTART

Input Parameters:
ISEG = the segment where the routine resides.
IPT = the page table to be used for the segment.
lNTLEV z the interrupt level under which the program is to run (DEC), Must not
be 10, 11, 12 or 13‘ If a device driver routine is to be entered on one of these
levels, a free level (2, 5, 6, 7, 8 or 9) must be specified instead.
lSTART = entry point of direct task or device driver routine. Value is a virtual
address

Output Parameters:
None.

Rules:
Callable only from foreground

Example:
In Fortran:
CALL ENTSG (368, 3, 6, 500008)
A routine loaded on segment 368 is entered as a direct task using page table 3,
interrupt level 6. The routine starts on address 500008.
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ERMON (MON 142)

See also ERMSG. See also related MSG.

Function:
Write a user defined run»time error on the error device.

Monitor call format:
LDA IERR ‘Vo A ,—- error no. as 2 ASCII Char. in the

"/0 range 50—69
LDT lSUB 0,/o T = suberror number
MON 142 % ERMON

% normal return

Input Parameters:
lERR 2 error number, as two ASCll characters in the range 50 - 69. Parity bits
are cleared.
lSUB = suberror number as a positive integer.

Output Parameters:
None.

Rules:
1. Callable only from foreground.
2. The error message is printed as follows:

hhmmss ERROR ierr lN rtprog AT addr; USER ERROR
SUBERROR: isub
where
nn.mm.ss is the time when the error message was printed.

hh - hours
mm ~ minutes
85 — seconds
ierr is error number.
rtprog is RT program name.
addr is octal address (virtual address where the error
occurred.)
isub is suberror number,

Example:
In Fortran:
Current RT program is RTPA.
CALL ERMONlZHSQ, 100)
This means that the following error message will be printed on the error device:
15. 45. 02 ERROR 59 IN RTPA AT 572; USER ERROR.
SUBERROR: 100

In MAC:

LDA (59 % error no. =: 59
SAT 100 "/0 suberror no. = 100
MON 142 “/0 ERMON
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ERMfiG

EUSEL

2~46

(MON 64)

See also QERMS.

Function:
Print the error message for a given file system error number. The program does

not terminate,

Monitor call format:
MON 64

Input Parameters:
A = error number of error message to be printed:

Output Parameters:
' None.

Rules:
1. Callable from background and foreground.
2. The message is output to the user terminal, except when the program is

running under a batch or mode file or running as an RT program. Then the

message is output to the error device.

(MON 30(3)

Only present with COSMOS

Function:
Enable user defined escape handling. Transfer execution at escape to escape
handling function specified by the A»-register.

Monitor call format:
MON 300

Input parameters:
A — Program address of user escape handling

Output parameters:
Error return: Error, A = error code.
Skipreturn: OK:

Rules:
Callable only from background.
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Exmx (MON 3t)

See also @EXECUTE-IOX and IOXN. See also related IPRIV.

Function:
Execute an IOX instruction.

Monitor call format:
LDA (PAR 0/0 A = address of parameter list
MON 31 0/0 EXIOX
STA lAOUT 0/0 contents of A register after the IOX

PAR, (IAIN
(IDRA

Input Parameters:
IAIN = contents of A register before execution.
lDRA 2 device register address, bits IO _ 0 of the IOX instruction.

Output Parameters:
IAIN = function value.
IAOUT = contents of A register after execution (status).

Rules:
Only device register addresses known to SINTRAN are accepted.

EXPFI (MON 231)

Function:
Expand file. User SYSTEM/RT can expand files in any user's file space. Public
users must have directory access. The file must be contiguous or created with 0
pages.

Monitor call format:
MON 231

Input Parameters:
X 2 Memory address of file name
T = Address; of double word with number of pages.

Output Parameters:
Error return: A = error number
Skip return: OK
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FDFDI (MON zsor

Function:
Find user’s defauIt directory

Monitor call format:
MON 250

input Parameters:
X = Memory address of user name

Output Parameters:
Error return: A = error number
Skip return: OK T = Directory index of default directory

A = User index of user in default directory

FDINA (MON 2243)

Function:
Find directory and name index.

Monitor cali format:
MON 243

Input Parameters:
X a Memory address of directory name

Output parameters:
Error return: A = error number
Skip return: OK T = Directory index

A = Name index
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FlX (MON 115)

See also @9l and GDFIXC. See also related UNFIX.

Function:
Fix a nondemand segment in memory, ie. after the call it will no longer be
allowed to be swapped out This function is useful for certain time critical
programs or allocating DlVIA buffers. The pages could be scattered "randomly"
in memory.

Monitor call format:
LDA (PAR % A = address of parameter list
MON HS “/0 FIX

0/0 normal return
PAR, (lSEG

Input Parameters:
lSEG = segment number to be fixed. Must be a nondemand segment.

Output Parameters:
None,

Rules:
1. Callable only from foreground.
2. lf ISEG refers to a nonexistent or demand segment, an error message is

output and the program aborted.
3. The total number of pages that can be used for fixed segments is a system

parameteri it can be specified at system generation time or through the
command 'CHANGE—VARIABLE in @SlNTRANSERVICE-PROGRAM,

4. UNFIX must be called or @UNFIX given before the RT loader can clear the
segment:

Example:
In Fortran:
CALL FIX(ISEG)
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FlXC (MON 160)

:See also FlX and @FlXC. See also related UNFIX.

Function:
Fix a segment in a contiguous area of physical memory.

Monitor call format:
LDA (PAR 0/o A == address of parameter list
MON 160 0/0 FIXC
STA ERCOD % return

EPAR, USEG
UPAGE

Input Parameters:
lSEG = segment number to be fixed.
lPAGE = first physical page number to be loaded.

Output Parameters:
Return status (only if bit 15 is set in segment number parameter).
A = 0 OK

= ~l space not available
= m2 illegal segment
= ——3 segment not loaded
= —4 attempt to fix demand segment
= —~5 attempt to fix too many pages
= ~6 segment already fixed at a different address

Rules:
1. Callable only from foreground
2. UNFlX must be called or @UNFlX given before the RT loader can clear the

segment.
3. See FIX rules 2 and 3.
4. If an error condition occurs, a runtime error message is output on the error

device and the program aborted, but if the most significant bit is set in the
segment number parameter (lSEG) a return status is given to the calling
program A«register.

Example:
ln Fortran:
CALL FIXC(77B,17OB)
The segment number 778 is fixed in memory starting at physical address 3600008
(page number 1708)
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FIXCS (MON 6i)

Function:
A Special form of FlXC in SlNTRAN lll VSE/SOO for the NDASOO monitor to
allocate memory. Some functions are available as an option in SlNTRAN lll VSE
for user programs. it can be used to fix a contiguous area of physical memory
within a given memory range, or allocate a given number of pages (not
segments) within a specified range. This is useful for allocation of large,
contiguous DMA buffers.

Monitor call format:
LDA (PARLI
MON 61

PARLl,

Parameters:
There are 5 parameters. The first is always the function code, the meaning of the
others depends on the function code.
Function codes 1, 2 and 3 are reserved for ND—SOO monitor and must never be
used by any other programs.

Function code 4: Fix a segment contiguously at any address within a specified
area.

PARl = 4 (function code)
PAR2 = segment number (octal)
PAR3 = first (lower) legal physical page
PAR4 : last (upper) legal physical page
PARS = not used
PARS = not used

Error return A = 0 area occupied

ll 1 PARS > last physical page in memory
2 something wrong with the segment

(demand, already fixed etc.)
Skip return: OK. Segment is fixed contiguously.

A = first physical page in segment.

ll

Function code 5: Reserve a contiguous memory area.
PARl = 5 function code
PARZ, PAR3 see function code 4
PAR4 = not used
PARS
PARS

not usedll
ll not used
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Error return: A ll 0 area occupied
= i PAR3 > last physical page in memory
= 2 no free table element in table for allocated memory areas

(system generation)
Skip return: OK, Area allocated.

A 2 first physical page in area
T = area index (to be used when deallocating area)

see function code 6

Function code 6: Release memory area reserved by function code 5.
PAR) = 6 function code
PARZ 2 table index (T~reg on return from function 5)
PAR3 2: first physical page in area (Avreg on return ‘from function 5)

PAR4 2 not used
PARS = not used
PARS 2 not used

Return: error
Skip return: OK

Rules:
1. Callable from background and foreground.
2. This monitor call should not normally be used by application programs but

function codes 4, 5 and 6 can be used to perform certain operations.

3. Return status in A-register (if not skip return).
4. This monitor call is always available in SlNTRAN l|| VSE—SOO, is optional in

VSE but is not available in VS.

roam (MON 274)

Function:
Find object index. The file does not have to be open.

Monitor call format:
MON 273

Input Parameters:
X = Memory address of file name

Output Parameters:
Error return: A = error number
Skip return: OK T 2 Directory index (left byte) and

user index (right byte)
A = Object index
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FOPFN (MON 25?)

Function:
Find open file number.

Monitor call format:
MON 257

Input Parameters:
X 2 Memory address of file name
A = Memory address of default file type

Output Parameters:
Error return: A = error number

D = peripheral device number if peripheral file
Skip return: OK T = open file number

A open code (0 = read, 1 2 write, 2 = read/write)
D peripheral device number if peripheral file

ll
ll

GBEBIZ (MON 2221;

Function:
Get the size of the background segment.

Monitor call format:
MON 222 % GBSIZ
STA BSGSZ % segment size in A—register

Ilnput Parameters:
None.

Output Parameters:
A = 1008 or 2008 (6410K or 12810K, one or two memory banks).

Rules:
Callable from background only.
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GDEVT (MON 263i

lFunction:
Get device type and attributes.

Monitor call format:
MON 263

Input Parameters:
T logical device number
A input (Bl/output (1) flag

Output Parameters:
Error return: A error code
Skip return: OK T

0

\
J
O

‘
J
U

'I
w

-
J

A&D

device type

bitO:
bitl:
bit2:
bit 3

unspecified
terminal
background access device (BAD)
communication channel
internal block device
floppy disk
magtape
mass storage file

device attributes
lNBT/OUTBT allowed
CONCT allowed
lOSET allowed

: block calls allowed
bit 4 :
bit 5 :

clear device routine available
no reservation necessary
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GDlllEN (MON 2449

Function:
Get directory entry. The complete directory entry is copied to the user's buffer. it

contains the following:
Word 0 : flag word

Bit 16 : directory entered
Bit 14 : main device
Bit 13 : default directory
Bit 11 : special use of directory (ie. TEST—DIRECTORY)
Bit 10~~~0 : number of files currently opened on directory

Word 1 : unit (bit 15—12) and device number (bit 11-0)
Word 2 : subunit (bit 15-9) and name index (bit 7——O)
Word 3 : semaphore number for directory
Word 4 : logical unit for device with directory
Word SW12 : directory name
Word 13-»14 : object file pointer
Word 15—16 : user file pointer
Word 17fl18 : bit tile pointer
Word 19—~20 : pages tree (not reserved) on directory

Monitor can format:
MON 244

Input Parameters:
T 2 directory index
X = memory address of buffer for directory entry

0utput Parameters:
Error return: A = error number
Skip return: OK

GERDV (MON 254)

Function:
Get error device ie. logical number of error device and by whom it is reserved.

Monitor can format:
MON 230

Input Parameters:
None.

Output Parameters:
A = logical number of error device
D = RT~description address of reserving program if any, otherwise 0.
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GETRT (MON 30)

See also GRTDA.

Function:
Get the RT description address of the calling program.

Monitor call format:
MON 30 % GETRT
STA §RTAD % A = output parameter

Input Parameters:
None.

Output Parameters:
A = address of RT description.

Rules:
Callable from background and foreground.

Example:
In Fortran:
INTEGER GETRT

IRTAD = GETRTlO)
C THE FORTRAN ROUTINE REQUIRES A DUMMY PARAMETER:
C IRTAD = ADDRESS OF RT DESCRIPTION
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GL (MON 150)

Function:
Read the CAMAC (3L register or the last CAMAC ident number. See aiso "NORD
Process I/O Software Guide”, ND-60.093i

Monitor call format:
MON 150

Input Parameters:
A = function

2 —1: read last idem
# —1: read GL register

D = crate number in bits 9 - 6.

Output Parameters:
A = last iderit or GL register.

Rules:
Caliabie only from foreground.
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GlNAEN (MON 245i

Function:
Get name table entry. The entry is copied to the user’s buffer. it contains the
following:
Word 0—7 : device name
Word 8~9 : device size in ikword pages
Word 10 : hardware sector size of device
Word 11 : flag word

Bit 15 : cartridge disk
Bit 'l4 : drum
Bit 'l3 : single user device eg. floppy disk
Bit 8 : floppy disk
Bit 7 : Phoenix disk
Bit 2—0 : number of directory entries for this device

Word 12 : address of transfer routine in SINTRAN
Word 13 : semaphore used for monitor calls from Ri’”~programs concerning

this device

Monitor call format:
MON 245

Input Parameters:
T = name index
X 2 memory address of buffer for name entry

Output Parameters:
Error return: A = error number
Skip return: OK
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GRAPHIC (MON 1555)

Function:
Execute graphic function for graphic NORDCOM system, pen plotter or

Textronix display.

Monitor call format:
LDA (PAR 0/0 A 2 address of parameter list
MON 155 % GRAPHIC
STA ISTAT % A 2 return status

>—<‘
.

PAR,

Z
-<

LDN
lFUNCA

A
A

A
A

.

Input Parameters:
lX, W = End coordinates of new line relative to current reference point.

W = integer code
LDN = logical device number
IFUNC = routine select

: 0: Go PLOT
=1: Go PLOTS (routine to establish reference point and/or clear a

NORDCOM screen)
= 2: Go NEWP (routine to select pen or screen)

Output Parameters:
ISTAT = output parameter for PLOTT.

Rules:
1. Callable from background and foreground.
2. Some functions require a delay by the calling program. Refer to the

specifications of the peripheral for the required timing.
3. The old call PLOTT is obsolete.
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lG RTDA (MON 351)

See also GETRT. See also related GRTNA.

Function:
Get the RT description address of an RT program.

Monitor call format:
LDA (PAR % A :- address of parameter list
MON 151 % GRTDA
STA RTPRO % A = address of RT description

PAR, RTNAM‘

Input Parameters:
RTNAM’ = RT program name as a character string terminated by a single
apostrophe.

Output Parameters:
A > 0: address of RT description.
A < 0: no RT program with this name.

Output Parameters:
RTPRO > 0: address of RT description.

< 0: no RT program with this name.

Rules:
Callable only from foreground.

Example:
ln Fortran:
INTEGER GRTDA, RTPRO

RTPRU = GRTDA(6HRTPGA' )
IF (RTPRO.GT.O) CALL ABORHRTPRO)
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GRTNA (MON 152)

See also @GET-RT—NAME. See also related GRTDA.

Function:
Get the name of an RT program.

Monitor can format:
LDA (PAR “/0 A = address of parameter list
MON 152 0/0 GRTNA

"/0 T, A, D contain name
PAR, RTDES

input Parameters:
RTDES = address of RT description. 0 = calling program.

Output Parameters:
D = 0: name not found.
D 4; O: T, A, D registers contain name. Right~justified character length is 6 bits

Rules:
Callable only from foreground.
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GTMOD (MON 306])

See also @TERMlNAL~l\/IODE and TERMO (MON 52).
Only present with COSMOS

Function:
Get communication mode for any terminal.

Monitor call format:
MON 306

Input parameters:
T — Logical device number (LDN).

Output parameters:
Error return: Error, A = error code.
Skipreturn: A = terminal mode.

Terminal Capital Delay Stop on Logout on
mode letters? after CR? full page? missing

carrier?

0 N N N N
1 Y N N N
2 N Y N N
3 Y Y N N
4 N N Y N
5 Y N Y N
6 N Y Y N
7 Y Y Y N
8 N N N Y
9 Y N N Y

10 N Y N Y
11 Y Y N Y
12 N N Y Y
13 Y N Y Y
14 N Y Y Y
15 Y Y Y Y

Rules:
Callable from background and foreground.
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GUE‘DB (MON 217)

Function:
Get directory, user and object indexes from open file number.

Monitor calll format:
MON 217

input Parameters:
A = open file number.

Output Parameters:
Error return: A 2 error number:
Skip return: OK.
T = directory index (left byte) and user index (right byte).
X 2 object index.

Rules:
Callable from background and foreground.

GUliSNA (MON 214)

Function:
Get user—name.

Monitor call format:
MON 214

Input Parameters:
A = memory address to which user name should be written (16 characters).
X = directory index (left byte) and user index (right byte).

Output Parameters:
Error return: A = error number‘
Skip return: OK.

Rules:
Callable from background and foreground.
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HOLD (MON 104)

See also @HOLD. See also related RTWT.

Function:
Set the calling program in a waiting state for a specified period. The program is
then continued after the call to HOLD.

Monitor call format:
LDA (PAR % A = address of parameter list
MON 'l04 % HOLD

PAR, (NOTIM
(lTUN

Input Parameters:
NOTIM = number of time units the program will be in the wait state.

= 0: clear SREP bit in RT description without waiting for next
clock interrupt (performance improvement).

ITUN =1: basic time units (usually 20 msec)
= 2: seconds
= 3: minutes
— 4: hours

Output Parameters:
None.

Rules:
l. Callable from background and foreground.
2. No resources are released.
3. lf no wait mode is set HOLD will exit when a break occurs. See NOWT

(MON 36).
4. If the repeat flag is set there is an immediate return from the monitor call.
5. It <number of time units> = 0 this results in the repeat bit being reset

and immediate return (without waiting until the next clock interrupt).

Example:
In Fortran:
CALL HOLDHO, 2)
The calling program waits for 10 seconds before continuing with the next
statement.
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IBREBIZ (MON 313)

Function:
lSlZE and number of characters until break.

Monitor call format:
MON 313

Input parameters:
T - Logical device numbers

Output parameters:
Error return: Error, A = error code.
Skipreturn: A — number of characters in buffer.

X —- number of characters until break.

Rules:
1, Callable from background and foreground.
2. Logical device number must not be 1 (own terminal). Use RSIO (MON 143)

to get the logical device number.
3. lf the logical device is not reserved, the calling program is aborted.
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lNBT (MON 1;

See also M8lNB, 811l and 88lNB. See also related OUTBT.

Function:
Read one byte from a device. lf the device is a data link or word oriented
internal device, read one word.

Monitor call format:
MON 1

Input Parameters:
T = logical device number.

Output Parameters:
Error return: A 2 error number.
Skip return: A 2 data, see lNCH below.

Rules:
1. Callable from background and foreground.
2. if there is no data in the input buffer, the program enters the 1/0 wait

state. This can be changed by NOWT (MON 36).
3. When data is taken from a mass—storage file, the byte pointer is

incremented by one (see SETB).
4. For card reader, the card column is converted to ASCll; the 12 bit card

column can be read directly using lOSET.
5. lf logical device number T == 0 for background program, then echo and

break strategy is set to 1 (see ECHOM and BRKM) input is taken from the
command input buffer and normal SINTRAN line editing can be used.

6. Reading from LDN 0 is reading from SINTRAN command buffer
(background). SlNTRAN line editing can be used. (Lower case characters
are converted to upper case.)

Example:

ln MAC:
LDT FNUM ”/0 T register = LDN
MON 1 ”/0 INBT
JMP ERR % error return, A 2 error number
STA CHAR % skip return, A = data

ln FORTRAN:
C IFNUM FORTRAN IO UNIT NUMBER

ICHAR = INCH (IFNUM)
IF (ERRCODE. NE, 0) STOP
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were (MON 161)

See also related OUTST.

Function:
Read a string of characters from a peripheral device.

Monitor call format:
LDA (PAR % A 2 address of parameter list
MON 161 % lNSTR
STA lSTAT % A = function value

PAR, (LDN
MARRY
(MCHAR
(ITERM

Input Parameters:
LDN = logical device number of a peripheral device.
MARRY = name of input data buffer.
lVlCHAR = maximum number of characters to be read.

lTERM = terminating character; input stops after this character is read.

Output Parameters:
iSTAT = —1: error in parameters

= 0 in bits 15, 14: maximum number of characters is read.
=1 in bits 15, 14: a terminator is found.
= 2 in bits 15, 14: the device buffer is read without terminating on

MCHAR or lTERM, ( RT programs; only; emptying the buffer in
background causes l/'O wait.)

2 3 in bits 15, 14: device error. Bits 7 - 0 contain the error
numbers. if bits 15 and 14 are 0 to 2, bits 13 — 0 contain the
number of characters read.

Rules:
1. Callab‘ie from background and foreground.
2. if the device buffer is empty, the calling program is set in a waiting state.
3. When called from RT there is immediate return if there are no characters in

the internal input buffer.
4, Logical device number must not be 1 (own terminal). Use RSlO (MON 143)

to get the appropriate logical device number.
5. Parameters are fetched and returned to the user via the aiternative page

tabie.
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Example:
in Fortran:

INTEGER ITERM
CHARACTER STRING ' TOO
DATA ITERM/47B/
MCHAR = 100

ISTAT = INSTR ( IUNIT, STRING, MCHAR, ITERM)
C READ FROM IUNIT UNTIL AN ' IS READ OR 100 CHARACTERS HAVE BEEN READ
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I NTV (MON 103)

See also @lNTV.

Function:
Prepare an RT program for periodic execution.

Monitor call format:
LDA (PAR “/0 A = address of parameter list
MON 163 0/0 WW

PAR, (RTPRO
(NOTlM
(ITUN

Input Parameters:
RTPRO 2 address of RT description. 0 = calling program.
NOTlM = interval between each time the program is put in the execution queue.
lTUN = 1: basic time units (normally 20 msec).

2: seconds
3: minutes
4: hours

ll
il

ll

Output Parameters:
None.

Rules:
1. Callable only from foreground.
2‘ To start: the first execution use RT or SET (or @RT or @SET).
3. Periodic execution is reset by a call to DSCNT or ABORT (or @DSCNT or

@ABORT).
4. The interval can be changed at any time by another call to lNTV (or

@lNW).
5. if one execution is unfinished when it is time for the next execution, the

program is scheduled for repeated execution. lf the delay becomes as long
as two intervals, one execution is lost.

6. Scheduling is unaffected by calling CLADJ.

Example:
In Fortran:
EXTERNAL KLIJKK

CALL INTV(KLOKK, 30, 2)
The RT program KLOKK is put in the execution queue every 30 seconds, starting
at the next call to RT or SET.
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IIOSIET (MON 1%)

See also @IOSET.

Function:
Set control information for device.

Monitor call format:
LDA (PAR % A = address of parameter list
MON 141 0/0 IOSET
JAN ERR % A < 0 if error

PAR, (LDN
(IOF
(IPROG
(KONTR

Input Parameters:
LDN = logical device number (not a file number).
lOF = 0: input part.

2 1: output part.
IPROG = O: the device is reserved by the user's terminal (background) or

by the calling RT program (foreground).
4: 0: address of an RT description. The device is assumed to be

reserved by this RT program, If the value of IPROG is not
correct, a return is made with A register = m1.

KONTR = —I: reset device.

Parameter values for card reader are as follows:
—I: clear buffer and set ASCII mode —— all characters are
converted to ASCII code, and trailing blanks are ignored
0: set ASCll mode.
1: set binary mode; subsequent INBT monitor calls return a 12 bit
column image.

For some devices, eg. Process l/O and NORDCOM, the meaning of <KONTR>
is described elsewhere. (See also @IOSET.)

Rules:
1. Callable from background and foreground.
2. Logical device number must not be I (own terminal). Use RSlO (MON 143)

to get the logical number.
3. Logical device number must be reserved.
4. Control code definition is device dependent. See Communication Guide or

SINTRAN listing (lOSET-continue) for details on an actual device.
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IOUlT (MON 35)

See also related MSG.

Function:
Print a number in octal or decimal format on the user's terminal.

Monitor call format:
MON 35

Input Parameters:
T r: 103: octal format.
T = 125: decimal format.
A 2 number to be printed.

Output Parameters:
None.

Rules:
Callable only from background.

Example:
ln MAC:

LDT (l2 “/5 10 = 128
LDA (144 "/5 100 s 1448
MON 35

The number 10010 is written on the terminal.
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lOXN (MON 153)

See also EXlOX.

Function:
Execute a single lOX instruction for CAMAC. See also ”NORD Process l/O
Software Guide", ND~60.093.

Monitor call format:
MON 153

Input Parameters:
A = data if write.
D = hardware device number (20003< D <40003)

Output Parameters:
A = data if read.

Rules:
Callable only from foreground.

Example:
In Fortran:
C ID — data if a write operation
C IC — IOX code

CALL IOXNlID, IC)
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IPRIV (MON 146)

See also related EXIOX.

Function:
Execute priviieged instruction.

Monitor call format:
MON 146 % IPRIV

Input Parameters:
T = instruction to be executed.

Output Parameters:
None.

Rules:
1. CaHabie only from foreground.
2‘ The instruction uses the registers of the calling program.

Example:
In MAC:

LDT (IOX 305 ”/0 T = instruction
SAA A % write ASCII ’A’

% into the write data register of terminal
1

MON 146 % IPRIV
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ISIZE (MON 66)

See aiso reiated OSIZE,

Function:
Get the current number of bytes in the input buffer.

Monitor call format:
MON 66

Input Parameters:
T : logical device number.

Output Parameters:
Error return: A 2 error number.
Skip return: A = number of bytes.

Rules:
1. Callable from background and foreground.
2. Use RSIO (MON 143) to get the logical device number.

Example:
In MAC:

SAT 2 % T : tape reader
MON 66 ”/0 ISIZE
MON 65 ”/0 error return
STA NUMB % normal return

In Fortran:
0PEN(UNIT = IUNIT, . . ,)
NUMB :: ISIZE(IUNIT)
IF(NUM8. LT. 0) THEN CALL ERROR
ELSE
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LASTlC (MON 26)

See also related INBT.

Function:
Get the last character typed on a terminal.

Monitor calll format:
LDA (PAR 0/o A 2 address of parameter list
MON 26 % LASTC
MON 65 % error return
STA KAR % A 2 character

PAR, LDN

Input Parameters:
LDN = logical device number of a terminal.

Output Parameters:
Error return: A 2 error number.
Skip return: A = last typed character (8 bits)

Rules:
1. Callable only from foreground.
2. The terminal need not be reserved by the calling program.
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LEAVE (MON 0)

See also RTEXT.

Function:
Terminate the program being executed and return control to the operating
system. Batch jobs are not terminated (see RTEXT, MON 134).

Monitor call format:
MON 0

Input Parameters:
None:

Output Parameters:
None.

Rules:
l_ Callable from background and foreground.
2. If called from background all files not permanently opened are closed
3. If called from foreground no files are closed but all reserved peripheral

devices are released.
4. For batch jobs the program is terminated but the batch job continues (see

RTEXT).
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mama (MON :21)

See also BBINB and lNBT. See also related M8OUT.

Function:
Read up to 8 bytes from a device. The defined echo and break strategies apply.

Monitor call format:
MON 21

Input Parameters:
T = logical céevice number.

Output Parameters:
Error return: A = error number.
Skip return:

A, D, L, X 2 bytes read.
T :: number of bytes read or number of words it word oriented device.

Rules:
1. Callable from background and foreground.
2. Can be used only on terminals, internal devices and NORDNET channels.

MBQUT (MON 22)

See also B8OUT and OUTBT. See also related M8INB.

Function:
Write up to 8 bytes to a device.

Monitor call format:
MON 22

Input: Parameters:
T = logical device number.
A, D, L, X =2 bytes to be written. A byte = 0 will not be written and terminates
the output.

Output Parameters:
Error return: A 2 error number.
Skip return: OK.

Rules:
1. Callable from background and foreground.
2. Can be used only on terminals, internal devices and NORDNET channels.
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IMAGTP (MON 144)

See also @DEVICE»FUNCTlON.

Function:
Perform operations on magnetic tapes, cassette tapes, Versatec printer/plotter,
floppy disk and NORDNET channels.

Monitor call format:
LDA (PAR 0/0 A = parameter list
MON 144 0/0 MAGTP
STA lSTAT "/0 A register function value

PAR, UFUNC
MARRY
(LDN
UPARl
UPARZ

lnput Parameters:
MARRY = memory area used for data transfer.
LDN = logical device number.
lPARl and lPARZ deviceedependent parameters
lFUNC = function to be performed, see table below (OCT).
lFUNC FUNCTION
0 READ—RECORD
l WRITERECORD
2 READ—ODDeNUMBER—OFBYTES
3 LOOP«WR|TE¥TO-READ~lN~FCU
4 READ—ONE-RECORD~BACKWARDS
5 UNLOCK~AND'STOP
6 LOCKnCASSElTE
7 ERASE~TAPE
10 ADVANCE-TOHEOF
ll REVERSE-TO—EOF
12 WRlTE—EOF
13 REWIND
l4 WRlTE«ERASE—GAP
15 BACKSPACE-RECORDS
16 ADVANCE-RECORDS
l7 UNLOAD
20 READ«STATUS
2l CLEAR—DEVICE
22 CLEAR—DEVlCE (ERROR EXIT)
23 SELECT—DENSITY/PARITYAND—DENSITY
24 READ—LAST—STATUS
25 READ—TAPE~STATUS
26 READ—BYTERECORD
27 WRITE~BYTE~RECORD
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3O
31
32
33
34
40
41
42

43
44
46
60
61

63

2——79

SET—ALPHANUMERlC—MODE
SET—GRAPHIOMODE
GlVE-FORM—FEED
CLEAR-SELECTEDUNIT
SET»D|AGNOST|C~MODE
SET-FLOPPY—FORMAT
FORMAT—FLOPPY
READ~DENSITY
READ~PARITY~AND—DENSITY
READ-FORMAT
READDELETEDRECORD
WRITE‘DELETED—RECORD
GET-CURRENTDISK-ADDRESS
READ-RECORD WITH DOUBLE WORD (32-BIT) WORD~COUNTER
WRITE-RECORD WITH DOUBLE WORD (32-BIT) WORD—COUNTER
READ»"BYTE"-RECORD WITH DOUBLE WORD (32-BIT) BYTE
COUNTER
WRITE-"BYTE"~RECORD WITH DOUBLE WORD (32-BIT) BYTE
COUNTER

Further explanation of IFUNC, IPARI and IPAR2 and the rules for the use of each
function are given under @DEVICE—FUNCTION.

Output Parameters:
ISTAT = function value

Rlules:
I . Callable from background and foreground.
2. If IFUNC is in the range 5 to 249 (except 23), the parameters MARRY,

IPARI and IPARZ are dummy parameters
3. If IFUNC is in the range 20 to 248 (except 23), the hardware status word is

returned In the A register.

Example:
In Fortran:

INTEGER MAGTP
DIMENSION MARRY (N)

C IUNIT = UNIT NO. FROM OPEN STATEMENT 0R LOGICAL DEVICE N0.

ISTAT = MAGTP(IFUNC, MARRY, IUNIT)
IF(ISTAT.NE.O) CALL (ISTAT)
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MAPSIB (MON 304)

Function:
Send message to SIBAS, activate SIBAS and wait for answer from SlBAS.

Monitor call format:
MON 304

Input parameters:
T = SIBAS number (05).
X 2 Address of SlBAS message.
D 2 Address of buffer where returned message will be stored.

Output parameters:
Error return: Error, A = error code.
Skipreturn: OK,

Rules:
Only available in SINTRAN lll VSE and VSE/SOO.

Note:
This is a special monitor call used for SlBAS communication.
SIBAS can run in either NDlO or ND—SOO. If SlBAS runs in ND—lOO then the
communication goes via RTCOMMON. Compared with the old SEBAS
communication, via internal devices, this communication is faster and more
reliable.
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MCALL (MON 132).

See also related MEXlT.

Function:
Call a subroutine on another segment

Monitor call format:
LDT (PAR “/0 T _ address of parameters
MON 132 0/0 MCALL

0/0 return here after MEXIT from subroutine
PAR, SUBR

NEWSG

input Parameters:
SUBR = address of subroutines
NEWSG = new segments to be loaded as current segments in RT description.
Most significant byte == segment number 1, least signifcant byte = segment
number 2. Byte = 3775: do not change segment.

Output Parameters:
At entry point of subroutine (SUBR):
T 2 segment numbers of calling program (before new values from PAR + l).
L = return address.

Rules:
1. Callable only from foreground.
2. MCALL may be nested.
3. MEXIT is used for the return.
4 Reentrant segment (if any) is unchanged.

Examiple:
On segment 208:

LlZlT (PAR % T = address of parameters
MON 132 % MCALL
.,. % return here after MEXIT

PAR, SUBR % address of entry point
10030 % new segments are 208 and 308

On segment 303:
SUBR, STT SAVT % save T register

COPY Si. DT % save L register
STT SAVL %
.. . % local processing in subroutine
LDT SAVL % L = return address
COPY ST UL %
LDT SAVT % T = calling program segments
MON 133 “/0 MEXIT to location after MCALL above

SAVT, 0
SAVL, O
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MIDLFI (MON 54)

See also @DELETE-FILE and @DELETE—USERSFILES.

Function:
Delete a file and release its pages.

Monitor call format:
MON 54

Input Parameters:
X 2 address of a file name string. The string must be terminated by an
apostrophe ('). The name must be unique. It a version is specified, only that
version is deleted (DEF version :2 all versions).

Output Parameters:
Error return: A = error number.
Skip return: OK.

Rules:
1. Callable from background and foreground.
2. Permitted for all users with directory (D) access to the file (for foreground

programs, user RT must have directory access).

Example:
In MAC:

LUX (FNAME % address of file name
MON 54 % MDLFI
JMP ERROR % error return
... % normal return

FNAM, ’F—1:UATA’ % file name

All versions of the file F—11DATA are deleted.

In Fortran:
CHARACTER FILNAM‘ZO
DATA FILNAM/’ FJl : DATA' ' '/

CALL MDLFI(FILNAM)
IF(ERRCUDE. NE. 0) CALL ERROR
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MEXIT (MON 133)

See also lVlCALL

Function:
Exchange one or both current segments. Can be used to return to a call (by
lVlCALL) from another segment. Execution proceeds in the logical address
determined by the content of the L--register.

Monitor call format:
LDT lVlSEG 0/0 T : new current segment no.
JPL CHSEG “/0 call MEXIT routine

0/0 return after monitor call (if segment not
exchanged)

CHSEG, MON 133 0/0 MEXIT

Input Parameters:
MSEG s most significant byte: first segment number; least significant byte:
second segment number. Normally only one segment is exchanged at a time.
Segment number 377a means do not change segment.

Glutput Parameters:
None.
Return from the monitor call is made through the L—register in the calling
program. le. if returning from a routine called by lVlCALL the L-register must
contain the original value (point to the return address after MCALL).

Rules:
1. Callable only from foreground.
2‘ Note the difference in function between MON 133 and CALL MEXlT (in

rortran).

Example:
In MAC:
Assume current segments are 368 and 408.

LDT MSEG % T = new current segment no.
JPL CHSEG % call MEXIT routine

CHSEG, MON 133 0/0 MEXIT
MSEG, 17440 “A; new first: segment = 37::

Segment 37a is loaded as new first segment.

In Fortran:
CALL MEXIT (37B)
Segment 37s is loaded as the new second segment.
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MGDAE (MON 230)

Function:
Get DlSCONNECT and ESCAPE character.

Monitor call format:
MON 230

Input Parameters:
T 2 logical device number (if RTcprogram, always user's terminal if background)

Output Parameters:
A 2 left byte, disconnect character

right byte, escape character

Rules:
Callable from background and foreground.

MGFIIL (MON 273)

Function:
Get file named The file does not have to be open.

Monitor call format:
MON 273

Input Parameters:
T = directory index (left byte) and user index (right byte)
A object index
X memory address of buffer to receive file namell

Output Parameters:
Error return: A = error number
Skip return: OK
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MG'll'TY (MON 16)

See also @GET-TERMINAL—TYPE. See also related MSTTY.

Function:
Get terminal type The terminal type is an integer value residing in the datafield
of the terminal.

Monitor call format:
MON 16

Input Parameters:
T = logical device number (must be a terminal).

Output Parameters:
Error return: A = error number.
Skip return: A = terminal type.

Rules:
1. Ctallable from background and foreground.
2. Norsk Data's standard terminal types are shown in Appendix B.
3. li‘ logical device number = 0 it is the user’s terminals If > 0, it has the

same meaning for background and foreground programs.

Example:
In Fortran:
C IUNIT — LElN 0R FORTRAN I/O UNIT NO.

CALL MGTTYlIUNIT, ITT)
IF(ERRCODE. NE. 0) CALL ERROR

MHriLc (MON 2M)

Special monitor call/driver for HDLC interface Callable from background and
RT—programs. See ”Communication Guide", ND—60,134 for further description.
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MlOlNF (MON 312)

Function:
Find if a specified monitor call is implemented in this system.

Monitor call format:
MON 312

Input parameters:
A = Monitor call number

Output parameters:
Return: A 2 Monitor call is not implemented.

Skipreturn: A = address of monitor call routine entry:

Monitor call is implemented in this system,

Rules:
Callable from background and foreground.

MRNFI (MON 232])

Function:
Rename file. Permitted if user has directory access to the file. Rules as for

@RENAME—FILE.

Monitor call format:
MON 232

Input Parameters:
X = memory address of file name
A = memory address of new file name

Output Parameters:

Error return: A 2 error number

Skip return: OK
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manna: (MON 227)

Function:
Set DISCONNECT and ESCAPE character.

Monitor call format:
MON 227

Input Parameters: E
T = iogica! device number (if RT—program, always user's terminal if background)
A = left byte, disconnect character

right byte, escape character

Output Parameters:
None

Rules:
Callable from background and foreground.
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MSG

2—a88

(MON 32)

See also related IOUT.

Function:
Write a character string on the user's terminal.

Monitor call format:
MON 32

input Parameters:
X = address of Character string. The string is terminated by an apostrophe (').
Maximum number of characters is 512m.

Output Parameters:
None.

Rules:
1. Callable only from background.

Example:
In MAC:

LDX (TEXT
MON 32 % MSG

TEXT, 'THIS IS TEXT' “n text string

ln Fortran:
CHARACTER TEXT’lD
DATA TEXTI' MORE TEXT' ' '/
CALL MSG(TEXT)
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MISMBB (MON 3&5)

Function:
Get message from application, process message and restart application with
answer message (special monitor call used from SIBAS).

Monitor call format:
MON 305

input parameters:
T = SlBAS number (0-5)
A = 0 send, restart application, wait for application.
A at 0 send-restart application and continue,

Output parameters:
Error return: Error, A = error code.
Skipreturn: OK.

Rules:
1‘ Only available in SINTRAN lli VSE and VSE/ESOO.
2. SiBAS must have access to RTCOMMON‘
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MSTTY (MON 17)

See also @SET~TERMINAL—TYPE. See also related MGTTY.

Function:
Set terminal type. The value is placed in the terminal type location of the

datafleld.

Monitor call format:
MON 17

Input Parameters:
T : logical device number (must be a terminal).
A = terminal type («32768 < A S 32767).

Output Parameters:
Error return: A = error number.
Skip return: OK.

Rules:
1. Callable from background and foreground.
2. Normal input and output to the terminal is unaffected but the value maybe

used through MGTTY for terminal dependent l/O. Norsk Data’s standard
terminal types are shown in Appendix B.

3. See rule 3 of MGTTY (MON 16).

mums (MON 213)

Function:
Get directory and user index.

Monitor call format:
MON 213

Input Parameters:
X = memory address as directory namezuser name (max. 16 characters before
and 16 Characters afte;r colon) or user name (max. 16 characters) string.

Output Parameters:
Error return: A = error number.
Skip return: T = directory index (left byte) and user index (right byte).

Rules:
Callable from background and foreground.
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NtO‘lNT

N 5010M

(MON :36)

Function:
Set wait or no wait mode for l/O calls to character devices.

Monitor call format:
LDA (PAR 0/0 A = address of parameter list
MON 36 “/0 NOWT
STA lSTAT % return status

PAR, (LDN
(lOFL
(NOWF

Input Parameters:
LDN =
IOFL ==

NOWF ll
ll

¢

logical device number of a characteroriented device.
l/O flag
0: input
1: output
no wait flag
0: the l/O calls cause l/O wait mode.
0: the l/O calls never cause an l/O wait. Instead of setting the
program in l/O wait (see rule 2 of lNBT and OUTBT) the l/O call
returns with error number = 3 (EOF). If the device then detects a
break, a restart condition occurs. After the first break character,
every character will cause a restart condition. It the program has
become passive (RTWT or HOLD) it will be restarted immediately.

Output Parameters:
A = 010K.
A 4: 0: error in parameters

Rules:
Callable from background and foreground

(MON 60)

Special monitor call for ND-SOO Monitor. Not to be used by application programs
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OPEN (MON 5(3)

See also @OPEN'FILE. See also related CLOSE.

Function:
Open a file with specified access.

Monitor call format:
MON 50

input Parameters:
X =t: 0: address of file name string (must be terminated by an apostrophe (’))_

z 0: file name is read from the terminal (illegal from batch and RT).
A =address of default file type string (must be terminated by a single

apostrophe (')).
T : access code.

= 0: sequential write
= l: sequential read
= 2: random read or write
= 3: random read only
= 4: sequential read or write
= 5: sequential write append
= 6: random read or write common (contiguous files)
= 7: random read common (contiguous files)
=8: random read or write (contiguous files); direct transfer mode (RFILE,

WFlLE and MAGTP in foreground programs)

Output Parameters:
Error return: A = error number.
Skip return: A = logical device number (open tile number).

Rules:
Callable from background and foreground.

Example:
ln MAC:

SAT 0 % sequential write
LDX (FILNA % address of file name
LDA (FILTY % address of file type
MON 50 "/u open file
JMP ERROR "/0 error return

“/0 return when file successfully opened

FILNA, ’ SCRATCH-FILE
FILTY, ' SYMB'
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()SIZE (MON 67)
Sm» Mun nah-Wm] IRQ/F

Function:
(5m Hm current number of hvm‘; Hvallahln in! wulr) m 1hr: mun”! bll

Monitor can format:
MUN R]

Input Parameters:
'I logical devcce number

Output Parameters:
Erwr return A error number
93k”) rmllrn /~\ munber of hvirfiilhm 17:1t WHHDHWIHHUHt:;m%|lx<1‘(}VV/\H

Rules:
3 CaHable 1mm baclzw'uund um! fouguummi

'2 Not mn‘mcable 1.0 internal dowry)»; Um» ISM/F IMUN Hm mu! ‘-1'H“'{Hi? Mn:

CUHIQI‘t from the SIZP, of UV»? mm bufim

Example:
In MAC

SAT 3 " ' {app [much
MON 67 USIZE
MON 65 m‘rm Hm“ n
STA NUMB '1 rmrnml rM_m-n

In Fnriram'

INTEGER USIZE
NUNB ,_ OSIZEUUNIT)
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OUTBT (MON 2)
See HI‘K) MROUT and 8801,“ SN) (Han whim! INF” MRINB RHINB anti R/HNVV

Function:
Write one byte to :3 (ieviitv or 9'! him H the Urn/urn m :x (Mm hnk or word mmnlml

mtmnnt device. write one \Nmrl!

Monitor call format:
MON 2

Input Parameters:
T locum-H devme nnnmer

/\ data m Mast Sunnmrzmt hym or in“ word It mm hnk or word rn‘lented

mmrnnl devace.

Output Parameters:
Fnor return. A , error number

8km return no error

Rules:
1 (Iahie from hmzmxmnnrf gnu] fmeurnnnri

2 If the output buffer In; hill the mourznn (‘HH‘J‘K the IN.) wan State l'hm can
he changed by NOVVI (MUN 3,6)

3 When data is outnut to n manna s‘hnmw hlv the hvte pointer Is Incremented

hv one.

Example:
In MAC

LDT FNUM “ T reummr f) In no
LDA CHAR /\ reuister (1am
MON 2
JMP ERROR “a, cr‘z'm rem: n /\ error no,
JMP NEXT normal relln n

In FORTRAN:
CALL UUTCH (IFNUM, ICHAR)
IF (ERRCDDE. NE. 0) STOP

DUTCH

See OU I 81'.
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oursr (MON 162)

See also MSG. See also related lNSTR.

Function:
Write a string of characters to a peripheral device.

Monitor call format:
LDA (PAR “/n A 3 address of parameter list
MON 162 ”/0 OUTST
STA lSTAT 0/0 A 2.: function value

PAR, LDN
MARRY
MCHAR

Input Parameters:
LDN : logical device number of a peripheral device.
MARRY = name of data destination.
MCHAR = number of characters to be written.

Output Parameters:
lSTAT 1: error in parameters

= O in bits 15, 14: OK.
2 2 in bits 15, 14: total size of the device buffer < MCHAR (does not

apply to terminals and communication channels).
2 3 in bits 15, 14: device error, bit 7-0 contains error number.

Rules:
1. Callabie from background and foreground.
2 Use RSIO (MON 143) to get the logical device number.
3. If all characters in MARRY cannot be output to the internal output buffer,

the program is set in a waiting state.
This is an option and must be specified when SlNTRAN is ordered.

5, Parameters are fetched and returned to the user via the alternative page
table.

Example:
ln Fortran:
ENTEGER OUTST

ISTAT 2 0UTST( IUNIT, MARRY, MCHAR)
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PAGET (MON 57)

See also @SET—USER—PARAMETERS, PASET,
@DEFINE-TERMINATION— HANDLING, @ENABLE—TERMlNATlON—HANDLlNG
and @DISABLE—TERMlNATlONwHANDLlNG.

Function:
Get values of the five parameters kept in the system for each background user

In the case of enabled termination handling some of the parameters are given

values by SINTRAN whenever a program is terminated with escape MON 0, MON
65 or a fatal error:

Monitor call format:
LDA {PARLI
MON 57

PARLI, ARRAY
ARRAY, 0 % pl

0 0/0 DZ
0 0/0 [03
O 0/0 p4
0 0/0 p5

Output parameters:
In the case of termination handling by SlNTRAN:
p1: left byte = directory index, right byte = user index.
p2: logical device number (terminal number).
p3: —~1 if escape, otherwise error number.
p4: user defined.
p5: user defined.

Rules: ,,,,,,,,
i. Callable only from background
2. P1, P2 and P3 can be user defined if termination handling is not used.

Example:
In Fortran:
INTEGER IARR(5)
CALL PAGETlIARR)
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Miser (MON 56)

See also @SET-USER-PARAMETERS, PAGET,
@DEFlNE~TERM|NATlON‘HANDLING, @ENABLECTERMlNATION-HANDLING
and GEDISABLE~TERMlNATlON~HANDLING

Function:
Set the values of the five user parameters for each background program.

Monitor call format:
LDA (PARLl
MON 56

PAR Ll, ARRAY
ARRAY, 0 % pl

0 0/5 p2
O % p3
0 % p4
0 % p5

Input Parametera:
pl: left byte = directory index, right byte 2 user index
p2: logical device number (terminal number)
p3: —l if escape, otherwise error number
p4: user defined
p5: user defined

Rules:
1. Callable only from background.
2. P1, P2 and P3 can be user defined if termination handling is not used.

Example:
In For-tran:
INTEGER IARR (5)
CALL PASETl IARR)

Piocm (MON 255B
Function:
Reserved monitor call for PlOC (Programmable l0 Controller).
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PRIOR (MON 110)
See also @PRIOR.

Function:
Set priority of an RT program.

Monitor call format:
LDA (PAR 0/0 A 2 address of parameter list
MON 110 % PRIOR
STA IP 0/0 A = the old priority

PAR, (RTPRO
(lPRl

lnput Parameters:
RTPRO = address of RT description. 0 == calling program.
lPRl = new priority. 0SlPRl<255m

Output Parameters:
lP = old priority.

Rules:
1. Callable only from foreground.
2. Programs with priority = 0 will never be started.

Example:
in Fortran:
IP = PRIOR (KLOKK, 30)
The priority of the RT program KLOKK is set to 3010.
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PRLS (MON 125)
See also @PRLS: See also related PRSRV.

Funcltion:
Release a device from the program which reserved it.

Monitor call format:
LDN (PAR 0/0 A = address of parameter list
MON 125 % RLS

PAR, (LDN
(éOF

Input Parameters:
LDN == logical device number.
lOF 0: input part.

: 1: output part.

ll
ll

Clutpsut Parameters:
None.

Rules:
Callable only from foreground.

Example:
In Fortran:
CALL PRLSl4108,1)
The output part of device 4108 is released from the program which reserved lt‘
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2-100

PRSRV (MON 124)
See also @PRSRV. See also related PRLS.

Function:
Reserve a device for an RT program.

Monitor call format:
LDA (PAR 0/o A = address of parameter list
MON 124 % PRSRV
STA lSTAT 0/0 A = function value

PAR, (LDN
(lOF
(RTPRO

Input Parameters:
LDN = logical device number; must be a peripheral device or a semaphore.
lOF : 0: input part.

= 1: output part.
RTPRO = address of RT description. 0 = calling program.

Output Parameters:
lSTAT = O: reservation was successful.

< 0: device was already reserved.

Rules:
Callable only from foreground.

Example:
ln Fortran:
EXTERNAL KLOKK
INTEGER PRSRV

ISTAT = PRSRV (4018, 1, KLOKK)
Output part of device 4018 is reserved for the RT program KLOKK,
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2—101

(terms (MON 65)
See also ERMSG.

Function:
Print the error text for a given SlNTRAN file system error number. The program
is then terminated.

Monitor call format:
MON 65

Input Parameters:
A = error number for which message is to be printed.

Output Parameters:
None.

Rules:
1. Callable from background and foreground
2, The message is output to the user's terminal, except when the program is

running under a batch or mode file or foreground program, when the
message is output to the error device.

3. ‘fermination handling for background programs is triggered if enabled.

Example:
in MAC:

SAT 1 % T = user' 3 terminal
MON t 0/u INBT
MON 65 % print error message and terminate
STA CHR % save byte

QERMS is used directly as an error return.
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RD SK

2—102

(MON 5)
See aisn RPAGE and RFILE, See also relalmi \NDl‘s‘K

Function:
Read random block from the scratch iika, logical dawn-2 number 100.,

Monitor call format:
MON 5

Input Parameters:
T ~ block number (T ‘~ 0)
X memory address of data destinztition

Output Parameters:
Error return' A ,_ error number
Skin return A original mmtents.

Rules:
1' CaHabie onIy from ba(::kriround
2 Standard block size is 256m words it (:an be uhanoed by SETBS (MON i’Bi
Ii RFILE can be used instead.

Example:
In MAC:

LDT BLNU ‘13 T reuister Monk no

LDX (DATA X register memory address
MON 5 RUISK
JMP ERROR error return

i normal re turn

RDPAG (MON 2210)
Function:
Read disk pages. Any page can be read, but tine (iH'CCUH'V must he reserved with
the REDIR monitor cal}, Available for users RT and SYSTEM

Monitor call format:
MON 270

Input Parameters:
T , directory index
X a» memory address of buffer for the pages
A memory address of double word with disk page address
D number of 1k pages to transfer

Output parameters:
Error return: A error number
Skip return: OK

NIB-60128.03



2—403

REABT (MON 75)

RED”?

See also related SETBT

Function:

Read the byte pointer as used by the next ‘§(2(1ll(‘iltllal access 01 mass storage

tale

Monitor call format:
MON 75

Input: Parameters:
T lile number.

Output Parameters:
Error return‘ A error number

Skip return: A byte pointer (0 - AD '- maxin'aum byte pornterl

Rules:
Callable from background and foreground

Example:
In MAC:

LUT lFNO ’7”. T H .l 9 number
MON 75 “r; REABT
MON 65 {Va error return
STD IBYTE ‘54. AD - byte pointer

ln Fortran:
DOUBLE INTEGER IBYTE
0PENlUNIT IUNIT, , , .)
CALL REAB‘HIUNITJBYTE)
IF(ERRCODE. NE. 0) CALL ERROR

(MON 2461)
Function:
Reserve a directory for special use.

Monitor call format:
MON 246

Input Parameters:
T r: directorylndex

Output Parameters:
Error return: A error number
Skip return: OK

Rules:
1. The directory must be entered.
2. No files must be open on the directory. Users cannot enter or open files on

a reserved directory.
Available for users RT and SYSTEM.
Only user RT and the current user must be entered if main directory.

5. The directory must be relenged with RLDlR

ND-60.128,03
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2—404

REENT (MON 167)

Function:
Attach a segment as a rt’lti’tlrmil ‘§(?(]lll('?lli

Monitor call format:

PAR,

LDA (PAR "it /\ “(ifirlEfSQ oi painnwtor il‘il

MON ‘67 ”it REENT

“SECS

Input Parameters:
lSEG -- segment number

Output Parameters:
None,

Rules:
1. Callable from background and foreground
2: The segment may overlap the current two segments As long as access to

a page in lSEG is only fetch and read, the page ic considered reentrant.

When the page is acceseed for write it locxefs its reentrani statue and is;

considered nonreentrant belonging to one of the two overlapping current

segments. If the page is accessed for write and there is no overlapping

page in the current segments an error iiieesaoe is [)l‘CfliHUETi

a)

h)

(2')

Example:
in Fortran:

The segment is treated as reentrant only for prourains which have

declared it reentrant
The parts of the reentrant segment winch do not overlap Virtual

addresses in the user's ordinarv seuinents are read oniv and are
intended to contain pure procedure or constants. When trying to
write to these segments the error message "outside segment

bounds" is; given
it is possible to write to the overlapping part, A working (:(ipy or the

pages is created for each program involved

CALL REENTHSEG)
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RELEES} (MON 123;)
$00 Mao “RELEASE DEVICE: UNI? “WRELE/VH» HH mu! PRLS 800 am» [elatmi
RESRV

Function:
Roloasm 1» device so that H can he used hv othm mom'mw;

Monitor call! format:
LDN {PAR ”n /\ ndomu‘: 0f[)21'!]lH(‘1{>l'll‘§[

MON 123 “u RELES
”1- normal v'rmmx

PAR, (LDN
HOF

input Parameters:
LDN loomal device number
IOF U: imwt part.

1' output part

Output Parameters:
None.

Rules:
1 Cnilahle from backgroumi and foreonmmi

2 Norma: termination of a Mrewmmd program mlonww Hm vipvice CLOSE
(MON (13) and WCLOSF, also releaw Hm (ipvirto See :1!q rule 9 o! RESRV
(MON 122).

Example:
In Fortran:

CALL RELES(LDN, 10F)
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RERRP (MON 207)
Function:
Read-error parameters. Returns to the user the parameters from the last system
error (runtime error) plus a flare) Indicating whether the last terminated

RT program was aborted by the system, by itself or hy other user RT programs

Monitor call format:
LDA (PARLI
MON 207
JAZ OK "n A register (I OK
JMP ERROR "In A register i ('I' error

OK.

PARLI, ARRAY

ARRAY, “n error number (ASCII)
(I error P red (user orograrri)

O
O
0 ”2. error parameters I (A red)
0 it: error parameters 2 IT red)
0 ”t- RTrproqram
O I flag (0 it aborted by system else

RT description address)

Input Parameters:
None

Output Parameters:
A r: 0: OK

w l53p. illegal address (of parameter) reference in monitor call. See call format.

Rules:
1. ASCII error code does not have parity bits set.
2. ASCII error code is the decimal run time error (see Appendix D).
3‘ The first five parameters are set by the IERR routine when an RTerror

occurs The flag is only changed it RTtermination handling is enabled. In
such cases it is set to zero if the program is aborted by the system or set
to RT-description address it terminated by MON 105 (ABORT) or MON (I.
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RESRV (MON ll22)

See also WRESERVE DEVICE UNIT, ’II‘RESERVE FILE and PRSRV. See also
related RELES.

Function:
Reserve a device for the exclusrve use of the callinu RT immrain.

Monitor call format:
LDA (PAR "n A address ol parameter list
MON 122 H... RESRV
STA ISTAT "ii A reservation status

PAR, (LDN
(IOF
llRET

Input Parameters:

LDN n logical device number; must he a peripheral device or a semaphore
lOF 0', input part

- 1: output hart.
lRET 0: if the unit is reserved, set the program in a waiting state. Otherwise,

return from the call.
~ l: if the unit is reserved, return with ISTAT v 0; otherwise return with

lSTAT 0.

Output Parameters:
lSTAT output status, dependent on lRET as shown above

Rules:
1. Callable from background and foreground.

When used in a background program the unit is still reserved even if the
user program is terminated. The terminal user can release the unit by
(EitPRLS under user SYSTEM; it is also released at log out.
When used in an RT program the unit is released when the program is
terminated.

2, OPEN (MON 50) and @OPEN reserve a device. If OPEN is used from
background the device is released it escape is pressed; it RESRV is used it
is not released. lnternallv, OPEN uses the file system, RESRV does not,
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RFILE

2———‘l08

(MON 117)
Sen also "’i‘RFlLE and RF’AUF See also related VVFHF

Function:
Transfer a number of words lrom one or more random file blocks into memory

Monior call format:
LDA lPAR ”z, address of parameter ’ist
MON 117 “l: RFILE
JAF ERROR “it error if A . l) A error no

, ”it OK if A ll
PAR llFNO

(lRET
MADR
llBNO
(NWORD

Input Parameters:
lFNO file number from OPEN monitor call.
IRFT 0' return from RFILF is suspended until the transfer is complete.

at 0: return is made as soon as the transfer is started. WAITF (MON
121) can be used to check for rtoi'npletiim lRET is always 0 for
background programs

lVlADR : memory address of data destinatsiiin.
IBNO ‘2 0: number of file bloelz where data starts

7 1* read next block
NWORD number of words to be transferred ll NWORD is greater than the

block size, the next block or blocks are read In direct transfer
mode (see OPEN) NWORD must be a multiple of the block size as
set by SETBS (MON 76)

Output Parameters:
A 0‘ OK,
A *l 0: error number.

Rules:
1 Callable from background and foreground
2. This monitor call can be used as a substitute for RDISK and RPAGE.
3. When using access code D (direct transfer) the logical block size must he a

multiple of the physical block size The number of words transferred must
be a multiple of logical block size
On a peripheral file the next block is always read, ie. reading is sequential

3 Data transfer across segment or RT common limits is not allowed
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mum (MON 247};
Function:
Re|ease (irrectory from snerzlal use Mm! be used after a (irrectorv has; been
reserved With REDIR.

Monitor calll format:
MON 248

Input Parameters:
T , directory index

Output Parameters:
Error return: A x error number
Skip return: OK
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(MON 62)

See also @FlLE-STATISTlCS. See also related SMAX.

Function:
Get the number of data bytes in an open file.

Monitor call format:
MON 62

Input Parameters:
T = file number.

Output Parameters:
Error return: A = error number.
Skip return: AD 2 number of bytes.

Rules:
1. Callable from background and foreground
2. The number of data bytes is only relevant for sequentially accessed filesl

Example:
In MAC:

LOT {101 %’ = file number
MON 62 % RMAX
JMP ERROR % error return

% normal return

In Fortran:
DOUBLE INTEGER NOBYT
DPEN(UNIT = IUNIT, . . .)
CALL RMAX(IUNIT, NOBYT)
IF(ERRCODE. NE. 0) CALL ERROR
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Rome (MON 41)

See also @ [)UMP—OBJECT-ENTRY.

Function:
Read object entry of an opened file.

Monitor call format:
MON 41

l1nput Parameters:
T = opened file number.
A z memory address of data destination.

Output Parameters:
Error return: A = error number.
Skip return: OK, data destination contains object entry.

Rules:
1‘ Callable from background and foreground.
2‘ 408 words are read.
3. The device number location of the object entry contains the logical device

number (bits 11-0) and the unit number (bits 15-12) of the mass storage
device on which the file resides.

Example:
In MAC:
(file 101 is opened)

LDT (101 % open file no. == 101
LDA (OBJEN % read to data area
MON 41 % ROBJE
JMP ERROR % error return

“/9 normal return
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RF’AGE (MON 3)

See also RDlSK and RFSLE. See also related WPAGE.

Function:
Read random block from a file.

Monitor call format:
MON 7

Input Parameters:
T = file number (1008 s:
A block number (A 2: 0)
X memory address of data destination.

ll T S = 1215)

ll
ll

Output Parameters:
Error return: A = error number.
Skip return: A = original contents.

Rules:
1. Callable from background and foreground.
2. Standard block size is 256m words. it can be changed by SETBS (MON 76).
3. This monitor call can be substituted by RFILE.

Example:
In MAC:

LDT FILE % T register = file no.
LDA BLNO % A register = block no.
LDX (DATA % X register = memory address
MON 7 %RPAGE
JMP ERROR °/o error return

% normal return
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RSEGM (MON 53)

See also @LlSTwSEGMENT and @SlNTRAN-SERVICE—PROGRAM.
“DUM|°~SEGMENT-TABLE-ENTRY.

Function:
Read the contents of a segment table entry to the user’s memory (option).

Monitor calll format:
LDA (PAR 0/0 A = address of parameter list
MON 53 % RSEGM
MON 65 % error return

% normal return
PAR, SEGNO

ARRAY

Input Parameters:
SEGNO = segment number; if = 0 means RT—COMMON in which case only

LOGADR, MADR (first physical page) and FLAG are significant.

Output parameters:
ARRAY == 5 word array containing

SEGLlNK
BPAGUNK
LOG ADR
MADR
FLAG

See Real Time Guide (ND—60.133) for further explanation

Rules:
Callable from background and foreground.
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(MON 143)

Function:
Get execution mode of calling background program, user and input and out file
numbers.

Monitor call format:
MON 143

Input Parameters:
None.

Output Parameters:
A = execution mode

=2 0: interactive program
= l: batch job
= 2: @MODE job
2 3: RT—program

T = file number of command input file (logical unit number of terminal in
interactive mode).
D = file number of command output file (logical unit number of terminal in
interactive mode).
X = main directory index (most signigicant byte) and user number (least
significant byte) under which the program is running (corresponds to the number
listed by @LlST-USERS)

Rules:
Cailable from background and foreground.
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(MON 55)

Function:
Read next spooling queue entry. The entry is removed from the queue.

Monitor caII format:
MON 55

Input Parameters:
X 2—» memory address of queue entry destination. This should be a 128m word

areal
T = logical device number of spooling device.

Output Parameters:
Error return: A 2 error number.
Skip return: OK.

Subroiutine call format:
Not available

Rules:
l. Callable from background and foreground.
2, The layout of the queue entry is (decimal values):

Word 1; number of printed copies
Word 2; print text flag. lt ASCII apostrophe, then text will be printed
independent of spooling conditions
Words .3749; file name of spooling file.
'Words 50428; user text to be printed on the error device.

Example:
In MAC:

LQX (JOE % X = address of spooling queue entry

LST (5 “/0 T = logical. device number
MON 55 % RSPOE
JMP ERROR % error return
... “/0 normal return

SUE, '+200/
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(MON 100)

See also @RT. See also related SET and ABSET.

Function:
Put an RT program in the execution queue.

Monitor call format:
LDA (PAR % A 2 address of parameter list
MON 100 0/0 RT

PAR, (RTPROG

Input Parameters:
RTPROG 2 address of RT description. 0 = calling program.

Output Parameters:
None.

Rules:
1. Callable only from foreground.
2. lf the program is already in the execution queue, it is set for repeated

execution.

Example:
In Fortran:
EXTERNAL KLOKK

CALL RTlKLOKK)
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moec (MON 27)

See also related GETRT and @LlSTRT-DESCRIPTlON.

Function:
Read the RT description of a program

Monitor calll format:
LDA (PAR % A 2 address of parameter list
MON 27 % RTDSC
JAN ERR % A = 4 indicate error.

STA NDEV 0/0 A = no. of connected devices

PAR, (RTPRO
lARR

Input Parameters:
RTPRO =: address of RT description. 0 = calling program.

lARR = array where RT description is to be stored; size is 2610 words.

Qutpiut Parameters:

Return: A = -1: Error

A # ~‘l: Number of devices connected to the RT program by
monitor call CONCT,

Rules:
Callable only from foreground.

Example:
In Fortran:
INTEGER RTDSC
EXTERNAL RTPRO
DIMENSION IARR(26)
NDEV = RTUSC(RTPRO, IARR)
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RTEXT (MON 134”

See also LEAVE. See also related ABORT.

Function:
Terminate the calling RT program and release its resources.

Monitor call format:
MON 'l34 % RTEXT

% no return

Input Parameters:
None.

Output Parameters:
None.

Rules:
1. Callable from background and foreground.
2. ln batch jobs this call aborts the batch job; in other cases it has the same

function as LEAVE.
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RTQN
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(MON 137)
See also i'ii‘RTOFF. See also related RTON:

Function:
Disable the starting of an RT program until RTON is called,

Monitor call format:
LDA (PAR ”3n A address of parameter list
MON 137 "ill RTOFF

”/n normal return

PAR, (RTPRO

Input Parameters:
RTPRO M: address of RT description. 0 calling program.

Output Parameters:
None.

Rules:
Callable only from foreground.

(MON 136)
See also @RTON. See also related RTOFF.

Function:
Enable the starting of an RT program after a call to RTOFF.

Monitor calll format:
LDA (PAR ”/0 A : address of parameter list
MON 136 0/0 RTON
.. ”/0 normal return

PAR, (RTPRO

Input Parameters:
RTPRO =: address of RT description.

Output Parameters:
None,

Rules:
Callable only from foreground.
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(MON 135)
See also related HOLD

Function:
Set the RT program in a state where it wants to be restarted The next time rt is;
started (eg. by calling RT from another oroormnl rt (:(Jnltl’ttS after the (:all to
RTWT.

Monitor call format:
MON 135 ”w. RTWT

”ll continue at this address

Input Parameters:
None

Output Parameters:
None

Rules:
l, Callable only from loreground.
2' No resources; are released.
3. RTVdescription repeat bit overrides HOLD

RUSCN (MON 2412)
Function:
Rest user context; the call is a dummy if not used after SUSCNt

Monitor call format:
MON 242

Input Parameters:
None.

Output Parameters:
Error return: A = error number
Skip return: OK
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Rusen (MON 44)
See also “DUMP USER ENTRY

Function:
Read a user entry from 2 unrectory

Monitor call format:
MON 44

Input Parameters:
A memory address of data destrnanon
X ~ address of Character strum (:ontmnrvtu user name termrnated by an
apostrophe (’t.

Output Parameters:
Error return: A error number
Skip return: A OK,

Rules:
1. Callable from background and foreground. User SYSTEM may read any

user entry. Other users may read their own entry. Foreground proqrams
may read user RT entry.

2. 40:» WO’dS are read.

Exampie:
In MAC:

LDA (USEN read to data area
LDX (NAME {Ft user name
MON 44 RUSER
JNP ERROR error return
... '7. normal, return

USEN, ‘+40/ “'5 data
NAME, 'GUEST' '31“, user name
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SBRK (MON 47)
Function:
Breakpoint monitor can. Used onIy by MAC assembler.

scnop (MON 2355)
Function:
Open a file as a scratch file; the size of the file is reduced by a predefined limit
when it is closed. The limit is set by @SINTRAN-‘SERV!CE~PROGRAM,
”SET-CLOSED-SCRATCH-FILE~SIZE.

Input Parameters:
X : memory address of file name
A = memory address of default type
T access codeH

Output Parameters:
Error return: A = error number
Skip return: OK A = fife number
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(MON 101)
See also @SET. See also related ABSET.

Functiorn:
Enter an RT program in the time queue and transfer it to the execution queue
after a specified period.

Monitor call format:
LDA (PAR % A = address of parameter list
MON 101 % SET

PAR, (RTPRO
(NOTlM
(lTUN

Input Parameters:
RTPRO = address of RT—description. 0 = calling programs
NOTlM = the number of time units the program is to stay in the time queue.
lTUN = 1: basic time units (normally 20 msec)

= 2: seconds
= 3: minutes
= 4-: hours

Output Parameters:
None.

Rules:
1. Callable only from foreground.
2. lf the program is already in the time queue it is removed and reinserted

according to the new specifications.
3. Programs in the time queue scheduled by SET are not affected when the

clock is adjusted (CLADJ).
4. If NOTiM s 0 the program is transferred from the time queue to the

execution queue the next time the basic time unit counter is incremented.

Example:
In Fortran:
EXTERNAL KLOKK

CALL SET(KLOKK, 5, 3)
The RT program KLOKK is set up for execution in 5 minutes.
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SETBL (MON 77)
See also @ SET-BLOCK~PC)INTER.

Function:
Set the byte pointer to the beginning of a block.

Monitor call format:
MON 77

Input Parameters:
T = file number.
A = block number ( A < 0).

Output Parameters:
Error return: A = error number.
Skip return: A = original contents.

Rules:
1. Callable from background and foreground.
2. The new byte pointer is the product of block number and size.

Example:
In MAC:

LDT IFNO % T = file no.
LDA IBNO °u A = block no.
MON 77 "/0 SETBL
MON 65 % error return

% 0K return
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SETBS (MON 76)
See also @SET—BLOCK-SlZE. See also related SETBL, RFILE, WFILE.

Function:
Set (temporarily) the block size of a file. The value is used for random read and
write.

Monitor call format:
MON 76

Input Parameters:
T = file number.
A = block size in words.

Output Parameters:
Error return: A = error number:
Skip return: A = original contents.

Rules:
1. Callable from background and foreground,
2. Files are allocated in pages of 1K words: A block size > 1K words forces

the operating system to read or write several pages for the monitor calls
RFlLE and WFlLE. Factors of 1024 are more efficient than other sizes.

3. The new size is only valid as long as the file is open. When a tile is opened
again the block size is by default 25510 words.

Example:
In MAC:

LET IFNO % T = file number
LBA IBSIZ % A = new block size
MON 76 % SETBS
MON 65 % error return

% 0K return
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(MON my

See also @SET-BYTEPOINTER See also related REABT.

Function:
Set byte pointer to be used by the sequential accessing of a mass-storage file,

Monitor call format:
MON 74

Input Parameters:
T :2 file number.
AD = byte pointer (O<AD<maximum byte pointer).

Output Parameters:
Error return: A = error number.
Skip return: AD = not changed

Rules:
Callable from background and foreground.

Example:
In MAC:

LDT IFNO °u T = file number
LDD IBYTE % AB = byte pointer
MON 74 00 SETBT
MON 65 % error return

% normal return

In Fortran:
DOUBLE INTEGER IBYTE
0PEN(UNIT = IUNIT, . . .)
CALL SETBT(IUNIT,IBYTE)
IF(ERRCODE. NE. 0) CALL ERROR
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SETCM (MON 12)

See also COMND.

Function:
Transfer string to the command input buffer.

Monitor call format:
MON 12

Input Parameters:
A 2 memory address of string. The string must be terminated by a single
apostrophe.

Output Parameters:
None,

Rules:
1. Callable only from background.
2. Parameters are fetched and returned to the user via the alternative page

table:

SFACC (MON 237)

Function:
Set user's file access. Users RT and SYSTEM can set access on any user's files.

Monitor call format:
MON 237

Input Parameters:
X = memory address of file name
T = memory address of public access character string
A = memory address of friend access character string
D = memory address of own access character string
Access type is the same as for @SET-FILEACCESS.

Output Parameters:
Error exit: A = error number
Skip return: OK
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SMAX (MON 73)

See also related RMAX.

Function:
Set the value of the maximum byte pointer of a tile.

Monitor call format:
MON 73

Input Parameters:
T = file number.
AD = maximum byte pointer.

Output Parameters:
Error return: A = error number
Skip return: A = original contents

Rules:
1. Callable from background and foreground.
2. Maximum byte pointer is only used for sequential access.
3. MAXBY is related to NOBYT in the call RMAX;

MAXBY = NOBYT—«l.
4. Attempts to read beyond the maximum byte pointer give an error return

with error code 3 (EOF).
5. File must be opened for write.

Example:
In MAC:

LDT IFNO % T = file no.
LDD MAXBY % AB = max. byte pointer
MON 73 % SMAX
MON 65 % error return

% normal return

In Fortran:
DOUBLE INTEGER MAXBY
OPENlUNIT = IUNIT, . . .)
CALL SMAXlIUNIT,MAXBY)
IFlERRCODE. NE. 0) CALL ERROR
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53mm (MON 40)

See also CLOSE.

Function:
Close a spooling file. A text string may be appended to be output to the error
device when the tile is to be printed.

Monitor call format:
MON 40

llnput Parameters:
T = file number (1008<;'l"<1218).
A 2 0: text is written only if required by
@DEFlNE—SPOOLlNGvCONDlTlONS.
A 4: 0: text is printed unconditionally. Stop print condition occurs before printing
is started.
D = number of print copies
X 2 address of text string.

Output Parameters:
Error return: A = error number.
Skip return: OK.

lRules:
'l. Callable from background and foreground.
2. lf the file is not a spooling file, a normal file close occurs:

Example:
In MAC:

LOT (115 % close file 115s
SAA 0 % print text only if set by @S-S-C
SAD l % one print copy
LDX (TEXT % text to be written
MON 40 % SPCLO
JMP ERROR O/o error return

0/0 OK
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(MON 234)

Function:
Set peripheral file. Rules as for @SET—PERIPHERAL‘FlLE.

Monitor call format:
MON 234

Input Parameters:
X = memory address of file name
A 2 device number of peripheral device

Output Parameters:
Error exit: A = error number
Skip return: OK

SHEEN (MON 212)

See also REENT.

Function:
This has the same function as REENT (MON 167) except that "shadow" pages
with the "written in page" bit set will be written to mass-storage when a
reentrant segment is attached.

Monitor call format:
MON 212

Input Parameters:
A = address of segment number.

Output Parameters:
None.

Rules:
This is an option available in SlNTFlAN.
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eFI (MON 233)

Function:
Set temporary file, Rules as for @SET’TEMPORARY—FILE.

Monitor call format:
MON 233

input Parameters:
X = memory address of file name

Output Parameters:
Error return: A = error number
Skip return: OK

STRFI (MON 275)
See also @SET-TERMlNAL—FILE.

Function:
Set the name of terminal.

Monitor calll format:
LDX (FNAME
MON 275
JMP ERR o/oEFiROR RETURN

)FILL
FNAME, ’TERMINAL'

Input parameters:
X = Address of file name string.

Output parameters:
None.

Rules:
1. Permitted only for user SYSTEM.
2. The name is set for all users.
3. Several files can be used as terminal files; any of the file—names can be

used to write to the terminal.
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suscm (MON 241)

Function:
Set new user context. Permitted for users RT and SYSTEM. The fiie system
context (currentiy logged on user and default user and directory) is changed
RUSCN must be used to restore the old context, SUSCN cannot be used twice
without RUSCN in between. The monitor call simuiates the ENTER command.

Monitor call format:
MON 241

Input Parameters:
X 2 memory address of user name string
A = user password

Output Parameters:
Error return: A = error number
Skip return: OK

A = 0 new user is a normal user
A = 1 new user is user SYSTEM
A = 2 new user is user RT

$YCNT (MON 261)

Function:
Reserved monitor cali for future extension.
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TERMO (MON 52)

See also @TERMlNAL—MODE

Function:
Set communication mode for any terminal.

Monitor call! format:
LDA (PAR
MON 52 ”/0 TERMO
JAF ERROR 0/6, A 4: 0: A = error no.

0/9 A = 0: OK
PAR, (LDN 0/0 address of logical device no.

(MODE % communication mode, see rule 2

Input Parameters:
LDN = logical device number (terminal number, 0 = user's terminal).

MODE == see below.

Output Parameters:
A = 0: OK

= —1:"USE LOCAL MODE"
:1: 0 and ‘1: bits 14-0 contain file system error code.

Rules:
l. Callable from background and foreground
2. The meaning of MODE is:

Capital Delay Stop on Logout on
Mode letters? after CR? full page? missing carrier?

0 N N N N
1 Y N N N
2! N Y N N
3 Y Y N N
4 N N Y N
5 Y N Y N
6 N Y Y N
7 Y Y Y N
8 N N N Y
9 Y N N Y

10 N Y N Y
H Y Y N Y
12 N N Y Y
13 Y N Y Y
M N Y Y Y
15 Y Y Y Y

3. If connected to a remote computer an error code of ”1 is returned. The
monitor call is only effective if executed on the local computer.
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Example:
ln Fortran:
CALL TERMO(O,4)
Set "stop on full page" for user’s terminal (in background]. All other parameters
are set to N.

(MON it)

See also CLOCK and @DATCL. See also related UPDAT and CLADJ.

Function:
Read current internal time,

Monitor call format:
MON 11

Input Parameters:
None

Output Parameters:
AD = time in basic time units (normally 20 msec).

Rules:
1. Callable from background and foreground,
2. The internal time is set to zero each time SlNTRAN is started.

Example:
ln Fortran:
DOUBLE INTEGER TIME, TI
T1 = TIME(DUMMY)
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TMOUT (MON 2s?)

Function:
Similar to HOLD, but reason for restart/timeout is indicated on return.

Monitor call format:
LDA (PLlST
MON 267

PLIST, (NUNIT
(TUNlT

input parameters:
NUNIT = number of time units
TUNlT = unit type

1 =: basic time units
2 == seconds
3 == minutes
4 == hours

Output Parameters:
A = 0 if defined: time elapsed

1 it interrupt occurred while program was suspended (RTWT).
Program is removed from time queue.

——l if repeat bit (SREP) was set when TMOUT was called. Execution is
resumed immediately, ie. TMOUT call was dummy.
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TNOVVAI (MON 307)

Function:
Terminal nowait.

Monitor call format:
LDA (PAR %A = address of parameter list
MON 307 O/oTNOWAl
STA lSTAT C’/oreturn status

PAR, LDN
lOFL
NOWF

input parameters:
LDN = logical device number of character oriented device.
lOFL = l/O flag.

= 0:input.
= lzoutput.

NOWF = no wait flag
= 0:the l/O calls cause l/O wait mode.
=l= 02the l/O calls never cause an l/O wait. instead of setting the
program in l/O wait (see rule 2 of INBT and OUTBT) the l/() call
returns with error number = 3 (EOF). If the device then detects a
break (restart) condition, a function similar to monitor call RT is
executed. if the program has become passive {RTWT or HOLD) it will
be restarted immediately.

Output parameters:
A = O:OL.
A 4: Ozerror in parameters.

Rules:
Callable from background and foreground.

TlRACB (MON 156)

Function:
Optional general monitor call for NORCOM tracker ball (phased-out product).
TRACB documentation is given in previous versions of ”SlNTRAN lll User’s
Guide".
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T’UtSEii) (MON 114)

See also @TlME—USED.

Function:
Read the CPU time used by the terminal since last log on or start of batch job.

Monitor call: format:
MON 114

Input Parameters:
None.

Output Parameters:
AD = CPU time as double word.

Rules:
Callable only from background.

Example:
in Fortran:
DOUBLE INTEGER TD, TUSED
TD = TUSED(EIUMMY)

TBIMB (MON 310}

Function:
8 bytes input with break checking.

Monitor calll format:
MON 310

Input parameters:
T — Logical device number (LDN).

Output parameters:
A, D, L, X - bytes read.
T ~ number of bytes read (bit 0—16).
T ~— bit 17 set; break in input data.
T — bit 17 zero: no break in input data.

Rules:
1. Callable from background and foreground.
2. Reads data up to and including break.
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UNFIX (MON 116)

See also @UNFIX. See also related FlX and FlXC‘

Function:
Permit a previously fixed segment to be swapped out.

Monitor call format:
LDA (PAR % A = address of parameter list
MON 116 % UNFIX

"/0 normal return
PAR, (ISEG

Input Parameters:
ISEG = segment number.

Output Parameters: _____

None.

Rules:
Callable only from foreground.
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UF’DAT (MON 111)

See also @UPDAT. See also related CLADJ, CLOCK and TlME_

Function:
Give new values to the clock and calendar.

Monitor call format:
LDA (PAR % A = address of parameter list
MON 111 % UPDAT

% normal return
PAR, (MIN

“HOUR
(lDAY
(MONTH
(WEAR

Input Parameters:
MlN, lHOUR, lDAY, MONTH, lYEAR = new values of clock and calendar (iYEAR
must be 4 digits).

Rules:
1. Callable only from foreground.
2. If a parameter is specified outside its range (e.g., minute > 60), an error

message is output and the calling program is aborted.
3. On NORD-lOO, the panel clock is updated if installed.

Example:
In Fortran:
CALL UPDAT(MIN, IHDUR, IDAY, MONTH, IYEAR)
MIN = 6
IHOUR = 11
IDAY = 13
MONTH = 3
IYEAR = 1981
Time and calendar is set to March 13, 1981 at 11:06.
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Function:
Reserved monitor call for future extension

ueo to u57 (mow m to MON l7?)

Function:
Numbers reserved for user defined monitor calls.

Monitor call format:
MON l7n %nisO,1,2,...or7

Input Parameters:
User defined.

Output Parameters:
User defined.

Rules:
1. Callable from background and foreground.
2. User defined monitor calls may be included by

‘DEFlNE-USER-MONlTOR—CALL in @SlNTRAN—SERVICE-PROGRAMr
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WAIT F (MON 12%)

Function:
Check that mass—storage transfer is complete in RFlLE or WFILE.

Monitor call format:
LDA (PAR 0/0 A = address; of parameter list
MON 121 % WAlTF
STA lSTAT % A 1 function value

PAR, UFNO
(lRET

Input Parameters:
lFNO = file number from OPEN command or monitor call.

lRET = 0: return is made from the call only if the transfer is complete; if not, the
RT program is set in the l/O wait state.-

4: 0: immediate return with the function value showing the state of transfer.

Output Parameters:
lSTAT = ~12 transfer is unfinished (only when lFiET 4: 0).

= 0: transfer is finished.
0: error code (from WAlTF, not RFlLE/WFILE)V

Rules:
Callable only from foreground

Example:
In Fortran:
INTEGER WAITF

ISTAT = WAITHFNUM, 0)
If the transfer is not finished the calling program is set in a waiting state.
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WDIEN (MON 3’”)

Function:
Write directory entry.

Monitor call format:
MON 311

input parameters:
T ~ directory index.
X —— buffer containing directory entry to be written.

Output parameters:
Error return: Error, A = error code.
Skipreturn: OK.

Rules:
1. Directory must be entered on the specified directory index.
24 Directory must be reserved for special use.
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See also WPAGE and WFlLE. See also related RDISK.

Function:
Write random block to the scratch file, logical device number 1008‘

Monitor call format:
MON 6

Enput Parameters
T = block number (T 2: 0).
X = memory address of data source.

Output Parameters:
Error return: A = error number.
Skip return: A = original contents.

Rules:
1. Callable only from background.
2‘ Standard block size is 255m words. It can be Changed by SETBS ( llON 76).
3. WFlLE can be used instead.

Example:
ln MAC:

LDT BLNO ”/0 T register = block no.
LDX (DATA % X register = memory address
MON 6 % WDISK
.JMP ERROR ”0 error return

% normal return

ND-60A128.03



W’DPAG (MON 271)

Function:
Write to disk pages. Any page can be written to, but the directory must be
reserved with REDIRr

Monitor call format:
MON 271

Input Parameters:
T = directory index
X 2 memory address of buffer with the pages
A = memory address of double word with disk. page address
D = number of 1k pages to transfer

Output Parameters:
Error return: A = error number
Skip return: OK

Rules:
Available only for users RT and SYSTEM.

NDfl60r128.03



WFELE

2—145

(MON 120)

See also @WFILE and WPAGE. See also related RFlLE.

Function:
Write a number of words to one or more random blocks in a file.

Monitor call format:
LDA (PAR % address of parameter list
MON 120 % WFiLE
JAF ERROR % error if A =4: 0, A = error no.

0/0 OK if A === O
PAR, (lFNO

(lRET
MADR
(IBNO
(NWORD

Input Parameters:
lFNO = file number from OPEN command or monitor call.
lRET = 0: return from WFlLE is suspended until the transfer is complete u

4: 0: return is made as soon as the transfer is started. WAITF (MON 121)
can be used to check for completion. lRET is always 0 for background p
MADR 2 memory address of data.
lBNO = —1' write next record.

2 0: block number where writing startedt
NWORD = number of 16 bit words in the extent. Must be a multiple of
size for direct transfer mode.

Output Parameters:
A = 0: OK.
A :4: 0: error number.

Rules:
l. Callable from background and foreground.
2. This monitor call can be used instead of WDlSK and WPAGE.
3.

rograms.

the block

When using access code D (direct transfer) the logical block size must be a
multiple of the physical block size. The number of words transferred must
be a multiple of logical block size.

4. Data transfer across segment or RT—common limits is not allowed.

ND—60.128.03



WHDEV (MON 1409

See also @ LIST—DEVICE.

Function:
Check whether a logical device is reserved.

Monitor call format:
LDA (PAR % A 2 address of parameter list
MON 140 %WHDEV
STA lPROG % A = address of RT description

PAR, LDN
lOPA

Input Parameters:
LDN = logical device number
lOPA = 0: input part.

= 1: output part

Output Parameters:
lPROG 4: 0: address of RT description of the program which reserved the
logical device.

= O: logical device is free

Rules:
Callable only from foreground

ND-60.128.03
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WIPAGE (MON 10)

See also WDISK and WFILE. See also related RPAGE.

Function:
Write random block to a file.

Monitor calll format:
MON 10

Input Parameters:
T = file number (1008 <
A 2 block number (A
X

< 1213).

ll

T

> 0)
memory address of data destination,

Output Parameters:
Error return: A 2 error number.
Skip return: A = original contents.

Rules:
1. Callable from background and foreground.
2. Standard block size is 256m words. It can be changed by SETBS (MON 76).
3, This monitor call can be substitited by WFILE.

Example:
In MAC:

LDT FILE % T register :2 file no.
LQA BLNO % A register :: block no.
LéJX (DATA % X register == memory address
MON 10 % WPAGE
JMP ERROR % error return

% normal return

ND-60.128.03



WRQI

WSEG

2——'l48

(MON 1153)

Function:
Place the calling program in a waiting state until a request: for input message is
received from the remote computer. Used by NORDNET communication
programs. If the program is interactive it may be useful not to start terminal
input echoing before the receiving program asks for input.

Monitor call format:
MON 163

Input Parameters:
T = channel number,

Output Parameters:
Error return: A = error number:
Skip return: OK.

Rules:
Callable from background and foreground,

(MON 164)A

Function:
Write all pages with the written-in—pagebit set to a segment on mass~storage

Monitor call format:
LDA (PAR 0/0 A 2 address of parameter list
MON 164 0/0 WSEG

PAR] (lSEG

lnput Parameters:
lSEG = segment number.

Output Parameters:
None

Rules:
Callable only from foreground:

ND~80:128:03
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mass (MON 200)

X»message interface to process communication system, Caliable from
background, RT-programs, direct~task and drivers. See "Communication Guide",
ND-60.134 for further description

SODIMT (MON 266)

Function:
For internal ND-SOO monitor use.

5mm (MON 264)

Function:
For internal ND»500 monitor use.

SOOVVF (MON 265}

Function:
For internai ND-SOO monitor use

NIB—60,128.03
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3.1

3.2

COMMAND$ AND MONITOR CALLS
GROUPED ACCORDENGE TO FUNCTION

8 following a command indicates this command is only available for user

SYSTEM,

RT/S following a command indicates this command is only available for users RT
and SYSTEM.

ACCOUNTING

@lNlT-ACCOUNTING S
@LlST—RT-ACCOUNT RT/S
@START—ACCOUNTlNG S
@STARTRT'ACCOUNT RT/S
@STOP»ACCOUNTING S
@STOP'RYACCOUNT RT/S

BATCH

@ABORT-BATCH S
@ABORT-JOB
@APPEND—BATCH
@BATCH RT/S
@CC
@ DELETE~BATCH~QUEUE~ENTRY
@ ENTER
@LlST-BATCH—PROCESS
@ LlST—BATCH—OUEUE
@ SCHEDULE

LEAVE

ND'60il28.03
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3.4

COMMUNICATIONS

CD,COMMUNICATION—l.lNE—STATUS
GD. COMMUNICATION-STATUS
@LOCAL
GD. LOGOUT
(:9 REMOTE
(59 REMOTE—LOAD RT/S
CD REMOTE—PASSWORD S

ACM
MHDLC
WRQI
XMSG

DIRECTORIES

BACKUP
(ID COPY«DEVICE
@ COPY—DIRECTORY S
@ SAVE-DIRECTORY S

FDINA
GDIEN
RED|R
RLDIR
RDPAG
WDPAG

INFORMATION
@DlRECTORY—STATISTICS
@DUMP-BIT‘FILE S
@DUMP—DIRECTORYENTRY S
@DUMP~OBJECT—ENTRY S
@DUMP—PAGE S
@DUMP—USER-ENTRY S
@LIST-DIRECTORIES~ENTERED

ND-60.128.03



MAINTENANCE
@CHANGEBIT-HLE S
@CHANGE-DtRECTORYENTRY S
@CHANGE—OBJECT—ENTRY S
@CHANGEVPAGE S
@CHANGE—USER~ENTRY S
@CREATE-DIRECTORY
@DlRECTORY—STATISTICS
@DUMP~BlT-F|LE S
@DUMP-DIRECTORY«ENTRY S
@DUMP—OBJECT-ENTRV S
@DUMP-PAGE S
@DUMP—USER~ENTRY S
@ENTER—DIRECTORY
@LIST—DIRECTORIES-ENTERED
@REGENERATE-DIRECTORY S
@RELEASE-DIRECTORY
@RENAMEMDlRECTORY
@SET—DEFAULT-DiRECTORY
@SET»MA|N-DIRECTORY S
@TESTDIRECTORY S

FDlNA
GDIEN

ND-60.128.03



3.5 FILES

ACCESS
@RTENTER RT/S
@ SET-DEFAULT—FILE~ACCESS
@SET—FILE-ACCESS

DEABF
DOPEN
FDFDI
SFACC

CREATE/DELETE
@ALLOCATE—FILE
@ALLOCATE—NEW—VERSION
@ CHANGE—OBJECT~ENTRY S
@CREATE—HLE
@ CREATE~NEW—VERS¥ON
@DELETEAFILE
@ DELETE-USEFlSvFILElS
@ DUMP-OBJECT—ENTRY S
@EXPAND~FILE
@ RENAME—FILE

CRALF
DELPG
DROBJ
DVVOBJ
EXPH
GUKM
MDLH
MRNH
ROBJE
SPEH
STEH

ND—60.128.03
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INFORMATION
@FlLE-STATISTICS
@LlST-FILES
@ LlST—OPENED-FILES
@ LlST—RTOPENEDFILES
@WHEREJS-FILE

READ/WRITE
@CLOSE-FILE
@CONNECT-FILE
@COPY
@COPY-FILE
@OPEN—FILE
@FzFlLE
@RTCLOSE-FILE RT/S
@FlTCONNECT—FILE RT/S
@FiTOPEN-FILE RT/S @SCRATCH~OPEN
@SET-BLOCK-POWTER
@SETBYTE-POINTER
@SET-PERMANENT—OPENED
@VVFILE

CLOSE
COPAG
OPEN
OUTBT
RDISK
RDPAG
REABT
RFWE
RMAX
RPAG
SETBL
SETBS
SETBT
SMAX
MHNSK
VVHLE
WPAGE
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3.6 GENERAL PURPOSE

@CC
@CLADJ RT/S
@DATCL
@HELP
@HOLD
@LOGOUT
@MAH
@MODE
@RECOVER
@RESTARFUSER
@SCHEDULE
@ SET‘USER-PARAMETERS
@ UPDAT RT/S
@VVAHiFOR-OPERATOR
@WHO-~IS»ON

CLADJ
CLOCK
COMND
ERMON
HOLD
[OUT
LEAVE
SETCM
TMOUT
UPDAT

ND-60.128.03



3.7 ENFORMATION

@COMMUNICATWNLINESTATUS
@COMMUNICAT'ON-STATUS
@DATCL
@EHRECTORY—STATISTICS
@FlLE—STATISTICS
@GET-ERROR-DEVICE S
@GETVRTNAME RT/S
@GET-TERMINAL—TYPE
@HELP
@LIST-BATCH—PROCESS
@LlSTBATCH-QUEUE
@LlST—DEFAULT-SUBSYSTEM
@LIST-DEVICE
@LIST-DEVlCE-FUNCTIONS
@LIST-DIRECTORIES—ENTERED
@LJST—EXECUWON—QUEUE
@L.IST—F|LES
@LIST‘FRIENDS
@LIST—INITIALCOMMANDS S
@LIST«OPENED—FILES
@L.lST-REENTRANT
@USTiREMOTE—QUEUE
@L.lST-RT—ACCOUNT RT/S
@LIST‘RTDESCRIPTION
@LIST-RTOPENED~FILES RT/S
@L.IST-RT~PROGRAMS RT/S
@LJST—SEGMENT
@LIST—SPOOUNG-FORM
@LlST-SPOOLlNG-QUEUE
@LlST-TERMINATION—HANDLING
@LIST—TlME—OUEUE
@L.IST»T|TLE
@UST—USERS
@F’RlNT~ERROR—LOG S
@PRINFHISTOGRAM
@SPOOLING-PAGES—LEFT
@TERMINAL—STATUS
@TlME-USED
@USER‘ASTATISTICS
@VVHERE-lS-FILE
@WHOJSON
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CLOCK
CPUST
ERMON
ERMSG
GBSE
GDEVT
GERDV
GU|O|
ISEE
LASTC
MGTTY
MUIDI
OSEE
PAGET
QERMS
RERRP
RSIO
THWE
TUSED
VVHDEV

REMOTE JCfiB ENTRY

@APPEND—REMOTE
@ DELETE—REMOTE—QUEUE—ENTRY
@ LIST—REMOTE‘QUEUE

ND—6012803



3.9 RT

@ABORT RT/S
@ABSET RT/S
@CONCT RT/S
@DEFINE-HISTOGRAM RT/S
@DEFINETERMiNATlON— HANDLING S
@DISABLE—TERMINATIONHANDLING
@DMAC RT/S
@DSCNT RT/S
@ENABLE-TERMNATION—HANDLING
@GETwALTERNATIVE»RT--LOADER S
@GETRT'NAME RT/S
@HOLD
@INIT~ACCOUNT|NG S
@iNW RT/S
@LlST—DEVICE
@LlST-EXECUTION-QUEUE
@LIST—RFACCOUNT FIT/S
@UST-RTDESCRWTION
@LlST-RTOPENED»FILES RT/S
@UST-RT-PROGRAMS RT/S
@LlST—TIMEQUEUE
@MAKE—ALTERNATlVE-RT—LOADER S
@PRIOR RT/S
@PRSRV RT/S
@RT RT/S
@RT—LOADER RT/S
@RT-PROGRAM-LOG RT/S
@RTCLOSE-FILE RT/S
@‘RTCONNECTJWLE RT/S
@‘RTENTER RT/S
@RTOFF RT/S
@RTON RT/S
@RTOPEN—FILE RT/S
@SET RT/S
@START—ACCOUNTING S
@START~RT—ACCOUNT RT/S
@STOP—ACCOUNTING S
@STOPflT-ACCOUNT RT/S
@SCHEDULE

ND<60.128,03



ABORT
ABSET
CONCT
DABST
WNTV
DSCNT
DSET
GETRT
GRTDA
GRTNA
HOLD
INTV
LEAVE
MCALL
MEXW
PWOR
PRSRV
RESRV
RT
RTDSC
RTEXT
RTOFF
RTON
RTVVT
SET

ND-6012803
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3.10 SPECIAL DEVICES

GDCLEAR—DEVICE S
GD DEVICE—FUNCTION
GDEXECUTE~IOX RT/S
GNOSET
GDLlST~DEVlCE-FUNCTIONS
GD RELEASE-DEVICEUNIT
GD RESERVE—DEVICE-UNIT
GD RELEASE—FILE
GD RESERVE—FILE
ABSTR
ASSIG
CAMAC
CIBUF
COBUF
GDEVT
GRAPHIC
|NE§T
INSTR
IOSET
MAGTP
NOWT
PRLS
PRSRV
RELES
RESRV
SPEFI
STEFI

ND-60.128.03



3.11 SPOOLING

CONTROL OF FILE BEING PRINTED
@ABORT-PRINT
@ BACKSPACEMPRINT
@FORWARDSPACE—F’RINT
@RESTARTPRINT
@ START—PRINT
@ STOPVPRINT

CONTROL OF QUEUE
@APPENDSPOOLING-FILE
€19DEFINE‘SPOOLING'IZILEMESSAGE
@DELETE—SPOOLING--FILE
Q9MOVE—SPOOLING—OUEUE—ENTRY
@REMOVE~FROIVI--SPOOLING—QUEUE
@SET—NUMBEROF PRINT—COPIES
@SET—SPOOLINGFORM S

RSPQE
SPCLO

CONTROL OF SPOOLIING PROGRAM
@DEFINE‘SPOOLING-CONDITIONS S
@GIVE-SPOOLING—PAGES S
@START—SPOOLING S
@STORSPOOLING E;
@TAKE-SPOOLING-PAGES 8

INFORMATION
@LIST—SPOOLING-FORM
@ LIST—SPOOLING—QUEUE
@ SPOOLING—PAGES~L.EFT
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3.13

SUBSYSTEM CONTROL

GDDEFAULTvSUBSYSTEM»DISABLE
@DEFAULT-—SUBSYSTEM—ENABLE
®DEFINE'DEFAULTSUBSYSTEM S
@DELETEREENTRANT S
@DUMP
@DUMPwREENTRANT S
@LIST-REENTRANT
@LDAD~B|NARY
@MEMORY
@PLACEBWARY
@RECOVER
@RT~LOADER

REENT
SREEN

SYSTEM MEASUREMENT

@DEFINE~H|STOGRAM
@DEFINESYSTEM~HISTOGRAM S
@PRINT—HISTOGRAM
@RT—PROGRAM—LOG RT/S
@START—HISTOGRAM
@STARTPROGRAM—LOG S
@STOP—HISTOGRAM
@STOP—PROGRAMWLOG S
@TERMINAL-STATUS
@TIME'USED
@WHO—IS—ON

ND—60128A03
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3—14

$YSTEM SUPERVISION

MEMORY/SEGMENT ALLOCATION
@CHANGE—BACKGROUND‘SEGMENT—SIZE S
@9l RT/S
@FIXC RT/S
@LlST—SEGMENT
@RT~LOADER RT/S
@UNFIX

ENTSG
FIX
FIXC
FIXC5
UNFIX

SYSTEM BUlLDlNG
@SET—TERMINAL-FILE S
@INITIAUZEcBACKGROUND»PROGRAMS S
@ALLOCATEFILE
@GET~ALTERNATIVE-SYSTEM S
@MAKE—ALTERNATNE-SYSTEM S
@INITIAL-COMMAND S
@NEXT-INlTIAL—COMMAND S
@LISTJNITIAL-COMMANDS S
@REMOTE—LOAD RT/S
@SlNTRANSERVICE—PROGRAM S

ND—6OJ2803



SYSTEM MAINTENANCE
@ABORTwBATCH
@BATCH RT/S
@CHANGE"BACKGROUNDSEGMENT-SRZE S
@CHANGEPASSWORD
@CLADJ RT/S
@CLEARF’ASSWORD S
@CREATE—USER
@DELETE-REENTRANT S
@DELETE—USER
@DlRECTORY-STATISTICS
@DUMP~REENTRANT S
@lNITIALIZE—ERRORvLOG S
@LIST~SEGMENT
@LISTUSERS
@LOOK~AT
@MEMORY
@OPCOM S
@PRINTERROR-LOG S
@REMOTE~LOAD RT/S
@RESTART-—SYSTEM S
@SET-AVAILABLE S
@SET~ERROR—DEVICE S
@SET-TERMINAL—TYPE
@SETVUNAVAILABLE S
@SINTRAN~SERVICE»PROGRAM S
@STATUS
@STOPVSYSTEM S
@STOP—TERMINAL S
@UPDAT RT/S
@USER’STATISTlCS
@WHOJS—ON

CIBUF
COBUF
CPUST
ERMON
EXIOX
GBSIZ
lPRlV
UPDAT

ND>60.128.03



.15 TERMINALS;

GI)CHANGE-BACKGROUNDSEGMENTSIZE 8
GD. DEFAULT--SUBSYSTEM-DISABLE
@ DEFAULT-SUBSYSTEM—ENABLE
@ DEFINE-DEFAULT-SUBSYSTEM SS
@ DEFINE—ESCAPE—CHARACTER S
CDDISABLE~ESCAPE~FUNCT|ON
®ENABLEESCAPE-FUNCTION
@GETTERMINALVTYPE
@HOLD
@LOGOUT
@MAIL
@RESTART—USER RT/S
@SET—AVAlLABLE S
@SET-TERMINAL-TYPE
@SET—UNAVAILABLE S
@STOP—TERMINAL S
@TERMINAL—MODE
@TERMINALSTATUS
@WHO-|S~ON

ASSG
BRKM
DESCF
ECHOM
EESCF
IOUT
LASTC
MGTTY
MSDAE
MSG
MSTTY
NOVVT
OUTST
PRLS
TERMC
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3-~17

TERMINATIEDN AND ERROR
HANDLING

C'DDEFINE-TERMINATIOMHANDLING S
@DISABLE~TERMINATION--HANDL|NG
Q?ENABLE-TERMINATIONAHANDLING
@GET‘ERRORDEVICE
@lNlTlALlZEERRORiOG S
@LlST'TERMINATION-HANDLING
@PRWT—ERRORLOG S
@SET-ERRORDEVICE S

EDTERM
ERMON
ERMS
PAGET
PASET
QERMS

ND-60.128‘03
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3.?7 USERS

CONTROL OF USERS
@CHANGEUSER-ENTRY S
@CLEAR-PASSWORD S
@CREATEUSER
@DELETE—USER
@DUMP—USERENTRY S
@GlVE-USERSPACE
@LIST~USERS
@RENAME—USER
@RESTART-USER RT/S
@TAKEUSERASPACE

GUSNA
RUSER

INFORMATION
@ DIRECTORY—STATISTICS
@LISTFRIENDS
@LlST-USERS
@TERMINALSTATUS
@USER-STATISTICS
@WHO-lS—ON

USER CONTROL OF FILESPACE
@CHANGE—PASSWORD
@CREATEFRIEND
@DELETEFRIEND
@LlST—FRIENDS
@LOGOUT
@RENAME~USER
@SET-FRIEND-ACCESS
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APPENDEX A

[MONITOR (BALLS AVAILABLE FROM
FORTRAN (EN NED-«100 AND ND~500

Roman numbers in brackets refer to the notes which follow the tabie.

NAME NUMBER ARGUMENTS TYPE COMMENTS ERRCODE
SET

LEAVE 0 no return
INCH 1 1. input unit integer Fortran unit number yes
(iv) function value integer (iii)
OUTCH 2 1. output. unit integer Fortran unit number yes
(iv) 2. output: char integer right«adjusted

function value integer (iii)
ECHOM 3 1. device integer SINTRAN LDN no

2. strategy integer 0 < strategy as 7
3. tabie int array for strategy S 7

8 words - ND—100
4 words — ND-SOO

BRKM 4 1. device integer SINTRAN LDN no
2. strategy integer strategy
3. no. characters integer for strategy 2 3
4t tabie int array for strategy = 7

8 words — ND-1OO
4 words — NDeBOO

TiME 11 function value integer°4 in basic time units no
CIBUF 13 1. unit integer Fortran unit number yes
COBUF 14 1. unit integer Fortran unit number yes
MGTTY 16 1. unit integer Fortran unit number yes

2. terminal type integer returned terminal type
MSTTY 17 1. unit integer Fortran unit number yes

2. termina| type integer terminal type
LASTC 26 1. device integer SINTRAN LDN no

function value integer last character
RTDSC 27 1. RT desc

address integer no
2. RT desc int array 268 words minimum

GETRT 30 function value integer no
EXIOX 31 1. register integer A-register ND‘100 no

i1»register ND-SOO
2. dev reg addr integer

MSG 32 1. message character (vi) no

ND»60,128t03
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NAME NUMBER ARGUMENTS TYPE

ALTON

ALTOF

lOUT

NOWT

AIRDW

SPCLO

ROBJE

RUSER

TERMO

DLFl
PASET
PAGET
RMAX

ERMSG
QERMS
lSiZE

OSIZE

COMND

DESCF
EESCF
SMAX

SETBT

33

34

35

36

37

4O

41

44

52

54
56
57
62

64
65
66

67

7O

71
72
73

74

1 ,

.4

1.
2.
1.

N
e

e
w

w
e

e
w

w
e

w
w

e
w

e

page table no

radix
value

device
I/O flag
wait flag
no channels
channelnos
read values
error flag

. unit
text string
no of copies
print: flag
unit
buffer

. user name

buffer

device
mode

file name
1«5 parameters
1—5 parameters
1‘ unit
2. no of bytes

1.
1.
1.

error number
error number
unit

function value

1‘ unit
function value

1 . command
string
1. device
1. device
1. unit
2‘
1
2

byte count
. unit
. byte pointer

integer

integer
integer
integer
integer
integer
integer
int'2 array
int‘2 array
integer
integer
character
integer
integer
integer
integer

character
integer

integer
integer
character
integer
integer
integer
integer‘4

integer
integer
integer
integer

integer
integer

character

integer
integer
integer
integer‘4
integer
integer’4

ND--60.128t03

COMMENTS ERRCODE
SET

alt page table no
used to access
COMMON (v)
alt page table no
used to access
COMMON (v)
2, 8, 10, 16 no

SlNTRAN LDN n0
: 0 input; : 1 output
= 0 l/O wait mode
:: N no
N 16-bit words
N 16bit words

Fortran unit number yes

(vi)

Fortran unit number no
any type except character,
32m words minimum
(vi) no
any type except character,
3210 words minimum
SINTRAN LDN n0
terminal mode
(vi) yes
set error parameters no

get error parameters no

Fortran unit number yes
number of bytes available for
sequential read
print error message no
program terminates;
Fortran unit number no
no. characters in input
buffer (iii)
Fortran unit number no
no. characters in output
buffer (iii)
(vi) no

SINTRAN LDN no
SINTRAN LDN no
Fortran unit number yes
max byte number
Fortran unit number yes
first byte has no. 0
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NAME NUMBER ARGUMENTS TYPE

REABT

SETBS

SETBL

RT
SET

ABSET

lNTV

HOLD

ABORT
CONCT

DSCNT
PRIOR

UPDAT
CLADJ

CLOCK
TUSED
FIX
UNFIX
RFlLE

75

76

77

100
101

102

103

104

105
106

107
110

111
112

113
114
115
116
117

1. unit integer
2. byte pointer integer‘ll
1. unit integer
2. block size integer‘ll
1. unit integer
2. block number integer‘li
1. RTrprogram external
1. RT-program external
2. no. of time integer
units
3. unit size integer
1. RTvprogram external
2. seconds integer
3. minutes integer
4. hours integer
1. RT»program external
2. no. of time integer
units
3. unit size integer
1. no. of time integer
units
2. unit size integer
1. RT-~program external
1. RT-program external
2. device integer
1. RT~pr0gram external
1. RT~program external
2. priority integer
function value integer
1—5 time integer
1. no. of time integer
units
2. basic time unitsinteger
1. time int array
function va/ue integer‘4
1. segment no integer
1. segment no integer
1. unit integer
2. return flag integer
3. memory addr array
4. block no integer
5. length integer
to read
function value integer

NOV~60.128i03

COMMENTS

l‘ortran unit number
first byte has no. 0
liiortran unit number
size in words
l’ortran unit number
first block has no. 0
RT»description address
RT-‘description address

RT-description address

RTidescription address

RT-description address
RT-description address
:ESINTRAN LDN

RT-description address

Old priority
set internal clock
adjust internal clock

'1I words

Fortran unit number

any type except character

count in words

ERRCODE
SET

yes

yes

yes

HO

no

no

HO

no

no

HO

[10

n0

“0

no

no
no
no
no
yes



NAME

WFlLE

WAlTF

RESRV

RELES

PRSRV

PRLS

DSET

DABST

DlNTV

ABSTR

MEXIT
RTEXT
RTWT
RTON
RTOFF
WHDEV

IOSET

NUMBER ARGUMENTS

120

121

122

123

124

125

126

127

130

131

133
134
135
136
137
140

141

1. unit
2. return flag
3. memory addr
4
5

. block no

. length
to read

function value
1, unit
2. return flag
function value
1. device
2. I/O flag
3. return tlag
function value
1, device
2. l/O flag
1. device
2. I/O flag
3. RT»program
function value

device
l/O tiag
RT-program
delay
RTtirogram
time
RTvprogram
time interval

A
w

g
w

d
w

a
m
fl
t

device
function
memory addr
block addr
no. blocks

3
9

1
1

5
9

0
?

"

segment no

1. RTvprogram
1. RT—program
1. device
2. l/O flag
function value

1. device
2, l/O llag
3. RT~clescription
address;
4. control flag
function value

A——4

TYPE

integer
integer
array
integer
integer

integer
integer
integer
integer
integer
integer
integer
integer
integer
integer
integer
integer
external
integer
integer
integer
external
integer‘ll
external
integer‘4
external
integer’4
integer
integer
integer'4
integer
integer
integer

external
external
integer
integer
integer

integer
integer

integer
integer
integer

No 6012803

COMMENTS ERRCODE
SET

Fortran unit number yes

any type except character

count in words

Fortran unit number yes

SINTRAN LDN no

SINTRAN LDN no

SlNTRAN LDN no

Rdescription address

SlNTRAN LDN no

no

Rdescription address no

RT—description address no

SlNTRAN LDN no

double integer

right byte only no
no return

no
RT~-description address no
RT'CiBSCFiptiOl’I address no
SlNTRAN LDN no

:2 0 device free
t O RT-description address of
reserving program
SlNTRAN LDN no
: 0 input; 2: 1 output

must :2 O



NAME NUMBER ARGUMENTS TYPE COMMENTS :Ri:CODE
lE'

ERMON 142 1. error number integer no
2. suberror no integer

RSIO 143 1. exec mode integer : O iterative no
a 1 mode
2: 2 batch

2. input device integer SlNTRAN LDN
3. output device integer SINTRAN LDN
4. user number integer

MAGTP 144 1. function integer no
2. memory addr array any type except character
3. unit integer Fortran unit number
4. parameter 1 integer dependent on function
5. parameter 2 integer may not be required
function value integer

ACM 145 1. device integer SlNTRAN LDN no
2, function integer
3. memory addr array
4. destination array
5. word count integer number of words
function value integer

CAMAC 147 1. data integer no
2. status integer
3. crate integer
4. station integer
5, subaddress integer
6. function integer

61. 150 1. value integer no
2. crate integer

GRDTA 151 1. name hollerith RT-program name no
ending with apostrophe

function value integer
IOXN 153 1, data integer no

2. lOX code integer
ASSlG 154 1. device integer SlNTRAN LDN no

2. graded LAM integer
3, crate integer

GRAPHIC 155 1-2 X,Y (:o—ord integer no
3. code integer
4. device integer SlNTRAN LDN
5. function integer
function value integer

ENTSG 157 1. segment integer no
2. page table integer
3. interrupt integer
level
4. entry point integer

FIXC 160 1, segment no integer no
2. page no integer first physical page no

ND~60.128.03
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NAME NUMBER ARGUMENTS TYPE

INSTR 161

OUTST 162

WSEG 164
DIW 165

DOLW 156

REENT 167

1
5

9
9

.“
? unit

text

length
end char

function value
1.
2.
3.

unit
text
length

function va/ue
‘m

P
W

N
f‘
P

S
’J

N
T

‘T
‘ segment no

no of regs
input regs
input values
error value
no of regs
registers

integer
Character
integer
integer
integer
integer
character
integer
integer
integer
integer
int'2 array
int‘2 array
integer
integer
int‘2 array

output values int’2 array
masks
error value
segment no

int‘2 array
integer
integer

ND--60.128.03

COMMENTS

Fortran unit number
starts on a word boundary
length in bytes
right hand byte used

Fortran unit number
starts on a word boundary
length in bytes

; N
N 16-bit words
N 16vbit words

:2 N
N 16~bit words
N 16~bit words
N 16-bit words

ERRCODE
SET

(10

no

no

no

HO

HO
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NOTES:
(I)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

in cases where SINTRAN lll requires a LDN for a file the Fortran runtime
routines generally accept a Fortran unit number, If there is no file opened
with this unit number the Fortran runtime system assumes it is a SINTRAN
LDNi
The user can convert from Fortran unit number to SINTRAN logical device
number by using the function LDN. This takes a Fortran unit number as its
single argument (integer'Z on ND—lOO and integer’4 on ND-BOO) and returns
the SINTRAN logical device number (integer‘Z on ND--lOO and integer'4 on
ND-SOO).
lf there is no open file for the Fortran unit the argument is returned
unchanged.
Fortran unit number and logical device number are identical on the ND—SOO.

lnteger in the data type column means default integer type, integer'2 on
ND—lOO and integer‘4 on ND-EiOOi

Function values These monitor calls are made as functions, eg.
ICHAR 2: |NCH(UNIT)

ln some cases, as in this example, the required data is returned as the
function value When an error occurs the function value returns the error
code with the sign bit set to it

The names of the monitor calls correspondng to these routines are
lNCH ~- INBT
OUTCH — OUTBT

Available on ND~lOO only.

Must start on a word boundary (ND-100 only) and end with an apostrophe,

in the list of arguments, input parameters; are in normal type and return
va/ues in italics.

ND'60.128i03
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APPENDIX 3

ND TERIMINAL TYPES

The list shows the current types defined by ND New numbers are allocated as
ND adds new terminal types to systems.

The terminal type number is calculated as follows:

Bit

IE: Reserved

14 Set to one if the terminal is a VDU (not hard copy).

13 Set to one if the terminal handles the ASCII backspace character
(BS) properly.

12 Set to one if ASCII form feed (FF) gives new page or clear screen.

It Set to one if the VDU has cursor positioning (either directly or by use
of cursor arrows).

10 Set if the terminal utilizes ASCII escape (ESC) within input
sequences.

7~O Terminal model number. See next page.

Example:
The number for TANDBERG-~TDV2H5~STD on logical device number 49 is set as
follows:
@SETMTERMINAL—TYPE 481640038
or more permanently
@SINTRAN-SERVICE-PROGRAM
'CHANGE-DATAFIELD <: LDN> INPUT YES YES YES
CTTY P/I 64003

EXIT

1 ND'60.128.03
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ND Terminal Types
Model ND»

Model Name No. No. Comments

DUMMY 0 Terminal type not set
V1$TAR~OLD 1
TELETYPE—ASRABB 2 202
TANDBERG—TDV2115-STD 3 224N
1NFOTON~200‘1 4 2265
INFOTONAOO-tl 5 228
DEC‘VT1OO 6 BO-Column mode
TANDBERG-TDV2000 7 208
BEEHIVE—100 8
ND~NCT 9 680
HAZELTINE—1520 1O
DEC—LA36 11 2013 Decwriter-H
VISTAR~GTX 12 210E
ND—TET 13 212M
TANDBERG-TD\/2000~3270 14 213
TANDBERG-TDVZ'!15-50877 15 220 \l
TANDBERG-TDVZ'I15«SDS78 16 221
TANDBERG—TDV2115~327O 17 225 (
lNFOTON—ZOO-A 18 227 (
TEKTRONIX—4006 19 214
TEKTRONIX-4012 20 215
TEKTRONIX—4014—1 21 216
PERKlN—ELMER-BANTAM—SSO 22
PERKIN-ELMER-OWL-1200 23
HEWLETT'PACKARDJZMOB 24.
HEWLETTPACKARDJZSM/ 2645—8 25
BEEHIVE~150 26
BEEHIVE—MlCROBEE-‘IA 27
BEEHIVE—MICR’OBEE-il 28
DEC«VT52 29
TEC—502 3O
DACOLL-242 31
NEWBURY~7000 32
TELEVIDEO—912/920 33
VISUAL-200 34
LEAR-SlEGLER-»ADM~3A 35
TDV2215~EXTENDED 36 242
VOLKER~CRA16~VC404 37
VOLKER—CRAlG-VC41O 38
VOLKER-CRAlG—VC414 39
HEWLE‘IT»PACKARD—2621A 40
DATA~MED1A~ELITE~3045 4'1
BEEHIVEeMlNIBEE 42
PERICOM~6800 43 80»c01umn mode
LEAR-SlEGLER-ADM-31 44
BEEHIVE—DMSA 45
FAC1T~4420 46 VT52 mode
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ADDSVIEWPO NT
HAZELTINE—EEXECUTIVE-BO
AM PEX-DIALOC
VOLKERACRAIG

UE-80
VC4404

DATA—MEDIA—ELITE 1520/1521
TANDBERG~TD
TANDBERG-TD
TANDBERGTD

2215~SDS--V2
2200/9vNOTIS
2220

47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54

246

ADM-3A mode

ND—60.128403





APPENDIX C:

LCKBICAL DEVICE NUMBERS USED IN

SEiNTRAN ”I H

Octa/ Log/cal
Device N0. :

0—77
1004 77
200277
300-377
400-477

500—577
600-677

700-777

1000-1077
1100:1177
1200~1277
i300si377
i400~i472
1500—1577
1600—1677
1700-1777

Decimal Log/cal
Device N0. :

063
64427

128—1 91
192-255
256339

320383
384-447

Device Name:

Character devices
Massrstorage files
Non internal devices
User Semaphores
Process Control Devices/Connect
Devices
System devices
[SINTRAN Iii/SINTRAN 0!}
Communication Devices] [ND—NET]
NORDCOM devices and other special
devices
Extension of character devices
System devices
System devices
System devices
System devices
System devices
System devices
System devices

ND~6012803



Octal Logical
Device N0. 5

42—47

5257
60~67
70«77

Decima/ Logica/
Device Nor ,'

0

14
15
16
17
18
18
2O
21
2.2
23
24
2E-
26
27
28
29
3O
31

’i
A.

’fii‘1

34,39
40
41
4247
48-55
5663

Device Name:

lNBT;lNCH (background): edited
input, else: dummy
Background: "own terminal"
RT: Terminal 1
Tape reader 1 (Console)
Tape punch 1
Card reader 1
Line printer 1
Synchronous modem 1
Terminal 17
Plotter 1
Terminal 2
Tape reader 2
Tape punch 2
Bus switch device
Line printer 2
Synchronous modem 2
Terminal 18
Cassette drive 1
Cassette drive 2
Versatec on DMA printer/plotter 1
Versatec on DlVlA printer/plotter 2
Tektronix display
Magnetic tape 1 unit 2
Synchronous modem 5
Synchronous modem 6
Synchronous modem 3
Synchronous modem 4
Magnetic tape 2 unit 0
Magnetic tape 1 unit 3
Magnetic tape 2 unit 1
Card Punch 3
CDC link
Not used
Magnetic tape 1 unit 0
Magnetic tape 1 unit 1
Terminals 3-8
Card punch 1
Card punch 2
Terminals 19~24
Terminals 9-16
Terminals 25—32
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Logical Device Numbers 400-477:
40041437
440
441
442
443
450‘ 467
470

CAMAC interrupts or special process interface
Direct task level 6
Direct task level 7
Direct task level 8
Direct task level 9
CONNECT devices
ND 23 -—» programmed clock

Logical Device Numbers 500—577:
500
501
502
503
504
505
506
507
51 1
512
513
514
515
516
517'
520
521
522
523
524
525
526
527
530
531
532
533
534
535
536
537
540
541
542
543
544
545
546

Internal device for error message RT program
Semaphore for segment transfer
Disk 10l\/lb 1 datafield
RT loader command lock
General lock for file system
Usenfile-buffer lock
Objectsfile—buffer lock
RTvopenflfilevtable lock
Disk 101W) 1, unit 0, R-bit—file—bul‘fer lock
Disk 10Mb 1, unit 0, F-»bit--fi|e-buffer lock
Disk 10Mb 1, unit 0, R'directory lock
Disk 10Mb 1, unit 0, F—directory lock
DF1, file-transfer for RT lock for disk 1, disk 2, disk3 and disk 4
DF2, for open-file monitor call from RT program datatield
RTFlL semaphore
Grals NOTIS-1R semaphore 2
Get device buffer lock
Disk 10Mb 1, unit 1, R-directory lock
Disk 10Mb 1, unit 1, F~directory lock
Disk 10Mb 1, unit 1, R-bitsfile—buffer lock
Disk 10Mb 1, unit 1, F-bit~file~buffer lock
DFS, transfer lock for magnetic tape 1
Spooling queue semaphore
Accounting semaphore
CDC link monitor call datafield
Semaphore for spooling device 4
Semaphore for spooling device 4
Semaphore for spooling device 5
Semaphore for spooling device 5
Semaphore for spooling device 6
Semaphore for spooling device 6
internal Device Remote Batch IBM
internal Device Remote Batch UNlVAC
internal Device Remote Batch Honeywell Bull
Internal Device Remote Batch CDC
(544) Big disc 3, Unit 0 directory lock
(545) Big disc 3, Unit 0 bitfile buffer lock
(546) Unit 1
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550
551
552
554
555
556
557
560
561
562
564
565
567
570
571
572

573
574
575
576
577

(547) Unit 1
(550) Unit 2
(551) Unit 2
Disk 10Mb 1,
Disk 10lVlb 1,
Disk 10Mb 1,
Disk 10lVlb 1,

0-4

unit 3, Rebit-‘tilebuffer lock (552) Unil: 3
unit 3, F~bit~fi|evbuffer lock (553) Unit 3
unit 3, R-directory lock
unit 3, F‘directory lock

Magnetic tape 1, clatafieid
All rr-agnetic tapes, directory lock

Big disc 3, clatafield
CDC link data
Disk 10Mb 1,
Disk 10lVlb 1,
Disk 10Mb 1,

field
unit 2, Redirectory lock
unit 2, F—directory lock
unit 2, R-bit~file—buffer lock 563 Magnetic tape 2,

unit 2, l/O datafield
Disk 10lVlb 1, unit 2, F—bit-file‘buffer lock
Monitor call datafield for cassette
Cassette data field 564 Magnetic tape 2, unit 3 l/O datafield
DF5, monitor call data field for Versatec 1
Versatec data field

Log/"cal Device Numbers 7000 - 7077:
1000
1001
1002
1003
1004
1005
1006
1007
1010
1011
1012
1013
1014
1015
1040 -1077

Floppy disk 1,
Floppy disk 1,
Floppy disk 1,
Floppy disk 2,
Floppy disk 2,
Floppy disk 2,
Hasp DMA 1,
Hasp DMA 2,
Hasp DMA 3,
Hasp DMA 4,
Hasp DMA 5,
Hasp DMA 6,
Line printer 3,
Line printer 4,

unit 0, l/O datafield
unit 1, l/O datafield
unit 2, l/O datafield
unit 0, l/O datafield
unit 1, I/O datafield
unit 2, l/O datafield
l/O datafield
l/O datafield
l/O datafield
l/O datafield
l/O datafield
l/O datafield
l/O datafield
l/O datafield

Terminals 33 ~ 64
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Log/cal Device Numbers 77004777:
1100
1101
1102
1103
1104
1105
1106
1107
1110
1111
1112
1113
1114
1115
1116
1117
1120
1121
1122
1123
1124
1125
1126
1127
1130
1131
1132
1133
1134
1135
1136
1137
1140
1141
1142
1143
1144
1145
1146
1147
1150
1151
1152
1153
1154
1155
1156
1157
1160
1161
1162

Big disk/big cartrkjge disk 1,(1atafield
Big disk/big cartrkjge disk 1,tuid O,cHrectory hack
Big disk/big cartridge disk 1, unit 0, bit—file—buffer lock
NORD—EIO datafield
Disk 100/16 2, datatield
Disk 101W) 2, unit 0, R--directory lock
Dim<1OFflb 2,unn 0,F~dnectory|ock
Di§<1ODflb 2,und 0,R»bd-fi|e4)ifierlock
Di§<1094b 2,unh 0,F«bh10e—bufierlock
Magnetic tape 2 datatield
Big disc 4, unit 0, directory lock
Hoppycfisk1,unh ll/O daudmfid
Big disc 4, unit 0, bitfileibui‘fer lock
Floppy disk 2, unit 3, 1/0 datatield
Dr I Uansferlockforihagnetm tape 2
Big disk/big cartrkjge disk 1,LHHI 1,rfirectory lock
Big disk/big cartrkige disk 1,LHHI1, bd»fHe—bufferlock
Big disk/big cartridge disk 1, unit 2, directory lock
Big disk/big cartridge disk 1, unit 2, bit~file—buffer lock
Big disk/big cartridge disk 1, unit 3, directory lock
Big disk/big cartridge disk 1, unit 3, bitwfilek-buffer lock
Versatec controHer 2
Monitor call datafield for Versatec controller 2
DF 39, magnetic tape 3 monitor call datafield
Disk 10Mb 2, unit 1, R—directory lock
Disk10h4b 2,unh 1,F~dnectorylock
Dmk10kM32,unhl,R»bdiHe|ock
Dim<10k4b 2,und'k FJfitJHelock
Hoppychd<1,umt3,dWecnnytabmlock
Hoppytflsk1,und 3 bdide~bufierlock
Semaphore for spooling device 1
Sewaphoreforspoofing dec?
Sernaphoreforspoohng dec 2
Sewaphoreforspoohng decZZ
Spoofing;systenigeneralsenwaphore
Spooling system wait for used pages semaphore
Spooling system wait for free pages semaphore
Hoppycflsk1,datafiem
Monitor call datafield for floppy disk 1
Hoppycfifl<2,umt3,dnecuwytabblock
Hoppycfisk1,unh0,dhecunytabmlock
Hoppycfifl<1,tO,bh-fib-bufierlock
Hoppycflm<1,und1,dnecuflytamelock
Floppy disk 1, unit 1, bit‘file-buffer lock
Floppy disk 1, unit 2, directory table lock
Hoppycfisk1,umt2,bh~fim-buflerlock
Floppy disk 2, datafield
Monitor call datafield for floppy disk 2
Floppy disk 2, unit 3, bit-file-buf'ter lock
Hoppycfisk2,umt0,dkecunytabmlock
Hoppycfim<2,tO,bh.fim-bufierlock
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1163
1164
1165
1166
1167
1170
1171
1172
1173
1174
1175
1176
1177

C-—6

Floppy disk 2, unit 1, directory table lock
Floppy disk 2, unit 1, bit—fiiebuf‘fer lock
Floppy disk 2, unit 2, directory table lock
Fioppy disk 2, unit 2, bitfiie-buffer lock
Line printer 1, datatieid
Monitor call datafieid for line printer 1
Big disc 4, unit 2, directory lock
Big disc 4, unit 2, bitfiie buffer lock
Semaphore for spooling device 3
Semaphore for spooiing device 3
Line printer 2, datatieid
Monitor ca|| datafield lock for line printer 2
Spocling semaphore, for id data buffer lock

Logica/ Device Numbers 7200 » 7277:
1200
1201
1202
1203
1204
1205
1206
1207
1210
1211
1212
1213
1214
1215
1216
1217
1220
1221
1222
1223
1224
1225

1226

1227

1230

1231
1232
1233

1234

NORD TPS system semaphore
DMAC command lock
RT~PF106RAMvLOG semaphore
Histogram commands lock
SiNTRAN-SER‘x/iCE—PROGRAM command iock
Maii system iock
Terminai 1, datafieid
Big disk/big cartridge disk 2, datafield
Internai device 1, datatield
Monitor call datafieid for internal device 1
internal device 2, datafield
Monitor call datafieid for internal device 2
lnternai device 3, datafield
Monitor call datafield for internal device 3
Internai device 4, datafieid
Monitor 0811 datafieid for internal device 4
Internet device 8, datafield
Monitor call data‘rieid for internal device 5
Accounting semaphore
GRAFS/NOTISiR semaphore
Winchester disk, datafield or STC magtape controiier 4
Wincester disk 1, unit 0, directory table iock STC magtape 4
unit 0, 1/0 datafielcl
Wincester disk 1, unit 0, bit-tilebuffer lock STC magtape 4, unit
1, 1/0 datafield
Winchester disk 1, unit 1, directory table lock STC magtape 4,
unit 2,1/0 datafield
Winchester disk, unit 1, biHile—buffer lock STC magtape 4, unit
3, 1/0 datafieid
Winchester disk 2, datafieid or STC magtape controller 3
Winchester disk 2, Unit 0, directory table lock
Wincester disk 2, unit 0, bit~fiie~buffer lock STC magtape 3, unit
1, 1/0 datafield
Winchester disk 2, unit 1, directory table lock STC magtape 3,
unit 2, I/O datafield

I
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1235

1236
1237
1240
1241
1242
1243
1244
1245
1246
1247
1250
1251
1252
1253
1254
1255
1256
1257
1260
1261
1262
1263
1264
1265
1266
1267
1270
1271
1272
1273
1274
1275
1276
1277

Winchester disk 2, unit 1, bit—file‘buffer lock STC magtape3,
unit 3, 1/0 datafieid
Batch process 1, datafield
Batch process 1, internal device
Batch process 2, datafieid
Batch process 2, internal device
Batch process 3, datafieid
Batch process 3, internal device
Batch process 4, data’rieid
Batch process 4, internal device
Batch process 5, datafieid
Batch process 5, internal device
Batch process 6, datafieid
Batch process 6, internal device
Batch process 7, datafietd
Batch process 7, internal device
Batch process 8, datafieid
Batch process 8, internai device
Batch process 9, datafieid
Batch process 9, internal device:
Batch process 10, datafield
Batch process 10, internal device
Spooiing device 7, semaphore
Spooiing device 7, semaphore
Spooiing device 8, semaphore
Spooling device 8, semaphore
Spooiing device 9, semaphore
Spooiing device 9, semaphore
Spooling device 10, semaphore
Spooiing device 10, semaphore
Monitor caii datafield for internal device 1
Monitor call datafield for internal device 2
Monitor call datatield ‘1orinternal device 3
Monitor call datafieid for internal device 4
Monitor 0311 datafieid for internal device 5
DF 40, magnetic tape 4, monitor monitor call datatied

Log/cal Device Numbers 7.300 - 7377:
1300
1301
1 302
1 303
1304
1305

1306
1307
1310
1311

Device buffer lock
Device buffer lock
Device buffer lock
Hasp D1V1A1,datafie1d
Hasp DMA 1, datafieid 1300 bid disc 4, unit 3, directory lode
Monitor cat! datafield for Hasp DMA 1 1301 big disc 4, unit 3,
bit«fi1e~buffer iock
Monitor call datafield for Hasp DMA1 1302 not used
Hasp DMA 2, datafield
Hasp DMA 2, datafieid
Monitor cat! datafieid for Hasp DMA 2
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1312
1313
1314
1315
1316
1317
1320
1321
1322
1323
1324
1325
1326
1327
1330
1331
1332
1333
1334
1335
1336
1337
1340
1341
1342
1343
1344
1345
1346
1347
1350
1351
1352
1360

1361
1362

1364

1366

1373

1374
1375
1376
1377
1400~1537
1600w1677
1716

C——8

Monitor caH datafieid for Hasp DMA 2
Hasp DMA 3, datafield
Hasp DMA 3, datafieid
Monitor call datafieid for Hasp DMA 3
Monitor call datafield for Hosp DMA 3
Hosp DMA 4, datafield
Hasp DMA 4, datafield
Monitor call datafield for Hasp DMA 4
Monitor cal! datafieid for Hasp DMA 4
Hasp DMA 5, datafield
Hasp DMA 5, datafieid
Monitor call datafieid for Hasp DMA 5
Monitor cal! datafieid for Hasp DMA 5
Hasp DMA 6, datafield
Hasp DMA 6, datatield
Monitor call datafield tor Haso DMA 6
Monitor caii datafield for Hasp DMA 6
Big disk/big cartridge disk 2, unit 0, directory table lock
Big disk/big cartridge disk 2, unit 0, bitvfiieubuffer lock
Big disk/big cartnckge disk 2,iinit1, directory table lock
Big disk/big cartridge disk 2, unit 1, bittiiev‘ouffer lock
Big disk/big cartridge disk 2, unit 2, directory tabie lock
Big disk/big cartridge disk 2, unit 2, bit—fiievbuffer lock
Big disk/big cartridge disk 2, unit 3, directory table lock
Big disk/big cartridge disk 2, unit 3, bit-file: butter lock
Line printer 3, datatieid
Monitor call datafield for line printer 3
Line printer 4,<jataiieid
Monitor c2311 datafield for line printer 4
NOREuBJ2,dMafieM
NORDSO 3, datafield
NORD~50 4, datafieid
RT?FOGRANLLOGcomnmndkmk
HDLC DhAA,a1,input;synchronousrnodent1 RN'HDLC
interface input/output
HDLC DMA, iink 1, output
HDLC DRAA,a2,input;synchronousrnoden12for14DLC
interhice hiput/output
HDLC DRAA,a3,input;synchronousrnodeni3fcritDLC
interhiceian/output
HDLC DRAA,a4,hunn;synchronOUSinodent4for140LC
interfiice ntput/output
HDLC DRAA,a 6,0utput finuflwonousrnodeniBtoriiDLCinv
terface output,
X2110gmalnumber1
X21Iogmalnumber2
X21|oghalnumber3
X21iogmalnwnber4
Terminai access device (BAD) 1m-96
DAAA dec bufier,headeriocksforheaderruunbersO 77777 77
VVan m~for~e BLDhisenwaphore
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APPENDEX D

ERROR iMESSAGlES

This appendix documents SlNTRAN runtime and file system errors. Error mes
sages originating in the subsystems are documented in the respective subsystem
documentation; this also includes FORTRAN run—time errors, BASIC run~time
errors, etc.

SINTRAN MONITOR

Run-Tin“; Errors

Most run—time errors cause the current RT program to be aborted and the error
message
aa.bb.cc ERROR nn lN rr AT || ; tttt
XX W
is printed.
If the error occurs in a background program, the error message is written on the
corresponding terminal. For RT programs, the error message is written on the e
ror message terminal (usually terminal 1).

The meaning of the parameters is as follows:
aabbcc Time when the error message was printed.

aa hours
bb minutes
cc seconds

nn Error number (see following pages).
rr Name of RT program
ll Octal address where the error occurred.
tttt Explanatory text.
xx, yy Numbers giving additional information about the error. One or

both numbers can be omitted. (See following pages.)

Example:
@014332 ERROR 14 IN RTPl AT 114721;
OUTSlDE SEGMENT BOUNDS
In the case of a segment transfer error, an additional message TRANSF! is given.
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[335.2 Run—Time Error Codes

Error Program
Code Meaning xx yy Aborted

00 Illegal monitor call yes

01 Bad RT program address yes

02 Wrong priority in PRIOR yes

03 Bad memory page page no.

04 internal interrupt on direct
task level level bit no.

06 Batch input error error no. yes

07 Batch output error error no. yes

08 Batch system error error no. L register yes

09 illegal parameter in CLOCK yes

10 Illegal parameter in ABSET yes

11 Illegal parameter in UPDAT yes

12 Illegal time parameters yes

13 Page fault for non-demand page no. yes

14 Outside segment bounds page no. yes

15 Illegal segment number segment no. yes

16 Segment not loaded segment no. yes

17 Fixing demand segment no. yes

18 Too many fixed pages segment no. yes

19 Too big segment segment no. yes

20 Disk/drum transfer error hardware unit no
device no. (yes if

segment
transfer)

21 Disk/drum transfer error disk address hardware
status no
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Error Program
Code Meaning xx yy Aborted

22 False interrupt level ident code no

23 Device error hardware hardware no
device no. status

25 Already fixed segment no. yes

26 Device timevout hardware unit no. no
device no.

27 illegal parameter in CONCT yes

28 Space not available segment no. yes

29 MON 64 and MON 65 error no. (see NORD
File System) yes

30 Divide by zero yes

31 Permit violation yes

32 Ring violation yes

33 HDLC driver, fatal error yes

34 Illegal instruction yes

35 REENTRANT~FTN stack error yes

38 Privileged instructon yes

37 lOX error address level no

38 Memory parity error PEA reg. PES reg. yes

38 Memory out of range EDEA reg. PES reg. yes

40 Power faii no

41 Illegal error code in ERRMON yes

42 Overlapping segments segments yes

44 Correted memory error PEA reg. PES reg. no

45 Not demand segments yes

46 XMSG fatal error, internal XMSG physical yes
error or inconSistency error code address
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Error Program
Code Meaning xx yy Aborted

47 XMSG user error calling level yes

48 False BEX interrupt

49 Remote power fail interrupt

50—69 User defined error error no suberror no
(MON 142) no

70 BEX parity error

71 False MPM4 interrupt busc no. :iaritare no

72 MPM4 power fail interrupt busc no. no

73 MPM4 memory out of range busc no. lower limit no

74 MPM4 memory error local PES local PEA no

75 MPlVI4 parity error busc no lower limit no

76 MPM4 write parity error busc no. port code no

90 FORTRAN run-time error error no. no

91 FORTRAN l/O error error no. no

lOO FTN library error
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D.2

D.2.1

SINTRAN III FILE SVS'll'EIM

Error Codes Returned from Monitor
Calls

Error Code:

Octal
000
001
002
003
004
005
006
007
010
01 1

012
013
014
015
016
017
020
021
022
023
024
025
026
027
030
031
032
033
034
035
036
037
040
041
042
043
044
045
O46
047
050

Decimal
000
001
002
003
004
005
006
007
008
009
010
011
012
013
014
015
016
017
018
019

'. 020
021
022
023
024
025
026
027
028
029
030
031
032
033
034
035
036
037
038
039
040

Meaning:

Not used
Not used
Bad file number
End of file
Card Reader Error (card read)
Device not reserved
Not used
Card Reader Error (card not read)
Not used
Not used
End of device (time-out)
Not used
Not used
Not used
Not used
Not used
Not used
Illegal character in parameter
No such page
Not decimal number
Not octal number
You are not authorized to do this
Directory not entered
Ambiguous directory name
No such device name
Ambiguous device name
Directory entered
No such logical unit
Unit occupied
Master block transfer error
Bit file transfer error
No more tracks available
Directory not on specified unit
Files opened on this directory
Main directory not last one released
No main directory
Too long parameter
Ambiguous user name
No such user name
No such user name in main directoryls)
Attempt to create too many users
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Error Code:

Octal

051
052
053
054
055
056
057
060
061
062
063
064
065
066
067
070
071
072
073
074
075
076
077
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
110
11 1
112
113
1 14
1 15
116
117
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
130
131
132

Decimal

041
042
043
044
045
046
047
048
049
050
051
052
053
054
055
056
057
058
059
060
061
062
063
064
065
066
067
068
069
070
071
072
073
074
075
076
077
078
079
080
081
082
083
084
085
086
087
088
089
090

Meaning:

User already exists
User has files
User is entered
Not so much space unreserved in directory
Reserved space already used
No such file name
Ambiguous file name
Wrong password
User already entered
No user entered
Friend arready exists
No such friend
Attempt to create too many friends
Attempt to create yourself as friend
Continuous space not available
Not directory access
Space not available to expand file
Space already allocated
No space in default directories
No such file version
No more pages available for this user
File already exists
Attempt to create too many files
Outside device limits
No previous version
File not continuous
File type already defined
No such access code
File already opened
Not write access
Attempt to open too many files
Not write and append access
Not read access
Not read, write and common access
Not read and write access
Not read and common access
File reserved by another user
File already opened for write by you
No such user index
Not append access
Attempt to open too many mass-storage files
Attempt to open too many files
Not opened for sequential write
Not opened for sequential read
Not opened for random write
Not opened for random read
File number out of range
File number already used
No more buffer space
No file opened with this number
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Error Code:

Octal

133
134
135
136
137
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
210
211
2122
213

Decimal

091
092
093
094
095
096
097
098
099
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139

Meaning:

Not rnassstorage file
File used for write
File used for read
File only opened for sequential read or write
No scratch file opened
File not reserved by you
Transfer error
File already reserved
No such block
Source and destination equal
illegal on tape device
End of tape
Device unit reserved for special use
Not random access on tape files
Not last file on tape
Not tape device
lllegal address reference in monitor call
Source empty
File already open by another user
File already open for write by another user
Missing parameter
Two pages must be left unreserved
No answer from remote computer
Device cannot be reserved
Overflow in read
DMA error
Bad data block
CONTROL MODUS word error
Parity error
LRC error
Device error (read—last~status to get status)
No device buffer available
lllegal mass-storage unit number
lllegal parameter
Writeprotect violation
Error detected by read after write
No EOF mark found
Cassette not in position
Illegal function code
Timeout (no data block found)
Paper fault
Device not ready
Device already reserved
Not peripheral file
No such queue entry
Not so much space left
No spooling for this device
No such queue
Queue empty
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Error Code."

Octal

214
215
216
217
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
250
251
252
253
254
255
300377

Decimal

140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
148
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173

Meaning:

Queue full
Not: last used by you
No such channel name
No remote connection
lllegal channel
Channel already reserved on remote computer
No remote file processor
Formatting error
lncompatible device sizes
Remote processor not available
Tape format error
Block count error
Volume not on specified unit
Not deleted record
Device error
Error in object entry
Odd number of bytes (right byte in last word insignificant,l
Error in backspace/forward space print
Block format error
Overflow in write
lllegal device type
Segment not contiguously fixed
Segment not fixed
Approaching end of accounting file
End of accounting file encountered
No more unused spooling files available
Inconsistent directory
Object entry not used
User does not exist
Directory not reserved
Not a multiplum of hardware block size
Not indexed file
lllegal floppy format
File not opened
Reserved for special use
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APPENDIX E

STANDARD PERIPHERAL FILE NAMES

Peripheral
ND No. Description File Name Notes

202, 204, Terminals TERMINAL 1. Refers to own terminal
~ 228 in background.

2. Terminals can also be
PRINTER,

252, 254 lntercomputer CHANNEL “0
link CHANNEL -—-1 lf only one link

CHANNEL —15

L1»CH'0

L1-CH—15 lf two or more links
L2—CH-O

L2—CH-1ES

Links with background
programs are usually not
included,

301, 302 Paper Tape TAPE-READER Suffix ”——1", "-—2", etc;
Reader is used if more than one

device,

303 Page Tape Punch TAPE-PUNCH See NDBOL

305, etc. Floppy Disk FLOPPY-—0 These names only work
FLOPPY-—1 with one controller

400, etc. Card Reader CARD-READER See ND301

430, 431, etc. Line Printer LlNE~PR|NTEFi See ND301

414, 415, 417 Matrix Printer PRINTER See ND301

420 Card Punch CARD—PUNCH See ND301

515, etc. Magnetic Tape MAG-TAPE—O These names only work
MAG~TAPE-1 with one controller

603, 604, 605, Versatec Printer LlNE-PRINTEFH
606 Plotter LlNE‘PRlNTER—Z

VERSATEC~1
VERSATEC-Q

If no other line printer on
the system.

lf another line printer on
the system,
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APPEWDEX F

STANDARD NAME»; GF MASS
STORAGE DEVICES

DISC-10MB»1
Disciomegz
DISC—30Ml
DISC»30MB-’2
DisosaMei
DlSC—BBMBx-Z
DISC~38M8M1
DlSC~38MBQ2
DISC-BOMB-l
DISC-60MB}2
DiscesMBé-i
DlSC—GBMBQ
DlSC-75MBH
DlSC~75MBu2
Disc—semen
DISC-90MB=«2
DlSC—288MB—1
DISC-288MB-2
DISC-2-75MB-l
DlSC—2»75MB»2
DlSC-3-75MB~1
Discs-75mg
DlSC~l4M8~l
Disc»i4MB.2
DlSC~21MB—l
DlSC-21MB~2
DRUM-1 ‘
DRUM-2
MAG-TAPEl
MAG»TAPE+2
FLOPPY-DlSOl
FLOPPY—DlSC-Q

Cartridge disk controller 1
Cartridge disk controller 2
Big cartridge disk controller 1
Bit cartridge disk controller 2
33 Megabytes disk controller 1
33 Megabytes disk controller 2
38 Megabytes disk controller 1
38 Megabytes disk controller 2
60 Megabytes disk controller 1
60 Megabytes disk controller 2
66 Megabytes disk controller 1
66 Megabytes disk controller 2
75 Megabytes disk controller 1
75 Megabytes disk controller 2
90 Megabytes disk controller 1
90 Megabytes disk controller 2
288 Megabytes disk controller 1
288 Megabytes disk controller 2 ‘
Subdivided 150 Megabytes disk controller 1
Subdivided 150 Megabytes disk controller 2
Subdivided 288 Megabytes disk controller 1
Subdivided 288 Megabytes disk controller 2
l4 Megabytes disk controller 1
14 Megabytes disk controller 2
21 Megabytes disk controller 1
21 Megabytes disk controller 2
Drum controller 1
Drum controller 2
Magnetic tape controller 1
Magnetic tape controller 2
Floppy disk controller 1
Floppy disk controller 2
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APPENDIX G

A250”! CHARACTER SET

Byte Position Byte Position
CHAR Left flight 090‘ CHAR Left Right Dec.

N U L 000000 000000 0 0 030000 000060 A 3
501—1 000400 000001 1 1 030400 000061 4 9
STX 001000 000002 2 2 031000 000062 F 0
ETX 001400 000003 3 3 031400 000063 1 1
EOT 002000 000004 4 4 032000 000064 5 2
ENG. 002400 000005 5 5 032400 000065 L3
ACK 003000 000006 6 6 033000 000066 54
BEL 003400 000007 7 7 033400 000067 {5
88 004000 000010 8 8 034000 000070 56
HT 004400 00001 1 9 9 034400 000071 5 7
LF 005000 000012 10 1 035000 000072 E8
VT 005400 000013 1 1 , 035400 000073 53
FF 006000 000014 12 < 036000 000074. 150
CR 006400 000015 13 2 036400 000075 131
so 007000 000016 14 > 037000 000076 62
51 007400 000017 15 7 037400 000077 63
DLE 010000 000020 16 43 040000 000100 64
D (:1 010400 000021 17 A 040400 000101 . 5
DC2 011000 000022 13 B 041000 000102 66
003 011400 000023 13 C 041400 000103 117
004 012000 000024 20 D 042000 000104 1 3
NAK 012400 000025 21 E 042400 000105 1 0
SYN 013000 000026 22 F 043000 000106 70
ETB 013400 000027 23 G 043400 000107 71
CAN 014000 000030 24 H 044000 000110 72
EM 014400 000031 25 1 044400 0001 11 73
SUB 015000 000032 26 41 045000 0001 12 74
ESC 015400 000033 27 K 045400 0001 13 75
F8 016000 000034 28 L 046000 0001 14 76
GS 016400 000035 29 M 046400 0001 15 77
RS 017000 000036 30 N 047000 000116 73
us 017400 000037 31 0 047400 000117 70
SPACE 020000 000040 32 P 050000 000120 30
1 020400 000041 33 Q 050400 000121 31
" 021000 000042 34 R 051000 000122 32
4 021400 000043 35 s 051400 000123 33
3 022000 000044 36 T 052000 000124 3 4
% 022400 000045 37 U 052400 000125 35
3 023000 000046 33 v 053000 000126 33
' 023400 000047 39 w 053400 000127 37
( 024000 000050 40 x 054000 000130 33
) 024400 000051 41 Y 054400 000131 33
' 025000 000052 42 2 055000 000132 33
+ 025400 000053 43 1 055400 000133 3

026000 000054 44 \ 056000 000134 3 L
m 026400 000055 45 1 056400 000135 33
, 027000 000056 46 /\ 057000 000136 01
/ 027400 000057 47
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‘1’ N

Byte Position Byte Position

CHAR Left Right Dec; CHAR Left Right Dec.

,1 057400 000137 95 0 067400 000157 111
060000 000140 96 1 p 070000 000160 1 12

8 060400 000141 97 1 0 070400 000161 1 13
6 061000 000142 98 r 071000 000162 114
c 061400 000143 09 1 S 071400 000163 116
d 062000 000144 100 t 072000 000164 116
8 062400 000145 101 u 072400 000165 1 17
f 063000 000146 102 v 073000 000166 118
9 063400 000147 103 W 073400 000167 119
6 064000 000150 104 X 074000 000170 120
1 064400 000151 105 y 074400 000171 121
1 065000 000152 106 2 075000 000172 122
k 065400 000153 107 ; 075400 000173 123
I 066000 000154 108 1 076000 000174 124
m 066400 000155 109 1 076400 000175 126
n 067000 000156 110 1 077000 000176 126

DEL 077400 000177 127
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H.1

APPENDlx Hi

HARDWARE STATUS FDR MAGNETIC
TAPES, CASSETTE TAPES, VERSATEC
AND FLQPPY DESK

This is the status word returned by
@DEVlCE~FUNCTlON <peripheral file name>
FUNCTlONS: READ~STATUS

READ-LAST-STATUS
and by MAGTP (MON 144) function codes 20 and 24.
The specified condition is true if the bit is set in the status word.

Status word for Taandberg, Pertec and STC magnetic:
tape iuniits.

bit 0: tape on line
1: write enable ring present
2: tape standing onload point

Lt.‘ CRC error/fatal error
set if any of bits 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11 or 12 are set
control or modus word error; trying to write on protected tape, trying to
reverse tape at load point, tape unit not on-line etc; action is inhibited

6: bad data block; an error is detected
7: end of file is detected
8: the search character is detected

9: end of tape is detected; resetting this bit depends on the model.
Tandberg, STC: the bit remains set if carrying out a function after EOT
Pertec: the bit is cleared if carrying out a function after EOT

: word counter is not, zero
‘ : DMA error“a

s
“
‘0

12: overflow (in read)
13: tape busy or formatter busy
14: LRC error/software error

'15: interrupt when tormatter is ready
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H.2 Status word for Hewlett-Packard magnetic tape units

bit 0:

10:
11:

12:
13:
14:

15:

ready interrupt enabled (cleared by the interrupt)
: error interrupt enabled (cleared by the interrupt)
: device active

device ready for transfer
set if any of bits 6, 9, 'IO, 11 or 12 are set or if a reverse command is
given with tape at load point

: write enable ring present

LRC error
EOF detected
load point (the unit remains in this; state also after the first forward
command after load point is detected)

: EOT detected
parity error
DMA error

overflow in read
density select: 1 = 800 ZBPI
magnetic tape unit ready (selected, on—line and not rewinding)

bit 15 is loaded by the previous control word
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H.3 Status word for Phillips cassette:

bit 0:

10:
11:

12:
13:
14:

15:

ready for transfer, interrupt is enabled
: error interrupt enabled
: device is active

device is ready for transfer
set if any of bits 0, 1 or 5 are set:
write enable

‘ cassette side indicator (A = 1, B = O)
: bit clock
: read fail

: sync fail
not used
not used

drive fail
write protection violation
beginning or end of tape

not used
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H.4 Status word for Versatec line printer/plotter

bit 0: ready for transfer, interrupt enabled
1: error interrupt enabled
2: device active

3: device ready for transfer
4: set if bit 6 or 7 is set
5: not used

6: no paper
7: plotter not on-Eine
8: not used

9: not used
10: not used
11: not used

12: not used
13: plotter ready
14: not used

15: not used
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H.5 Status word for floppy disk

bit 0: interrupt enabied
1: not used
2: device busy

3: device ready for transfer
4-: set if any of bits 5, 8, 11, 12 or 14 are set
5: de1eted record detected

6: read/write completed
7: seek compieted
8: drive not ready

9: write protected
10: not used
11: address mismatch

12: CRC error
13: not used
14: data overrun

15: not used
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